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Abstract 

Transcription of the majority of spliceosomal RNAs, small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs), as 

well as all protein-coding genes is accomplished by RNA polymerase II (RNAPII). 

Recently, a novel protein complex called ‘Integrator’ was identified in human cells that 

associates with the C-terminal domain (CTD) of RNAPII’s largest subunit. Integrator 

has previously been shown to be critical for the co-transcriptional 3’ end processing of 

snRNAs, as depletion or mutation of at least two of the twelve known Integrator 

subunits causes 3’ end misprocessed snRNAs to accumulate. Genes encoding Integrator 

subunits are well conserved in metazoa, including Drosophila, but are absent from the 

genomes of unicellular organisms. Previous studies of the Drosophila orthologue of 

Integrator subunit 7 (Ints7), deflated, associated deflated with cellular roles that are 

difficult to reconcile with a function in snRNA 3’ end processing. These include 

pleiotropic defects in deflated mutants throughout the entire development indicative of 

functions in cell proliferation and/or cell signalling. This thesis explores the functional 

conservation of deflated as a subunit of the Drosophila Integrator complex and 

examines the possibility of deflated being multifunctional.  

 

In an attempt to address the involvement of deflated in snRNA biogenesis as well as 

other cellular processes, a series of studies were conducted using Drosophila for 

experimentation. Changes in snRNA 3’ end processing were analysed via quantitative 

real-time PCR (qPCR) in a mutant deflated background. In comparison to heterozygous 

control larvae, homozygous second instar defl
L
 larvae accumulate significant amounts of 

3’ end misprocessed snRNA precursors and also display defects in pre-mRNA splicing 

of some, but not all, mRNA transcripts. This is consistent with deflated functioning as 

an Ints7 Integrator subunit and Integrator having a critical role in snRNA 3’ end 

processing in Drosophila.  

 

A functional involvement of deflated as a subunit of the Drosophila Integrator complex 

was further explored using the yeast two-hybrid system (Y2H). Deflated was found to 

bind to two of the twelve known Integrator subunits in Drosophila as well as to the 

DSS1 protein that initiated discovery of the Integrator complex (in human cells) but 

does not play a role in snRNA biogenesis. To explore the possibility that deflated is 

multifunctional, as indicated by previous findings in Drosophila, a commercial Y2H 
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screen was commissioned to identify non-Integrator binding partners of Deflated. Two 

novel physical interactors of Deflated were identified and confirmed in this study via 

pairwise Y2H assays. The first was the Mcm2 subunit of the MCM2-7 replicative 

helicase and the second the dynein light chain Dlc90F of cytoplasmic dynein. These 

observations support a multifunctional role of deflated. 

 

In the final set of experiments, Deflated localization studies during Drosophila 

development were undertaken using a custom made anti-Deflated antibody. 

Immunofluorescence confocal microscopy revealed that Deflated is ubiquitously 

expressed in the nuclei of early Drosophila embryos but becomes more and more 

restricted in its tissue distribution with ongoing development. Anti-Deflated staining 

first follows sites of rapid cell proliferation and is only seen in the developing CNS and 

epithelia of mainly ectodermal origin from gastrulation until late larval stages. In adults, 

Deflated’s localization was analysed in the male reproductive system, where it strongly 

stained primary spermatocytes, and in female ovaries, where it was found to stain all egg 

chamber follicle cells until mid-oogenesis. Later in oogenesis, anti-Deflated staining 

becomes restricted mainly to the anterior follicle cell population and a small proportion 

of follicle cells at the posterior pole. Using cDNA rescued homozygous defl
L
 females to 

analyse egg chamber development in a mutant background, defects in the posterior 

follicle cell epithelium became apparent after mid-oogenesis. These data establish a 

clear link between the epithelial specific expression of Deflated and a function in 

epithelial organisation. An additional finding of the anti-Deflated staining was co-

localization of Deflated with γ-tubulin to centrosomes in follicle cells. This localization 

may well reflect the identified Y2H physical interaction between Deflated and Dlc90F.  

 

Together, these data suggest that deflated encodes a multifunctional protein that is 

required for correct snRNA 3’ end formation as well as other cellular processes. The 

findings of this study indicate possible roles of Deflated at centrosomes, in epithelial 

organisation and, in association with Mcm2, in either DNA replication or transcription 

of protein-coding genes. Further research of deflated and other Integrator subunits will 

be required to reveal the full extent of functions beyond Integrator’s role in snRNA 3’ 

end processing and why Integrator complex subunits are restricted to only metazoan 

species.  
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1.1 RNA polymerase II dependent transcription 

The eukaryotic cellular transcriptome (excluding plants) is synthesized by three DNA-

dependent RNA polymerases (RNAPs: RNAPI, RNAPII and RNAPIII). RNAPs are 

multiprotein complexes with over 12 subunits that associate dynamically with 

additional proteins that help to regulate and control transcription at the steps of 

initiation, elongation, termination as well as in the performance of co-transcriptional 

RNA modifications (reviewed in Cramer et al., 2008). RNAPI is exclusively used for 

the synthesis of ribosomal RNAs (rRNA). RNAPIII transcribes all transfer RNAs 

(tRNAs), one rRNA component (5S rRNA), several small RNAs including gene 

regulatory antisense RNAs (miRNAs) and the LSM class of uridine-rich small nuclear 

RNAs (U6 snRNA) (reviewed in Dieci et al., 2007). In contrast, all protein-coding 

genes are synthesized by RNAPII, which also produces small nucleolar RNAs 

(snoRNAs) and the SM-class of uridine-rich snRNAs (U1, U2, U4, U4atac, U5, U7, U11 

and U12 snRNAs; from hereon referred to as snRNAs).  

 

1.1.1 RNAPII transcription depends on the CTD of its largest subunit 

Functionality of RNAPII transcription is critically dependent on the C-terminal domain 

(CTD) of its largest subunit (POLR2A in humans, RPII215 in Drosophila). The specific 

requirement for the CTD is based on its multiple conserved heptapeptide repeats 

(YSPTSPS) that differ in their number among eukaryotic species and are not observed 

in either RNAPI or RNAPIII (reviewed in Egloff and Murphy, 2008). Through highly 

regulated alterations in the phosphorylation state of the heptapeptide repeats at different 

steps of transcription, a plethora of proteins and complexes dynamically bind to the 

CTD that acts as a scaffold. Among the CTD-associated proteins are the general 

transcription factors (TFIIA, TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIE, TFIIF and TFIIH), the mediator 

complex and cleavage and polyadenylation specific factors (CPSF) involved in pre-

messenger RNA (pre-mRNA) 3’ end formation. Also associated with the CTD is the 

spliceosome, comprising snRNAs required for co-transcriptional pre-mRNA splicing, 

and the Integrator complex, required for the generation of functional snRNAs.  
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1.1.2 snRNA function and their transcription by RNAPII 

1.1.2.1 snRNAs perform important co-transcriptional functions 

snRNAs are short catalytic RNAs (71 to 255 nucleotides in Drosophila) that are 

required in the nucleoplasm at different steps of RNAPII-dependent gene expression 

and transcription (Fong and Zhou, 2001; Kwek et al., 2002; O'Gorman et al., 2006). 

While U7 snRNA is involved in 3’ end cleavage of histone mRNAs (reviewed in 

Dominski and Marzluff, 2007; Galli et al., 1983; Strub et al., 1984), RNAPII-

transcribed snRNAs have a well established role as components of the spliceosome 

which endonucleolytically cleaves and ligates (splices) pre-mRNAs to form mature, 

protein-coding transcripts (reviewed in Pandit et al., 2008; Proudfoot et al., 2002). In 

eukaryotes, pre-mRNA splicing is essential to for the generation of an uninterrupted 

open reading frame in mRNAs which ensures proper protein folding, 3D structure, 

function and regulation.  

 

RNAPII transcribed snRNAs as well as RNAPIII transcribed U6 snRNA participate in 

co-transcriptional pre-mRNA splicing where they are associated with additional protein 

factors into small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs) (reviewed in Wahl et al., 2009). 

The majority of pre-mRNAs contain three sequence elements that are necessary for the 

splicing reaction: the 5’ splice site (with AG and GU at most of the first exon-intron 

boundaries), the 3’ splice site (mostly AG or G at the boundaries) and a central 

adenosine which forms the branch point of the intramolecular lariat structure. 

Recognition of these pre-mRNA sequence elements is largely realized by base-pairing 

between the mRNA and specific snRNA components of the spliceosome. With the help 

of protein co-factors, the splicing reaction starts with the localisation of U1 and U2 

snRNPs to the 5’ slice site and the adenosine branch point, respectively. A complex of 

U4/U6
.
U5 snRNPs then binds U1 and U2 snRNPs, causing the replacement of U1 by 

U6 snRNP at the 5’ splice site. This rearrangement leads to cleavage of the 5’ splice site 

through an esterification reaction, performed by the U2 snRNP incorporated central 

adenosine. Through cleavage at the AG junction and the joining of the 5’ splice site of 

the intron with the central adenosine, a lariat structure of the intron is formed. Exon-

exon joining then is completed via further rearrangements, resulting in the release of U5 

snRNP and 3’ splice site cleavage.  
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1.1.2.2 Differences between transcription of protein-coding and snRNA genes 

Transcription of RNAPII dependent snRNA genes differs from that of protein-coding 

genes in several ways. In contrast to protein-coding genes, snRNA genes are usually 

present in multiple copies that are either dispersed over or clustered within the genome. 

Unlike the majority of protein-coding genes, snRNA genes contain neither introns nor 

an open reading frame. Differences in co-transcriptional 3’ end processing are also 

present with snRNA precursors being subjected to cleavage and post-transcriptional 

processing and no polyadenylation (histone mRNAs are the only known exception). 

Although the promoters of RNAPII transcribed snRNA genes differ among metazoa, 

they all contain a promoter specific element (PSE) that is located upstream of the 

transcription initation start site either in addition to, or instead of the TATA box 

promoter element found in mRNA coding genes (Figure 1.1) (reviewed in Hernandez, 

2001). The PSE is specifically recognized by a complex that is commonly called 

‘snRNA activating protein complex’ (SNAPc, also called PTF or PBP), whose function 

is to recruit RNAPII (Sadowski et al., 1993). In addition to the PSE, transcription 

enhancer elements like the distal sequence element (DSE) in humans or the PSEB in 

Drosophila are also found in snRNA promoters. RNAPII together with a set of general 

transcription factors binds SNAPc to form the snRNA pre-initiation complex around 

these promoter elements (reviewed in Egloff et al., 2008). Another role of the PSE in 

snRNA transcription is the specification of snRNA 3’ end processing that also depends 

on the cis-acting 3’ box. The recently indentified Integrator complex is responsible for 

this 3’ end  cleavage (Figure 1.1, see below for more details). 

 

During RNAPII dependent transcription of snRNA genes, several phosphorylation 

events occuring at the CTD heptapeptide repeats (YSPTSPS) of RNAPII’s largest 

subunit act to regulate transcription at different levels (reviewed in Egloff and Murphy, 

2008; Phatnani and Greenleaf, 2006). For example, during transcription initiation, the 

cyclin-dependent kinase 7 (Cdk7) subunit of transcription factor IIH (TFIIH) 

phosphorylates the CTD at the fifth serine (Ser
5
-P). This results in the binding of the 

RNA capping enzyme that adds a 7-methylguanosine (m
7
G) cap structure to the 5’ 

terminus of nascent pre-sn/mRNAs (Ho and Shuman, 1999; Komarnitsky et al., 2000; 

Schroeder et al., 2000; Trigon et al., 1998). Adding the cap structure is necessary for 

further snRNA maturation to take place in both the nucleus and the cytoplasm (Figure 

1.2). After the release of RNAPII from the promoter, the CTD is dephosphorylated on 
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Figure 1.1: Model for co-transcriptional snRNA 3’ end processing  

 

RNA polymerase II transcribes a human snRNA gene. Transcription initiation depends on two 

specific promoter elements, an enhancer-like distal sequence element (DSE) and the proximal 

sequence element (PSE). Transcription start is indicated by the red arrow. The Integrator 

complex associates with the CTD of RNAPIIs largest subunit at phosphorylated Serines (Ser
2
 

and Ser
7
) of two adjacent heptapeptide repeats. The nascent pre-snRNA (red) contains two stem 

loops and the Sm site that serves as the SMN complex binding site (see also Figure 1.2). The 

cis-acting 3’ box together with the PSE directs the 3’ end processing of most snRNAs. snRNA 

3’ end cleavage (yellow arrow) is performed by Ints11/CPSF3L which binds to Ints9/RC74. 

The Integrator subunits that bind to specific snRNA structures have not yet been identified.   
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Figure 1.2: Maturation of small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNP) 

After their transcription by RNAPII, snRNAs are modified with a 7-methyl-guanosine (m
7
G) cap 

and are 3’ end processed by the Integrator complex (1). Recognition of the cap structure (by CBC 

and PHAX) leads to nuclear export (via the CRM1/RanGTP pathway) through the nuclear pore 

complex (2-3) (Ohno et al., 2000). The assembly of most snRNPs starts with the recognition of 

the Sm site and the correct position of the 3’ stem loop in proximity to the snRNA 3’ end by the 

SMN complex (4) (Battle et al., 2006; Golembe et al., 2005). The Gemin5 protein of the SMN 

complex is responsible for the loading of Sm proteins (heptameric Sm core: B/B’, D1, D2, D3, E, 

F and G) to the Sm site of snRNAs (except U7 snRNAs: D1 and D2 are replaced by Lsm10 and 

Lsm11) (Battle et al., 2006). The assembly of the Sm core serves as a signal for the 

hypermethylation of the 5’ cap (2,2,7-trimehylated G (TMG) cap) by Tgs1 (5) (Mouaikel et al., 

2002). The 3’ ends of snRNAs are trimmed by a not yet identified exonuclease (6). At least in 

Drosophila, assembly of snRNPs was suggested to occur in cytoplasmic structures termed U 

bodies because of their enrichment of major U snRNPs (Cauchi et al., 2010; Liu and Gall, 2007). 

Correct assembled and modified snRNPs associate with Snurportin-1 (SPN1) and are re-

imported into the nucleus by importin-β (7) (Huber et al., 1998; Narayanan et al., 2004; Palacios 

et al., 1997). Further modifications take place in several nuclear compartments, starting in the 

Cajal bodies (CB), where snRNPs are assembled with snRNP specific proteins and are 

additionally modified (Darzacq et al., 2002; Jady et al., 2003; Kiss et al., 2002). Mature snRNPs 

either promote splicing reactions in the perichromatin fibrils (PFs) or are stored in interchromatin 

granule clusters (IGCs) (adapted from Matera et al., 2007). 
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Ser
5
 and subsequently phosphorylated on Ser

2
 by the Cdk9 subunit of the positive 

transcription elongation factor-b (P-TEFb). In contrast to the majority of protein-coding 

genes, this phosphorylation is largely dispensable for snRNA elongation (Medlin et al., 

2005; Medlin et al., 2003; Ni et al., 2004; Peterlin and Price, 2006). However, the Ser
2
-

P mark of the CTD enables snRNA and mRNA 3’ end processing as well as mRNA 

splicing (Bird et al., 2004; Medlin et al., 2005).  

 

Throughout the last decades, our understanding of the mechanisms underlying the co-

transcriptional 3’ end processing of snRNA precursors has gradually improved, but 

many of the specific factors involved remained elusive until recently. Early studies had 

established that 3’ end processing of snRNA precursors depends on both transcription 

from a snRNA compatible promoter and the cis-acting 3’ box sequence located 9–19 

nucleotides downstream of the 3’ end of mature human snRNAs (de Vegvar et al., 

1986; Hernandez, 1985; Hernandez and Weiner, 1986; Uguen and Murphy, 2003; Yuo 

et al., 1985). More recently, the role of RNAPII’s CTD was demonstrated to play an 

important role in this process (Jacobs et al., 2004; Medlin et al., 2005; Medlin et al., 

2003; Uguen and Murphy, 2003). However, the breakthrough in understanding the 

snRNA 3’ end processing mechanism was achieved by Baillat et al. (2005) who 

purified a RNAPII associated complex they called ‘Integrator’ (Figure 1.1). Through a 

set of biochemical experiments (described in section 1.3.4), Baillat et al. (2005) 

demonstrated that Integrator was the long sought after complex involved in snRNA 3’ 

end processing. 

 

1.2 The Integrator complex 

1.2.1 Composition of the RNAPII associated Integrator complex  

The Integrator complex was discovered by virtue of its physical association with 

RNAPII in a co-purification study performed in human HeLa cells by Baillat et al. 

(2005). The twelve identified core subunits were named Integrator subunits (Ints) and 

numbered in decreasing order in regard to their migration in SDS-PAGE gel 

electrophoresis (Baillat et al., 2005). In the initial co-purification experiment (with a 

Deleted in split hands/split foot 1 (DSS1) fusion construct) Baillat et al. (2005) 

identified a subset of Integrator subunits and also isolated the second largest subunit of 
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RNAPII (Table 1.1). However, all twelve known Integrator components were 

subsequently identified as complex associated with at least five of the twelve RNAPII 

core components (POLR2A,-B,-D,-E and -H). The composition of the Integrator 

complex was recently confirmed by co-immunoprecipitiations (Co-IPs) using 

antibodies against Integrator subunits (Ints1, Ints3, Ints5 and Ints6) that resulted in the 

isolation of all known Integrator complex subunits as well as RNAPII’s largest subunit 

in all instances (Malovannaya et al., 2010). The CTD of RNAPII’s largest subunit 

seems to be crucial for Integrator complex association with RNAPII, with 

phosphorylations at Ser
7
 and Ser

2
 of two adjacent CTD heptapeptides being essential 

for Integrator complex binding and function (Egloff et al., 2007; Egloff et al., 2010). 

Purification and fractionation experiments with a CTD fusion protein further 

demonstrated a stable association with the majority of Integrator subunits (Ints1, Ints3, 

Ints6, Ints7, Ints8, Ints11/CPSF3L and Ints12) (Baillat et al., 2005).  

 

1.2.2 Integrator proteins are conserved in metazoa 

The majority of the twelve core Integrator subunits identified by Baillat et al. (2005) 

have orthologues encoded in all metazoan genomes examined to date (Figure 1.3). In 

contrast, no significant homologies can be identified in prokaryotes, archaea or the vast 

majority of unicellular eukaryotes. The unicellular slime mold Dictyostelium 

discoideum, which encodes orthologues to the majority of Integrator proteins, is no 

exception to this as it is capable of developing into a true multicellular organism  

(Eichinger et al., 2005). While all analysed metazoan genomes encode Ints11/CPSF3L 

and Ints9/RC74 orthologues, other subunits seem less well conserved. For example, the 

model organisms Caenorhabditis elegans and Arabidopsis thaliana only encode subsets 

of Integrator proteins and both these species appear not to encode orthologues to Ints8, 

Ints10 and Ints12 in their genomes (Figure 1.3). At least in C. elegans and A. thaliana, 

the Integrator complex appears to not depend on those proteins.  

 

1.2.3 Structure of the Integrator proteins 

Overall, there is a high level of conservation observed in the structural composition of 

the Integrator subunits in metazoa. Figure 1.3 summarizes the predicted protein 

domains of the Integrator subunits identified by in silico analyses using InterProScan 
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Figure 1.3: Human Integrator complex subunits and their conserved protein domains  
 

Scheme of the 12 human Integrator complex subunits (Ints) and their orthologues of different 

species (identified by BLAST). Amino acid (aa) lengths along with the percentage identity to the 

human protein sequences (in parentheses) are shown. Conserved protein motifs were predicted by 

InterProScan searches. (A) Predicted protein motifs encoded in Ints that promote protein-protein 

interactions: domain with unknown function 2356 (DUF2356), Armadillo (Arm) repeats, N-

Adaptin motif, Clathrin box, 14-3-3 binding sites, Tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR)-like motif, von 

Willebrand factor type A (VWA), DEAD box, and PHD-finger. The functional implication in 

protein-protein interactions of the Ints1 motifs DUF3677 and PTHR 21224 remains to be proven. 

(B) Proteins that don’t contain conserved protein domains were assigned an unknown function. (C) 

Ints that comprise sequences corresponding to the metallo β-Lactamase fold (YSH1). Only 

Ints11/CPSF3L encodes the β-Lactamase like (β-Lact.) and the RNA-metabolising metallo-beta-

lactamase (RMMBL) motif required for RNA cleavage activity.  
 

Protein accession numbers: Ints1 (H.s., NP_060720; M.m. NP_700463; D.m., NP_648838; C.e., 

NP_504953; A.t., NP_187409), Ints2 (H.s., NP_065799; M.m., NP_081697; D.m., NP_573232; 

C.e., NP_506514), Ints3 (H.s., NP_291025; M.m. NP_081532; D.m., NP_572488; C.e., 

NP_493396; A.t., NP_193195), Ints4 (H.s., NP_291025; M.m., NP_081532; D.m., NP_572488; 

C.e., NP_493396; A.t. NP_187492), Ints5 (H.s.,NP_085131; M.m., NP_789813; D.m., NP_650303; 

C.e., NP_507625), Ints6  (H.s., NP_036273; M.m., NP_032741; D.m., NP_572253; C.e., 

NP_001023117), Ints7 (H.s., NP_056249; M.m., NP_848747; D.m., NP_648352; C.e., NP_496477; 

A.t. NP_193739), Ints8 (H.s., NP_060334; M.m., NP_835213; D.m., NP_611162), Ints9/RC74 

(H.s., NP_060720; M.m., NP_700463; D.m., NP_648838; C.e., NP_504953; A..t., NP_187409), 

Ints10 (H.s.; NP_060612; M.m., NP_081866; D.m., NP_647830), Ints11/CPSF3L (H.s., 

NP_060341; M.m., NP_082296; D.m., NP_651721; C.e., NP_495706; A.t., NP_178282), Ints12 

(H.s., NP_065128; M.m., NP_082203; D.m., NP_651507). H.s., Homo sapiens; M.m., Mus 

musculus; D.m., Drosophila melanogaster; C.e., Caenorhabditis elegans; A.t., Arabidopsis 

thaliana. 
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(Zdobnov and Apweiler, 2001). The majority of identified domains do not give clear 

insights into biochemical functions but indicate a role in protein-protein interactions  

(Figure 1.3A). Domains/motifs identified include armadillo (Arm) repeats (Ints4 and 

Ints7), tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR)-like motifs (Ints8 and Ints10), the PHD (plant 

homeodomain)-finger associated with nucleic acid binding (Ints12) and the von 

Willebrand factor type A (VWA) motif (Ints6). The DEAD box motif of Ints6 encodes 

a putative RNA helicase but this is only found in human and mouse orthologues. Ints4 

additionally encodes a N-terminal adaptin domain (absent in C. elegans and A. thaliana 

orthologues)77 which is found in adaptor protein complexes that participate in 

intracellular trafficking. Similarly, the clathrin box predicted for most Ints7 orthologues 

(not present in C. elegans) is often found in proteins that are involved in endocytosis 

and vesicle transport. The domain of unknown function 2356 (DUF2356) motif of Ints3 

was recently shown to be crucial for its association with proteins that are not part of 

Integrator, leaving the function of this domain for snRNA biogenesis uncertain (Huang 

et al., 2009; Skaar et al., 2009). A couple of novel protein domains are found in Ints1 

(DUF3677 and PTHR21224) that might also participate in protein-protein interactions 

but this function has yet to be ascertained. No protein motifs were predicted for Ints2 

and Ints5 to indicate a biochemical function (Figure 1.3B). 

 

The only Integrator subunits encoding protein domains with well established catalytic 

function are Ints9/RC74 and Ints11/CPSF3L (Figure 1.3C). Both encode protein 

domains that classify them into the superfamily of zinc-dependent β-lactamase fold 

containing proteins. Although both proteins encode the general YSH1 domain of the 

metallo β-lactamase fold, only Ints11/CPSF3L contains the complete set of motifs 

including the β-Lactamase-like domain (β-Lact.), the RNA-metabolising metallo-β-

lactamase (RMMBL) motif and the β-CASP domain that is associated with nucleic acid 

processing (Aravind, 1999; Callebaut et al., 2002; Daiyasu et al., 2001). In contrast, 

Ints9/RC74 only encodes the β-CASP domain, postulated to be non-functional due to 

alterations in the catalytically active metal-chelating histidine motif (Dominski et al., 

2005b). These features of Ints9/RC74 and Ints11/CPSF3L led Dominski et al. (2005b) 

to investigate these two proteins before they had been identified as Integrator subunits, 

due to their high amino acid sequence similarity to β-lactamase fold proteins CPSF-100 

and CPSF-73, respectively. CPSF-73 is the endonuclease responsible for cleavage of all 
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protein-coding mRNAs. At least in pre-mRNA cleavage reactions with subsequent 

polyadenylation, CPSF-73 and CPSF-100 associate with each other (Dominski et al., 

2005a; Mandel et al., 2006). Similarly, Ints9/RC74 and Ints11/CPSF3L were 

demonstrated to interact with each other in yeast two-hybrid assays, Co-IPs performed 

in mouse myeloma and human HeLa cells as well as in fractionation experiments where 

they dissociated from the remainder of Integrator subunits and RNAPII as a 

heterodimer (Baillat et al., 2005; Dominski et al., 2005b). The similarity between the 

CPSF-100/CPSF-73 heterodimer and that of Ints9/Ints11 as well as their association 

with RNAPII indicated to Baillat et al. (2005) that Integrator is likely to function in 

RNA processing reactions. 

 

1.2.4  Integrator is involved in snRNA biogenesis and function 

The association with RNAPII implicated Integrator in the production of RNAPII 

transcribed RNAs. By using increasing amounts of purified Integrator-RNAPII 

complexes isolated from HeLa nuclear extracts, Baillat et al. (2005) demonstrated that 

RNAPII dependent transcription could be reconstituted in an in vitro system. 

Furthermore, binding studies of the Integrator complex at promoter and coding regions 

of RNAPII transcribed genes identified the association of Integrator with U1 and U2 

snRNA genes, but only faintly with mRNA coding genes (c-fos, histone H3 and 

GAPDH genes). This finding was indicative of a transcriptional role of Integrator at 

snRNA genes.  

 

Due to the similarities of the mRNA 3’ end processing factors CPSF-100 and CPSF-73 

to the Ints9/RC74 and Ints11/CPSF3L heterodimer, Baillat et al. (2005) tested whether 

Ints11/CPSF3L functions in snRNA 3’ end processing. Indeed, RNA interference 

(RNAi)-mediated depletion of Ints11/CPSF3L led to an increase of 3’ end misprocessed 

U1 and U2 snRNA precursors while the overall level of these snRNAs remained largely 

unchanged. Similarly, overexpression of dominant negative Ints11/CPSF3L carrying a 

mutation in the catalytically active metal-chelating motif of the endonuclease also led to 

defects in 3’ end processing of U1 and U2 snRNAs (Baillat et al., 2005). This 

demonstrated that Ints11/CPSF3L is important for the 3’ end processing of these 

snRNAs. 
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As the absence of critical subunits of multiprotein complexes often leads to 

destabilization of the complex, disruption of individual Integrator subunits other than 

the catalytically active Ints11/CPSF3L was expected to also result in the accumulation 

of 3’ end elongated snRNA precursors. This was demonstrated for the largest subunit of 

the Integrator complex, Ints1. RNAi-mediated depletion of Ints1 in human cells or mice 

carrying a homozygous Ints1/KIAA1440
-/-

 knock-out mutation displayed an 

accumulation of unprocessed U1 and U2 snRNA precursors (Baillat et al., 2005; Hata 

and Nakayama, 2007). The Ints1/KIAA1440
-/- 

mutation also caused a developmental 

arrest in the early blastocyst stage and an increase in apoptosis within the inner cell 

mass (Hata and Nakayama, 2007; Nakayama et al., 2006), likely reflecting the essential 

role that snRNAs play in transcription of protein-coding genes. A similar result was 

observed in mouse embryonic stem cells where increases in apoptosis resulted from 

RNAi-mediated depletion of Ints1, Ints4 and Ints11 (Fazzio et al., 2008; Fazzio and 

Panning, 2010). Further support for an essential function of Ints1 in snRNA biogenesis 

was recently obtained after antisense morpholino-mediated depletion of Ints5, Ints9 and 

Ints11 in zebrafish (Danio rerio), which caused impaired 3’ end processing of U1 and 

U2 snRNAs with defects in hematopoiesis leading to early developmental lethality (Tao 

et al., 2009).  

 

1.2.5 Integrator subunits are important for the development of multicellular 

organisms 

The analyses of depleted or mutated Integrator subunits in vertebrates indicated that 

these proteins are essential for development. This developmentally important role also 

applies to invertebrates. At least in C. elegans, RNAi-mediated depletion of Integrator 

complex orthologues (C06A5/Ints1, ZC376/Ints2, W04A4/Ints4, Y51A2D/Ints5, dic-

1/Ints6, D1043/Ints7, F19F10/Ints9 and F10B5/Ints11, Figure 1.3.) led to embryonic 

lethality, indicating that at least in this organism each subunit is critical for ongoing 

development (Fraser et al., 2000; Han et al., 2006; Kamath et al., 2003; Maeda et al., 

2001; Rual et al., 2005; Simmer et al., 2003; Sonnichsen et al., 2005). Similarly, all 

Integrator orthologues in Drosophila that have mutant alleles available were reported to 

be essential for viability including CG17665/Ints3, l(1)G0095/Ints4, omd/Ints5, 

l(1)G0060/Ints6 and deflated/Ints7 (Bourbon et al., 2002; Cai, 2006; Coulthard et al., 

2010; Peter et al., 2002; Rutkowski and Warren, 2009; Schaefer et al., 1999a; Schaefer 

et al., 1999b). As the main focus of this thesis is the analysis of deflated/Ints7 function, 
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the lethal period and phenotypes of homozygous mutant truncated deflated alleles will 

be described in detail in below (section 1.3).  

 

Based on the findings in mice and zebrafish, it is very likely that the mutations of 

Integrator subunit orthologues in invertebrates also result in the accumulation of 

misprocessed pre-snRNAs, causing early developmental lethality. However, other data 

argues that the absence of Integrator subunits solely affects snRNA biogenesis. 

   

1.2.6 Functions that indicate additional roles of Integrator in transcription 

Most previous studies of Integrator protein function have mainly focused on 

transcription of snRNA genes. However, preliminary results of gene regulatory 

activities of Integrator subunits imply that Integrator complex subunits might also be 

involved in regulating RNAPII dependent transcription in a specific context and in 

addition to their role in snRNA biogenesis. In the course of the initial investigation of 

the Integrator complex, Baillat et al. (2005) proposed the existence of Integrator sub-

complexes. The formation of Integrator sub-complexes is in agreement with co-

purification studies that pulled down subsets of Integrator subunits, depending on the 

co-purification factors and conditions used (Table 1.1) (Aygün et al., 2008; Jeronimo et 

al., 2007; Rappsilber et al., 2002; Shi et al., 2009). For example, several Integrator 

subunits were co-purified with tagged pre-mRNAs that were aimed at identifying novel 

factors involved in pre-mRNA splicing or 3’ end processing (Table 1.1) (Rappsilber et 

al., 2002; Shi et al., 2009). As those associations are independent of snRNA 

transcription and the catalytically active Integrator subunit Ints11/CPSF3L was not 

identified in those studies, it is likely that subsets of Integrator proteins might 

participate in pre-mRNA processing reactions of at least some mRNAs. Alternatively, 

their association with pre-mRNAs could be indicative of a regulatory role in RNAPII 

dependent transcription. 

 

A role for Ints6 in transcriptional regulation was postulated following its identification 

as a candidate tumor suppressor in non-small cell lung cancer which led to Ints6 being 

named deleted in cancer 1 (DICE1) before its identification as an Integrator subunit 

(Wieland et al., 1999). Down-regulation or loss of Ints6/DICE1 expression frequently 

occurs in numerous human cancers as a result of loss of heterozygosity and promoter 

hypermethylation in the chromosomal region 13q14 (Beder et al., 2003; Goeze et al., 
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2002; Hernandez et al., 2005; Li et al., 2003; Lin et al., 1999; Ogawara et al., 1998; 

Ropke et al., 2005; Wieland et al., 1999; Wieland et al., 2001; Yin et al., 1999). An 

association between the loss of Ints6/DICE1 function and those cancer types was 

confirmed by ectopic expression of Ints6/DICE1 in cancer cell lines which caused 

suppression of colony formation, inhibition of anchorage-independent growth and cell 

cycle arrest (Filleur et al., 2009; Wieland et al., 2004). Furthermore, this Ints6/DICE1 

induced cell cycle arrest (in G1 phase) was associated with up-regulation of 

components of the Wnt signalling pathway and the down-regulation of cyclin D1, 

indicating that Ints6/DICE1 is involved in the regulation of at least those genes (Filleur 

et al., 2009).  

 

Competency to regulate transcription was also reported for Ints11/CPSF3L. In the 

course of investigating an indirect physical interaction between CPSF-73 and the HIV-1 

LTR promoter, de la Vega et al. (2007) showed that overexpression of either CPSF-73 

or Ints11/CPSF3L resulted in inhibited HIV-1 LTR promoter activity. In contrast, 

neither CPSF-100 nor Ints9/RC74 showed an effect, suggesting that Ints11/CPSF3L 

might specifically be involved in this transcriptional context. Whether these changes in 

transcription or those observed for Ints6/DICE1 involve or require the activity of other 

Integrator subunits has yet to be determined. 

 

1.2.7 Integrator proteins can function independently of Integrator 

In contrast to the possible role of Integrator subunits (or sub-complexes thereof) in 

transcription of protein-coding genes via RNAPII, Integrator proteins Ints3 and Ints6 

were identified in some metazoan species to act in separate processes that are not in 

agreement with a role in RNAPII dependent transcription. 

 

At least in C. elegans, Ints6 participates in mechanisms that seem to be independent of 

the Integrator complex. This is mainly based on the cellular localization of the Ints6 

orthologue in C. elegans, DIC-1. While human Ints6 localizes to the nucleus, DIC-

1/Ints6 was found to localize to the inner mitochondrial membrane (Han et al., 2006; 

Wieland et al., 2001). Upon RNAi-mediated knockdown or overexpression of DIC-

1/Ints6, mitochondrial cristae formation was perturbed (Han et al., 2006; Lee et al., 

2009). In both humans and C. elegans, the Ints6 protein contains a conserved VWA 

domain at its N-terminus (Figure 1.3) and at least in C. elegans this domain is important 
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for cristae formation as the overexpression of the DIC-1/Ints6 VWA domain was 

observed to induce similar effects to those seen with the full-length protein (Lee et al., 

2009). It remains to be determined whether DIC-1/Ints6 in worms also forms a part of 

an Integrator-like complex. As only eight out of twelve Integrator orthologues are 

present in C. elegans (Figure 1.3), it is possible that this species has evolved a different 

protein complex performing snRNA 3’ end processing that does not require DIC-

1/Ints6 or the other Integrator subunits that are absent from the C. elegans genome. 

 

Human Ints3 was recently identified in several proteomic studies as a component of two 

highly homologous novel complexes called SOSS (sensor of ssDNA) complexes, a 

function that also appears not to fit with Integrator’s role in snRNA 3’ end processing 

(Huang et al., 2009; Li et al., 2009; Skaar et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009). These 

heterotrimeric complexes are involved in DNA damage repair and consist of either the 

human single-stranded binding protein 1 (hSSB1/OBFC2B) or hSSB2 (OBFC2A), the 

uncharacterized C9ORF80 protein and Ints3. Both hSSB1 and hSSB2 are homologues 

of the human replication protein A (RPA, also SSB) and depletion of hSSB1 was shown 

to have a similarly essential role in DNA repair as RPA (Richard et al., 2008). Ints3 

was shown to be essential for hSSB1 foci formation at DNA breaks and also affected 

the localization of RAD51, a key component of homologues recombination repair 

(Huang et al., 2009; Skaar et al., 2009). Complex formation depends on the DUF2356 

domain of Ints3 as the central component as both hSSB1 and C9ORF80 bind to 

DUF2356 but not to one another (Huang et al., 2009; Skaar et al., 2009). Although the 

complex was analysed for the incorporation of additional Integrator subunits besides 

Ints3, only one of the three studies  (Skaar et al., 2009) co-purified Ints1, Ints5, Ints6 

and Ints8 in small amounts in (Table 1.1). However, this is consistent with Co-IP data 

of Malovannaya (2010) who co-purified C9ORF80 and hSSB1 with antibodies to Ints1, 

Ints3, Ints5 and Ints6, suggesting that additional Integrator subunits might loosely bind 

to SOSS complexes and function as a sub-complex of Integrator required for other 

processes than snRNA processing. Importantly, the catalytic subunit of Integrator 

(Ints11/CPSF3L) was never observed to co-purify in this complex (Huang et al., 2009; 

Li et al., 2009; Skaar et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009).  
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Like its human orthologue, Drosophila CG17665/Ints3 encodes the DUF2356 protein 

domain (Figure 1.3). However, CG17665/Ints3 was identified as a potential novel 

member of the secretory pathway in a genome-wide RNAi screen and was shown to 

predominantly localize to the Golgi apparatus (as V5 tagged fusion protein) where it 

most likely participates in membrane trafficking (Wendler et al., 2010). It has yet to be 

determined whether CG17665/Ints3 also functions in DNA damage repair or has been 

co-opted for yet another cellular process that is specific for Drosophila. It is also 

possible that CG17665/Ints3 has diverged in function and neither forms a part of 

Integrator nor a component of Drosophila SOSS complexes. However, at least the 

findings in human cells indicate that Ints3 is clearly multifunctional and acts in DNA 

damage repair and snRNA biogenesis. 

 

1.3 The Drosophila gene deflated encodes Ints7 

deflated is another component of the Integrator complex that is difficult to solely 

reconcile with defective snRNA biogenesis. This especially applies to its mutant 

phenotypes and embryonic mRNA expression. The deflated gene is located in cytogenic 

region 67C5 on the left arm of chromosome three and contains one small intron in its 

gene structure (Figure 1.4). A detailed genetic developmental study of deflated has been 

undertaken in the Warren lab and will be described in the following sections. 

 

1.3.1 Drosophila development depends on deflated function 

In order to investigate the function of deflated in Drosophila development, Rutkowski 

and Warren (2009) generated four different mutant deflated alleles via P-element 

mobilisation using the strain EP(3)3301 (Figure 1.4). Those deflated mutant alleles 

carry C-terminal truncations of different length of the deflated coding region and were 

named (in order of decreasing size) defl
Z
, defl

L
, defl

P
 and defl

∆
. When homozygous, 

these alleles resulted in second instar larval lethality, with larvae frequently leaving the 

food and becoming sluggish before dying (Figure 1.5). However, transheterozygous 

individuals carrying the least truncated deflated allele defl
Z
 (which carries a recessive 

second site mutation that can be complemented by the other alleles) develop until the 

pupal stage with some individuals reaching adulthood (18% of expected defl
L
/defl

Z
, 

18% of expected defl
∆
/defl

Z
 adult individuals and 60% of expected defl

P
/defl

Z
 

individuals; Figure 1.5) (Rutkowski and Warren, 2009). Of those adult escapers, the 
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of the genomic region of wild type deflated and its alleles  

 

The gene structure of deflated is shown with its two exons (purple), the non-coding intron and 

flanking regions are shown. Arrows indicate the direction of transcription of deflated and its 

flanking genes (nbs and CG18177). Truncated deflated alleles P{w
+mc

=EP} defl
Z
, -defl

L
,- defl

P
 

and, -defl
∆
) were generated by P-element mobilization (triangle) inserted 276 bp from the end of 

the deflated coding region in strain EP(3)3301. All alleles comprise C-terminal deletions 

(indicated by parentheses) of the deflated coding region. The allele with the closest to wild-type 

size (3,003 bp) was defl
Z
, where only 52 bp of the coding region were deleted. Of the other 

alleles, defl
L
 and defl

P
, 910 bp and 1,857 bp were removed by P-element mobilisation, 

respectively. While defl
L
 and defl

P
 alleles only affected the deflated gene, a second site mutation 

on the chromosome carrying the defl
Z
 allele was identified by complementation analyses. The 

complete removal of the deflated coding region in defl
∆
 is also associated with  truncations of 

the neighbouring gene, nbs (adapted from Rutkowski and Warren, 2009). 
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Figure 1.5: Lethal periods of deflated alleles 

 

Homozygous deflated alleles (defl
Z
, defl

L
, defl

P
 and defl

∆
) are recessive lethal at the second 

instar larval stage whereas transheterozygous allelic combinations and cDNA rescued strains 

develop to the pupal/adult stage. (A) Schematic showing the timely development of Drosophila 

(at 25°C) after egg deposition (AED, 0 h) including the embryonic stages (embryo), the three 

larval instar stages (1
st
 to 3

rd
 instar), puparation (pupa) and eclosion (adult). (B) Homozygous 

deflated alleles die before reaching the 3
rd

 instar larval stage. (C) Some transheterozyogous 

larvae (defl
L
/defl

P
, defl

L
/ defl

∆
 and defl

P
/ defl

∆
 ) also die as 2

nd
 instar larvae. The majority of 

transheterozyogous animals carrying the defl
Z
 allele dies during pupal stage. The percentages of 

the expected individuals that reached adulthood are indicated. Those escapers were mainly 

male. (D) defl
L
 homozygous lethality could be fully rescued with a deflated cDNA construct in 

transgenic line UAS-defl
BB1

. Life cycle and times AED are according to Ashburner et al. (2005). 

Lethal periods and surviaval data are reproduced from Rutkowski and Warren (2009).  
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majority are male (>99% of defl
L
/defl

Z
 and 80% of defl

P
/defl

Z
 adults) with the few 

female escapers observed being infertile, laying eggs with thin chorions and dorsal 

appendage defects. Moreover, transheterozygotes that survived until the pharate adult 

stage frequently displayed posterior abdominal defects and die before eclosing from 

their pupal case. As the abdominal phenotype appeared like a deflated balloon due to 

the frequent absence of posterior abdominal tergites, this gene (CG18176) was renamed 

‘deflated’. 

 

Confirmation that the defects observed with the deflated mutant alleles were indeed due 

to mutations in the deflated coding region was achieved by generating transgenic lines 

that carried a GAL4-inducible full-length deflated cDNA construct (P{w
+mc

=UAS-

defl}). Depending on the combination of transgenic lines and truncated alleles, second 

instar larval lethality of homozygous defl
Z
, defl

L
, defl

P
 and defl

∆
 individuals could be 

rescued at least until the early pupal stages even without GAL4 induction (due to leaky 

transgene expression). Transgenic line UAS-defl
BB1 

for example fully rescued 

homozygous defl
P
 individuals, whereas only a few homozygous defl

L
 adults were 

observed. Of those homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 individuals that develop into adults, 

only the males were fertile whereas females laid infertile eggs that displayed similar 

defects to those observed in the transheterozygous adult escapees, including thin 

chorions and dorsal appendage defects. Another transgenic line, UAS-defl
AV3

 only 

rescues homozygous defl
L
 lethality until the third instar larval/early pupal stage. Before 

dying, homozygous UAS-defl
AV3

;defl
L
 third instar larvae accumulated melanotic 

pseudotumours and contained amorphic eye-antennal and wing imaginal discs 

(Rutkowski and Warren, 2009). Due to a tightly linked second site mutation on the 

chromosome carrying the defl
Z
 allele and the partial deletion of the promoter and coding 

region of the nbs gene in the defl
∆
 allele (Figure 1.4 and data not shown), these alleles 

were not fully analysed in cDNA rescue and subsequent analyses conducted by 

Rutkowski (2005).  

 

The UAS-defl cDNA rescue experiments demonstrated that deflated function can be 

restored through leaky expression from the UAS-defl construct without the need of a 

GAL4 driver, indicating that deflated transcripts are only required in small amounts for 

Drosophila survival. Moreover, GAL4 driven overexpression analyses of deflated in 
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different tissues showed that high amounts of deflated can be well tolerated (Rutkowski 

and Warren, 2009). Only subtle phenotypes in wings and bristles were observed when 

deflated was strongly overexpressed in a wild-type background. In contrast, mutations 

of deflated generated phenotypes that are comparable to those of S-phase regulators E2f 

and Dp or the M-phase regulator cdc2 (Cayirlioglu et al., 2001; Frolov et al., 2001; 

Hayashi and Yamaguchi, 1999; Royzman et al., 1997), which suggested to Rutkowski 

(2005) a role of deflated in cell proliferation or cell signalling. 

 

1.3.2 Tissue specific expression of deflated throughout embryogenesis 

By conducting anti-deflated mRNA in-situ hybridisations in wild-type embryos, 

Rutkowski and Warren (2009) showed that the expression pattern and tissue 

distribution of deflated in early Drosophila development generally follows the pattern 

of cell proliferation (Figure 1.6). deflated mRNA is not readily detected in syncytial 

embryos or at cellularization in whole mount embryos (stage 5, embryonic stages are 

according to Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein, 1985). However, with the beginning of 

gastrulation, when mRNA levels were shown to rise in Drosophila developmental 

microarray experiments (Arbeitman et al., 2002, Appendix A), in-situ staining becomes 

evident in regions of the developing central nervous system (CNS) and to a lesser extent 

the overlying epidermis from stage 8 onwards (Rutkowski and Warren, 2009). In the 

following stages of embryogenesis deflated expression continues in the CNS and rises 

in cells of the developing gut, both of which are highly proliferative (Figure 1.6). In late 

embryonic stages, deflated mRNA was also detected in the epidermis and in cell 

progeny of the foregut, both of which stop proliferating at stage 11 (Campos-Ortega and 

Hartenstein, 1985). Similarly, deflated mRNA was detected in a laterally located cluster 

of cells (not shown) that could not be clearly identified but likely corresponds to either 

cells of the peripheral nervous system (PNS) or the tracheae and both of which do not 

proliferate at these late stages of embryogenesis. Consequently, deflated expression in 

embryos is not exclusively restricted to proliferating cells, nor is it ubiquitously 

expressed. 

 

1.3.3 deflated’s role in cell proliferation 

The observed phenotypes of mutant deflated alleles, the deflated expression pattern in 

embryos and an evolutionary conserved co-expression analysis of microarray data from 

D. melanogaster, H. sapiens and C. elegans experiments (which identified deflated to 
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Figure 1.6: deflated mRNA distribution in Drosophila embryos  
 
In-situ hybridizations with an anti-sense RNA probe directed against deflated mRNA. (A, stage 5 

embryo) deflated mRNA could not be detected until the cellularized blastoderm stage. (B, stage 7 

embryo) deflated expression could be identified from the beginning of gastrulation in the 

developing procephalic and ventral neuroectoderm (PNE and VNE, respectively) of the CNS and 

the epidermis (epi). (C to E, stage 10, 11 and 13 embryos, respectively) deflated continuous to be 

expressed in the CNS and additionally appears in the developing gut (fg: foregut, hg/mg: 

hindgut/midgut). (F) In late embryos, deflated levels become weaker with the brain (br), some 

spots in the ventral nerve cord (VNC), progeny of the foregut, the midgut and the hingut being 

the highest and cells of the epidermis being the lowest tissues that express deflated. Reproduced 

from Rutkowski and Warren (2009). 
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be co-expressed with the S-phase genes Ctf4 and Dp) are all suggestive of deflated 

participating in some way in cell proliferation (Rutkowski and Warren, 2009; Stuart et 

al., 2003). Therefore, Rutkowski (2005) tested the ability of deflated to modify ectopic 

S-phases (Secombe et al., 1998) caused by overexpressed Cyclin E in the Drosophila 

eye (with the GMR-GAL4 driver). In this experiment, GMR-GAL4-induced 

overexpression of deflated suppressed Cyclin E induced ectopic S-phases, indicating 

that deflated is capable of reducing S-phases in certain contexts. This is supported by 

the observation that in larval brain neuroblasts that are homozygous for the defl
P
 allele 

(but not that of the defl
L
 allele) S- and M-phase entries are significantly decreased 

(Rutkowski, 2005). The defl
P
 allele (but not the defl

L
 allele) was further shown to 

modify the rough eye phenotype generated by either the constitutive Ras
V12

 allele or the 

hypermorphic rl
SEM

 allele of the Drosophila receptor tyrosine kinase/mitogen-activated 

protein kinase (RTK/MAPK) signalling cascade which is involved in cell cycle 

regulation amongst others. The cause for the differences observed between the defl
P
 and 

defl
L
 alleles, which differ in length and domain structure of their encoded proteins, 

remains to be identified.  

 

In another attempt to link deflated function with cell proliferation or cell signalling, 

Rutkowski (2005) performed a modifier screen for possible genetic interactors that 

could alter a UAS-defl overexpression phenotype in the wing (induced by the MS1096-

GAL4 driver) that manifests with abnormal wing vein morphology and reduced wing 

size. The majority of the tested mutant alleles of cell cycle regulators (including E2F, 

CycE, cdk4, dup and dpp) were able to dominantly modify the MS1096>deflated wing 

phenotype (the format ’GAL4 expressing transgene’>’UAS-inducible transgene’ is used 

hereafter to simplify the nomenclature of the GAL4/UAS expression system (Brand and 

Perrimon, 1993)). Taken together, these results indicated that deflated plays either a 

direct or indirect role in cell cycle regulation and/or cell signalling. However, it is 

unclear whether these observations arise from the action of Deflated (Ints7) as part of 

the Drosophila Integrator complex or from a direct involvement of Deflated in the 

regulatory mechanisms of cell proliferation. 
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1.4 This study 

The aim of this dissertation was to broaden our understanding of the composition and 

function of the Drosophila Integrator complex and the role of the Deflated/Ints7 

component in its activity. Integrator was shown to be involved in RNA polymerase II 

(RNAPII) dependent 3’ end processing of small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) but the 

biochemical role(s) of the majority of its subunits remains to be identified. Rutkowski 

and Warren started to investigate the function of the Drosophila orthologue of 

Integrator subunit 7 (Ints7), which Rutkowski (2005) called deflated, before its 

association with Integrator was discovered. In the initial functional assessment of 

deflated, a role in development, cell signalling and/or cell proliferation was 

hypothesised. Therefore, this thesis focuses on deflated’s role in Integrator on the one 

hand and follows up on the findings of Rutkowski (2005) to gain further insight into 

deflated‘s function. 

 

This study used Drosophila as a model experimental system. Although orthologues to 

all human Integrator complex subunits were predicted for Drosophila, the functional 

association with snRNA 3’ end processing remained to be addressed. By using 

homozygous mutant deflated larvae, deflated‘s function in snRNA 3’ end processing 

was examined using quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) (Chapter 3). As snRNAs 

function in pre-mRNA splicing, this process was also investigated in homozygous 

mutant deflated larvae via qPCR to assess possible defects in mRNA biogenesis 

(Chapter 3). To further investigate the association of Deflated/Ints7 with the Integrator 

complex, pairwise yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) assays were performed to identify Integrator 

subunits that physically interact with Deflated/Ints7 protein within the complex 

(Chapter 4). A commercial Y2H screen was undertaken to identify physical interactors 

of Deflated that are not Integrator subunits to help explain the findings of Rutkowski 

(2005). Confirmation of positive clones isolated in this screen were attempted in 

pairwise Y2H assays (Chapter 4). Deflated’s protein localization was also analysed in 

early development by generating and utilizing an anti-Deflated antibody to gain 

information on deflated’s cellular distribution which proved to be not fully reconcilable 

with its function in snRNA 3’ end processing (Chapter 5).   
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CHAPTER  2: Material and methods 
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2.1. General laboratory consumables  

2.1.1 Chemical reagents 

Chemical reagents were obtained from Amresco, BD, Clontech, Fluka, Invitrogen, 

Scientifix, Sigma-Aldrich and Spectrum. Deionized water (dH2O) was ultrapurified 

with a Nanopure Type I ultrapure water system (Barnstead) and autoclaved prior to use. 

Oligonucleotide primers were custom synthesized by Sigma or Invitrogen.  

 

2.1.2. Commonly used solutions 

All solutions were prepared according to Sambrook and Russel (2001) and the Yeast 

Protocols Handbook (Clontech Laboratories, 2001). All common solutions and media 

used are listed in Table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1: Commonly used solutions, media and buffers 
 

Buffer/Solution Composition 

Blocking solution 0.3 % Trition X-100, 1 % BSA and 10 % normal goat serum in PBS 

Cell lysis solution 0.2 M NaOH, 1 % SDS 

DNA binding solution 1.5 g diatomaceous earth (Celite) suspended in 100 ml 7M 

Guanidine HCl, pH 5.5 

Luria-Bertani broth (LB) 1 % NaCl, 1 % tryptone, 0.5 % yeast extract  

LB bacterial plates LB, 2 % agar 

Neutralisation solution 1.32 M potassium acetate, pH 4.8 

PBS (Phosphate Buffered Saline) 130 mM NaCl, 3 mM NaH2PO4, 7 mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.2 

PBTx PBS, 0.1 % Triton X-100 

PEG/LiAc solution 40 % PEG3350 (sterile filtered), 1x TE*, 1x LiAc  

Protein Cracking Buffer (PCB) 10 mM NaPO4 buffer (pH 7.2), 1% β-mercaptoethanol, 1 % SDS, 6 

M urea, 0.01 % bromophenol blue 

Resuspension solution 50 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM EDTA, 100 µg/ml RNase A, pH 7.5 

Running buffer 125 mM Tris, 96 mM glycin, 0.5 % SDS 

SD medium 

 

(-Leu/-Trp, -His/-Leu/-Trp, -Ade/-

His/Leu/-Trp) 

0.67 % yeast nitrogen base without amino acids (BD), 2 % D-

Glucose, 10 % 10x Dropout Solution (pH 5.8) containing all amino 

acids but: leucine (-Leu), tryptophane (-Trp), histidine (-His) and 

adenine (-Ade) 

SD yeast plates SD medium, 20 % agar 

Squising buffer 1 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.2), 1 mM EDTA, 25 mM NaCL, 200 µg/ml 

Proteinase K 

TBS (Tris Buffered Saline) 100 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.5 

TBST TBS, 0.1 % Tween20 

TE 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.5 

TE/LiAc solution 11 % 10x TE (pH 7.5), 11 % 1M LiAc (pH 7.5) 

Transfer buffer 25 mM Tris, 0.2 M glycin, 20 % methanol, 0.2 % SDS 

Wash solution 80 mM potassium acetate, 8.3 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 40 µM 

EDTA, 50% ethanol 

YPDA medium 20 % peptone, 10 % yeast extract, 2 % D-Glucose, 0.003 % adenine 

hemisulfate, pH 6.5 

YPDA plates YPDA medium, 20 % agar 
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2.1.3. Bacterial and yeast strains 

E. coli DH12S cells (genotype: Φ80d lacZ ∆M15 mcrA  ∆(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) 

araD139  ∆(ara, leu)7697  ∆lacX74 galU galK rpsL(Str
R
) nupG recA1 / F’ /) were 

used for all cloning experiments except for in ‘In-Fusion Cloning’ which was 

performed using the E. coli K-12 derivate Fusion-Blue (Clontech; genotype: endA1, 

hsdR17 (rK12
-
, mK12

+
), supE44, thi-1, recA1, gyrA96, relA1, lac F’[proA

+
B

+
, 

lacl
q
Z∆M15::Tn10(tet

R
)]). Bacteria were made competent using the calcium chloride 

preparation technique (Sambrook and Russell, 2001). 

 

Yeast two-hybrid assays were performed with yeast strain AH109 (Clontech; genotype: 

MATa, trp1-901, leu2-3, 112, ura3-52, his3-200, gal4∆, gal80∆, LYS2 : : GAL1UAS-

GAL1TATA-HIS3, GAL2UAS-GAL2TATA-ADE2, URA3 : : MEL1UAS-MEL1TATA-lacZ). 

 

2.1.4. Enzymes for DNA/RNA manipulation  

Restriction enzymes were obtained from New England Biolabs and used according to 

manufacturer protocols. The following additional enzymes and kits were used for DNA 

manipulations and modifications: T4 DNA ligase and Antarctic Phosphatase (New 

England Biolabs), In Fusion PCR cloning kit (Clontech), RQ1 DNase and Taq 

polymerase (Promega), Phusion Hot-start DNA polymerase (Finnzymes), Superscript 

Vilo cDNA synthesis kit (Invitrogen) and RNase OUT ribonuclease inhibitor 

(Invitrogen). 

 

2.1.5. Drosophila stocks and maintenance 

Drosophila stocks used in this study were sourced from Bloomington Stock Center, 

Indiana University or previously generated in our lab (Rutkowski, 2005). All stocks 

used are listed in Table 2.2. Stock w
1118

 was used as the reference wild-type stock in all 

experiments. Flies were incubated on standard cornmeal-treacle media at 18 °C or 25 

°C. All fly work was performed using CO2 for temporary anaesthetization of flies and 

an Olympus SZ60 dissecting microscope with an Olympus LG-PS2 fibre-optic light 

source for viewing and dissection. 
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Table 2.2: Drosophila stocks used in this study 

 

Fly strain Genotype Source 

w
1118

 w
1118

 Bloomington,  

# 3605 

EP(3)3301 w
1118

; P{w
+mC

=EP}CG18177
EP3301

 Bloomington,  

# 17111 

defl
Z
/TM6b w

1118
; defl

Z
/TM6b R. Rutkowski 

defl
L
/TM6b w

1118
; defl

L
/TM6b R. Rutkowski 

defl
P
/TM6b w

1118
; defl

P
/TM6b R. Rutkowski 

defl
∆
/TM6b w

1118
; defl

∆
/TM6b R. Rutkowski 

UAS-defl
BB1

/CyO; 

defl
L
/TM6b 

w
1118

; P{pUAST-defl}BB1/CyO;defl
L
/TM6b R. Rutkowski 

UAS-defl::GFP
BI1

/CyO w
1118

; P{pUASP-defl::GFP}BI1/CyO R. Rutkowski 

nanos-GAL4:VP16 P{w
+mC

=GAL4::VP16-nos.UTR}MVD1 Bloomington,  

# 4937 

nanos>defl::GFP
BI1 

w
1118

; P{pUASP-defl::GFP}BI1/CyO; 

P{w
+mC

=GAL4::VP16-nos.UTR}MVD1 

this study 

nrv2>GFP w*; P{w
+mC

=nrv2-GAL4.S}3 P{w
+mC

=UAS-GFP.S65T} 

T2; P{nrv2-GAL4.S}8 P{UAS-GFP.S65T} T10 

Bloomington,  

# 6796 

Df(3L)BSC46 Df(3L)BSC46, rho
ve-1

 e
1
/TM3, Ser

1
 Bloomington,  

# 7442 
 

2.2 DNA manipulation and analyses 

2.2.1 Preparation of plasmid DNA 

All minipreparations of plasmid DNA were performed using a modified alkaline lysis 

method with laboratory-made solutions and Wizard Minicolumns (Promega). 

Competent bacteria were transformed using the heat shock technique (Sambrook and 

Russell, 2001). A single colony of transformed bacteria was inoculated in 4 ml of LB 

media containing the appropriate antibiotic and incubated with shaking overnight at 37 

°C. Cells were pelleted and resuspended in 200 µl resuspension solution. Alkaline lysis 

was performed by adding 200 µl cell lysis solution. The solution was neutralized within 

5 minutes by adding 200 µl neutralization solution. Cell debris was pelleted for 10 

minutes in a microcentrifuge at 16,100 g and the supernatant combined with 1 ml of 

DNA binding solution before loading onto Wizard Minicolumns (Promega) that were 

fitted into a vacuum manifold. After two washes of 3 ml of wash solution, excess 

ethanol was removed from the columns by centrifugation at 16,100 g for 30 seconds 

and columns were further air dried for 5 minutes. Plasmid DNA was eluted in 60 µl TE 

by centrifugation at 16,100 g for 1 minute.   

 

For midipreparations of plasmid DNA, the QIAGEN Midiprep kit was used according 

to manufacturer’s recommendations using 50 to 100 ml of overnight bacterial culture.  
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2.2.2 Preparation of genomic DNA from single Drosophila flies 

Genomic DNA extraction from single flies was according to Glooer et al. (1993). Flies 

were euthanized by freezing in 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tubes and mashed for 30 seconds 

with a yellow micropipette tip containing 30 µl squishing buffer before expelling the 

liquid from the tip. Dissociated flies were incubated in the squishing buffer for 20-30 

minutes at room temperature before inactivating Proteinase K by heating at 95 °C for 2 

minutes. DNA preparations were stored at 4 °C and 0.5 µl used as template for PCR 

amplification. 

 

2.2.3 Agarose gel electrophoresis 

DNA agarose gel electorphoreses were performed on 1-4% agarose gels using 1x Tris-

Acetate-EDTA (TAE) buffer according to standard techniques (Sambrook and Russell, 

2001). For DNA detection, gels were supplemented with GelRed
TM

 (Biotium) and 

analysed/documented on a Gel Doc XR system (BioRad). The size markers for agarose 

gel-electrophoreses used were EcoRI/HindIII digested lambda DNA (Promega) and 

HyperLadder I and II (Bioline). Gel electrophoreses were performed in 1x TAE buffer 

at 120 V for 30 minutes. 

 

2.2.4 Restriction digestion and DNA ligation 

Restriction digests were performed according to manufacturer’s recommendation (New 

England Biolabs). After DNA digestion, fragments were purified on 1% agarose gels 

and the appropriated bands cut out on a UV transilluminator. DNA purifications were 

performed using Macherey-Nagel NucleoSpin® Extract II columns according to 

manufacturer’s recommendation. DNA ligations were set up with a 3:1 ratio of DNA 

insert:plasmid DNA according to manufacturer’s protocol (New England Biolabs). 

 

2.2.5 DNA Sequencing 

All DNA sequencing reactions were performed by Macrogen Inc, Korea using the 

primers listed in Appendix B. Appropriate DNA amounts were dried down to obtain 1 

µg of plasmid DNA and 50 pmoles of primers per reaction prior to shipping. 

Rehydration was performed at the Macrogen facility. Sequencing was performed using 

BigDye
TM

 terminator reagents run on an automatic 3730XL sequencer. 
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2.3  3’ RACE (Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends)  

2.3.1 Collection of larvae, RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis  

All tubes, tips and reagents used were purchased RNase free. All equipment was wiped 

down with RNase away (Invitrogen) prior to use. Incubations were at room temperature 

unless stated otherwise. Centrifugations were at 4 °C. 

 

Larvae were subjected to RNA isolation with Trizol (Invitrogen) following 

manufacturer’s recommendations. Approximately 50 mg of larvae were collected in 1.5 

ml microcentrifuge tubes followed by three washes with distilled water to reduce yeast 

contaminations before freezing in liquid nitrogen. Larvae were either stored at -80 °C or 

directly used for RNA isolation. Frozen larvae were homogenized in 1 ml of Trizol with 

a pestle, incubated for 5 minutes and centrifuged for 10 minutes at 12,000 g at 4 °C. For 

additional clearing of fats and polysaccharides, the supernatant was transferred to a new 

tube and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 12,000 g. The supernatant was mixed with 200 µl 

BCP (1-Bromo-3-chloro-propane), shaken for 15 seconds and incubated for 2-3 

minutes. Samples were centrifuged for 15 minutes at 12,000 g, the upper aqueous phase 

was carefully transferred to a fresh tube, mixed with 500 µl of isopropanol and 

incubated for 10 minutes before centrifugation for 10 minutes at 12,000 g. The RNA 

pellet was washed once with 75 % ethanol, centrifuged for 5 minutes at 7,500 g and 

dried for approximately 3 minutes in a RNase free petri-dish at 37 °C. RNA was 

dissolved in 200 µl DEPC treated dH2O, incubated for 10 minutes at 37 °C, 2 minutes 

at 65 °C and mixed on a rotating mixer for another 5 minutes at room temperature. The 

integrity of RNA was tested by running a 2 µl aliquot on a 1 % agarose gel. RNA 

concentrations were measured by sacrificing 1 µl of undiluted RNA which was 

analysed on a Nanodrop spectrophotometer (ThermoScientific).  

 

2.3.2 cDNA synthesis  

For cDNA syntheses and gene-specific cDNA amplifications the ’3’ RACE system for 

Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends’ from Invitrogen was used. All incubations were 

performed in a BioRad iCycler PCR machine. After RNA isolation and rehydration, the 

following conditions were used for first strand cDNA syntheses. The reaction setup was 

on ice. Genotype-specific RNA (5 µg) was combined with a primer that contained 

oligo-dT nucleotides joined to an adapter sequence (primer A168, Table 2.3; 10 µM) 
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and brought to a volume of 12 µl with DEPC treated dH2O before heating the mixture 

to 70 °C for 10 minutes and chilling on ice for at least 1 minute. Before incubation at 42 

°C for 2-5 minutes, the mixture was supplemented with 10x PCR buffer (2 µl), 25 mM 

MgCl2 (2 µl), 10 mM dNTP mix (1 µl) and 0.1 M DTT (2 µl). After the SuperScript II 

RT enzyme (1 µl) was added, first strand syntheses were performed at 42 °C for 50 

minutes. Reaction termination was at 70 °C for 15 minutes followed by chilling on ice, 

the addition of RNase H (1 µl) and the incubation at 37 °C for 20 minutes. cDNAs were 

stored at -20 °C or used immediately in PCR. 

 

2.3.3 semi-nested 3’ RACE 

Expression of deflated transcripts in different genetic backgrounds was analysed via 

semi-nested 3’ RACE using two different forward oligonucleotide primers (A129 and 

A130, Table 2.3) specific for the 5’ UTR of deflated mRNA. 3’ RACE was first 

conducted on cDNAs with a reverse oligonucleotide primer binding the adapter 

sequence of oligonucleotide primer A168 (A169) and forward oligonucleotide primer 

binding a sequence within the 5’ UTR of deflated (A130). A second semi-nested PCR 

was performed by exchanging the forward oligonucleotide primer with one that bound 

closer to the deflated coding region within the 5’ UTR (A129) to increase specificity. 

Both PCR reactions were of a total volume of 50 µl and contained dH2O (35 µl), 5x HF 

fusion buffer (10 µl), MgCl2 (1 µl of 50 mM stock), dNTPs (1 µl of 10 mM stock), 

forward and reverse oligonucleotide primers (0.4 µl each of 25µM stock) and Phusion 

Hot-start DNA polymerase (Finnzymes; 0.2 µl of 2 U/µl stock). The template for the 3’ 

RACE was cDNA (2 µl) whereas that for the semi-nested PCR was an aliquot of the 3’ 

RACE reaction (1 µl + 1 µl dH2O). PCRs were performed in a BioRad iCycler. PCR 

conditions after an initial denaturation step at 98 °C for 10 seconds were 5 cycles for 10 

seconds at 98 °C, 30 seconds at 65 °C and 3 minutes elongation at 72 °C followed by 25 

cycles for 10 seconds at 98 °C, 30 seconds at 60 °C and, 3 minutes at 72 °C before 

changing the PCR reactions to 5 cycles for 10 seconds at 98 °C, 30 seconds at 60 °C 

and 4 minutes at 72 °C. Final extension was for 5 minutes at 72°C. 30 µl of the semi-

nested PCR reactions were loaded on a 1% agarose gel. For each genotype all specific 

bands were isolated, purified with QIAquick (QIAGEN) columns and sequenced by 

Macrogen Inc. (Korea). 
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Table 2.3: Oligonucleotide primers used in 3’ RACE experiments 

Primer name  5’-3’ sequence 

A129-defl-RACE 1 GCGATAAATGTGAGTGAGGAAACCTG  

A130-defl-RACE 2 ACCTCAATAAACACGATTTATCTGCGA 

A168-RACE-AP GGCCACGCGTCGACTAGTACTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 

A169-RACE-AUAP GGCCACGCGTCGACTAGTAC 

A450-Defl-seq-5Fl-1 GCTGGGCATGATTGCGACTTATACTGAGGTCCTGCGC 

A046-Defl-RXho GTCCTCGAGCTCGCGAAGCAGCTGCTGGCAAGTAAGC 

2.4 Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) 

2.4.1 Collection of larvae, RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis  

Larval collections and RNA isolation of frozen larvae was performed as described in 

section 2.3 with the following modifications. In order to keep any variations in larval 

development to a minimum, freshly laid eggs were collected for a period of 4 hours and 

then aged on grape juice agar plates (50 % grape juice, 7 % agar) supplemented with 

live yeast paste. Aged larvae were selected by Tubby and GFP phenotype and pooled in 

order to extract sufficient RNA for cDNA synthesis. RNA isolations were performed 

with equal weights of homozygous and heterozygous defl
L
 larvae (25 µg) to ensure 

consistency in isolation and cDNA synthesis efficiencies. In order to eliminate genomic 

DNA contaminations, 40 µg of RNA were treated with RQ1 DNase (Promega) for 30 

minutes at 37 °C before an additional clean-up was performed to get rid of excess 

MgCl2 and RQ1 enzyme contained in the RQ1 reaction, which could inhibit qPCR 

amplification. This was achieved by bringing the RQ1 reaction to 350 µl with DEPC 

treated dH2O, mixing it with an equal amount of Phenol:Chloroform:Isoamylalcohol 

(25:24:1) and transferring the mixture to a spun down Phase Lock Gel tube (5 Prime). 

After centrifugation for 5 minutes at 13,100 g (room temperature), the aqueous phase 

was transferred to a new tube. RNA precipitation, rehydration, quality control and 

concentration measurements were as described before (section 2.3.1). 

 

cDNA synthesis was performed with 15 µg of total RNA with the Superscript Vilo 

cDNA synthesis kit (Invitrogen) following manufacturer’s instructions. The final RNA 

concentration to be reverse-transcribed was adjusted to 0.125 µg/µl with RNAse free 

dH2O to insure equal cDNA synthesis efficiency in all samples. To control for DNA 

contamination a no reverse transcriptase control reaction was set up comprising 2 µg 

total RNA mixed with 5x Vilo buffer only.  
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2.4.2 qPCR primer establishment and sequences 

Primers specific for both snRNA and mRNA specific transcripts (Table 2.4) were 

designed using the Primer3 software (Rozen and Skaletsky, 2000) to generate 

amplicons between 100 to 150 nucleotides in length. Gene reference sequences of 

interest were downloaded from the Ensembl genome browser (Hubbard et al., 2009) 

including 3’ flanking sequences for snRNA genes and exon/intron data for protein-

coding genes. These were used to design amplicons to specifically detect processed or 

unprocessed RNA transcripts (Table 2.5). In the case of snRNA genes, all except the 

U7 snRNA gene are present in multiple copies dispersed over the genome. To design 

primers common to all mature transcripts of a snRNA gene, sequences for each snRNA 

paralogue were aligned using the ClustalW2 software (Larkin et al., 2007). 

Oligonucleotide primers to detect 3’ end elongated snRNAs could only be designed for 

a specific copy of a snRNA gene as 3’ flanking sequences diverge significantly in their 

DNA sequences. For protein-coding genes, exons common to all splice variants were 

identified by ClustalW2 multi-alignments and oligonucleotide primers were designed to 

allow amplification of regions present in the majority of mRNA transcripts from a 

specific genomic locus.  

 

All primers were designed to have an estimated annealing temperature of 60 °C to allow 

them to be used simultaneously in a single qPCR run. All qPCR primer pairs were 

tested for efficiency and specificity of amplification in test qPCR experiments using 

cDNA generated from w
1118

 (wild-type) mRNA as a template. Primer pairs were 

considered as validated only when the generated amplicons produced single melt peaks 

via melting curve analysis and single bands by 4 % agarose gel electrophoresis (see 

below for qPCR conditions). Primer efficiencies were calculated by the Rotor-Gene 

6000 software (Corbett) from at least four serial four-fold cDNA dilutions using 

standard curves (i.e. Bustin et al., 2009). Appendix C shows the results from the 

establishment of oligonucleotide primer pairs including melt curve analyses (Figures 

C1) and agarose gels of the amplicons generated with the qPCR primer pairs (Figures 

C2) and their efficiencies as calculated by the Rotor-Gene 6000 software (Figures C2). 
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Table 2.4: List of oligonucleotide primers used in qPCR experiments 

Primer name 5’-3’ sequence final concentration (nM) 

For mature qPCR amplicons  

A626-RpS17-Fex3(B) CGAACCAAGACGGTGAAGAAG 75 

A627-RpS17-Rex3(B) CCTGCAACTTGATGGAGATACC 75 

A495-14-3-3z-Fex4 GCTGAGGGAAATCTGCTACG 150 

A496-14-3-3z-Rex5 TGGCAACCTCGGCTAAATAC 150 

A480-Cdk4-Fex2 ATGGCGATCCGTTCAACTAC 150 

A481-Cdk4-Rex3 TCTTCAGCGCCACTATGTTG 150 

A630-defl-Fex1-2 CCAAGATAAATCCCATGCTAGCTC 200 

A631-defl-Rex2 CAGCCCATGGTGGTTTGTAGAAC 200 

A632-l(2)dtl-Fex1-2(C) GAGCATGGCTACGGCAATGA 100 

A633-l(2)dtl-Rex2(C) GCGAACTTGGCGGAGAAGAT 100 

A464-E2F-Fex5 ACCTGCTCAACGTGGATCTC 150 

A465-E2F-Rex6 TCCGCCTTCACGTAAATCTC 150 

A646-Eip63E-Fex6 TGGTCATGCGTCCCAAGAAG 200 

A647-Eip63E-Rex6-7 AGTCGCCACCAAATGCACTG 200 

A456-His3-mF(A) CAAATCGACTGGTGGAAAGG 150 

A458-His3-mR(A) GCTCGGTGCTCTTTTGGTAG 150 

A640-Lcp3-Fex1-2 AGGGTGTCCATGTGCGAGTG 50 

A641-Lcp3-Rex2 GCTGGGGTTAGCCTCGATGT 50 

A642-Lip3-Fex1 CCCGAACCACACGGATCATA 75 

A643-Lip3-Rex2 GGTAGCCATCGTCTTCAATG 75 

A793-Mad-mF TTGCGTGTCGAAAAACCAAA 150 

A794-Mad-mR CGTTGATTTGGGGTGGAGTC 150 

A576-MAPk-Ak2-Fex2 ACGGGTCGCATGCTAAAGGA 100 

A578-MAPk-Ak2-Rex3 GCGGGTTGTTCGACTTGTCC 100 

A634-p53-Fex1-2(B) ATCGGGATCGGAATTGACCA 150 

A635-p53-Rex2(B) CTAGCTTGGGCAGCGTGTTC 150 

A636-rl-Fex2(C) GAAGTTCCTCAATCTAATGCTGAAG 150 

A637-rl-Rex2-3(C) ATCCGCAGACACAACCATGC 150 

A655-U1-snRNA-mF TGATCACGAAGGCGGTTCC 75 

A656-U1-snRNA-mR GAACGCCATTCCCGGCTA 75 

A638-U2m-F(B) CGCTTCTCGGCCTTATGGCTA 150 

A639-U2m-R(B) CCAACCCGTGACAGAGGTGGAG 150 

A398-U7snRNA-mF(A) TATTCTCTTTGAAATTTGTCTTGGTG 100 

A400B-U7snRNA-mR AACGGGAACACTCAATGCCTA 100 

For pre-mature qPCR amplicons  

A495-14-3-3z-Fex4 GCTGAGGGAAATCTGCTACG 150 

A497-14-3-3z-Rin4 ACCGTCAATGCAGATGAACA 150 

A480-Cdk4-Fex2 ATGGCGATCCGTTCAACTAC 200 

A482-Cdk4-Rin2-3 CGGACCTATCCCAACAACAA 200 

A483-CycE-Fex5 TCCAAACGCACACAACTACC 200 

A485-CycE-Rin5-6 CGCTTTATATTCAGAGTGAATCG 200 

A477-l(2)dtl-Fex1(B) CCAAGAGGAGTGCACAATGA 200 

A479-l(2)dtl-Rin1(B) CACCTTTGATCGCAGGAAAT 200 

A464-E2F-Fex5 ACCTGCTCAACGTGGATCTC 200 

A466-E2F-Rin5-6 CTTGGTTTCTTCACGGCCTA 200 

A646-Eip63E-Fex6 TGGTCATGCGTCCCAAGAAG 150 

A648-Eip63E-Rin6-7 TCAAAGCAAAGGCACCGTGA 150 

A793-Mad-mF TTGCGTGTCGAAAAACCAAA 150 

A795-Mad-pR CTGTGGGGAAAATCGCTGAA 150 

A577-MAPk-Ak2-Fin2-3 AGGTTAATGCGCCTGAAATG 150 

A578-MAPk-Ak2-Rex3 GCGGGTTGTTCGACTTGTCC 150 

A469-p53-Fex2 CTGATTCCGAGGATGACTCC 200 

A470-p53-Rin2-3 ACCACATGTGACCACGTGAC 200 

A471-rl-Fex2 GGAGCTTATGGCATGGTTGT 200 

A474-rl-Rin2-3 ACTGCATTTCGGAAGGAGAA 200 

A657-U1-snRNA-pF GCTGAGTTGACCTCTGCGATTA 150 

A667-U1-snRNA-21(B) CTTTTAAAATTTATTGCAGATGTCGG 150 

A649-U2snRNA-pF(B) CTCCACCTCTGTCACGGGTTGG 150 

A652-U2snRNA-34ABb CGACCACCTTTAACATCCTAAC 150 
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Table 2.5: Amplicons analysed in qPCR experiments 

Gene transcripts covered in 

amplicons 

 ‘mature’ amplicon designed 

for transcript… 

‘pre-mature’ amplicon 

designed for transcript… 

reference     

RpS17 RpS17-RB RpS17-RB:  exon3  - 

snRNAs    

U1 snRNA snRNA:U1:21D/-:82Eb/ 

-:95Ca/-:95Cb/-:95Cc/ 

all transcripts (total) snRNA:U1:21D 

U2 snRNA snRNA:U2:14B/-:34ABa/ 

-:34ABb/-:34ABc/ 

-:38ABa/-:38ABb 

all transcripts (total) snRNA:U2:34ABb 

U7 snRNA snRNA:U7 snRNA:U7  - 

Eip63E Eip63E-RA to -RM Eip63E-RE:  exon6 to exon6/7 Eip63E-RE: exon6 to intron6-7 

Cell cycle 

regulators 

   

Cdk4 Cdk4-RA to -RC Cdk4-RC:  exon2 to exon3 Cdk4-RC:  exon2 to intron2-3 

CycE CycE-RA to -RE - CycE-RA:   exon5 to intron5-6 

E2F E2F-RA   to -RC E2F-RB:  exon5 to exon6  E2F-RB:     exon5 to intron5-6  

p53 p53-RA   to -RB p53-RA:  exon1 to exon1/2 p53-RA:     exon2 to intron2-3 

Cell 
signaling 

   

14-3-3ζ 14-3-3zeta-RA  to -RJ 14-3-3zeta-RA: exon 4 to exon5 14-3-3zeta-RA:  

 exon4 to intron4-5 

rl rl-RA       to -RF rl-RB:   exon2 to exon2/3 rl-RB: exon2 to intron2-3 

MAPk-Ak2 MAPk-Ak2-RB to -RD MAPk-Ak2-RB: exon2 to exon3 MAPk-Ak2-RB:  

 exon2 to intron2-3 

Mad Mad-RA Mad-RA:  exon1 to exon2 Mad-RA:  exon1 to intron1-2 

other 

processes 

   

His3 CG31613-, CG33803-, 

CG33806-, CG33809-, 

CG33812-, CG33815-, 

CG33818-, CG33821-, 

CG33824-, CG33827-, 

CG33830-, CG33833-, 

CG33836-, CG33839-, 

CG33842-, CG33845-, 

CG33848-, CG33851-, 

CG33854-, CG33857-, 

CG33860-, CG33863-, 

CG33866-RA 

all transcripts (total) - 

defl defl-RA defl-RA:  exon1 to exon1/2 - 

l(2)dtl l(2)dtl-RA l(2)dtl-RA:  exon1 to exon1/2 l(2)dtl-RA: exon1 to intron1-2 

Lcp3 Lcp3-RA Lcp3-RA:        exon1/2 to exon2 - 

Lip3 Lip3-RA Lip3-RA:  exon1 to exon2 - 
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2.4.3 qPCR runs and analysis 

All qPCR reactions were set up using a CAS1200 robot (Corbett) to achieve highest 

pipetting precision. Each reaction was prepared with 7.5 µl 2x Express SybrGreenER 

supermix, 2.5 µl of cDNA dilutions (1:2 to 1:20 in dH2O) and 5 µl primer dilutions 

(200nM to 50 nM final concentration). For both control (defl
L
/TM6B larvae) and mutant 

(defl
L
/defl

L
 larvae) cDNA samples, reactions were set up using identical primer pairs 

(primers are listed in Table 2.4) in at least duplicate technical replicates. A single ’no 

template control’ (NTC) per run was used to detect reagent contaminations and 

generation of primer dimers. Every qPCR experiment included quantitation of the 

reference gene RpS17 for normalization. To gain statistical relevance each experiment 

was performed at least with 3 biological replicates (from independent RNA sample 

isolations). qPCR runs were performed in a Rotor-Gene 6000 real-time PCR machine 

(Corbett) with a cycling profile of 2 minutes at 95 °C and 40 cycles of 15 seconds at 95 

°C, 20 seconds at 60 °C and 3 seconds at 72 °C (acquiring). Threshold cycles (Ct; cycle 

at which the amplification curves generated from the control and sample cDNAs hit a 

chosen threshold value) were calculated by the Rotor-Gene 6000 software using 

quantitation analyses at a threshold of 0.1. All gene amplifications that included primer 

dimers, poor amplification yields or unsatisfying correlations of technical replicates as 

well as the presence of multiple peaks in the melt curve were excluded from further 

analyses.  

 

Relative expression ratios and statistical analyses for the combined biological replicate 

results of each primer pair were calculated by the REST2009 software  (Pfaffl et al., 

2002). This software applies the formula for relative gene expression value calculation 

(Pfaffl, 2001): 

ratio = )(

)(

)(

)(
samplecontrolCt

ref

samplecontrolCt

GOI

ref

GOI

E

E
−∆

−∆

 

where E is the efficiency of the gene of interest (GOI) or the RpS17 reference gene (ref) 

and ∆Ct is the difference of the Cts generated from control and sample cDNAs. 

Statistical evaluation was performed by the REST2009 software which employed a 

randomization and bootstrapping algorithm for the hypothesis test. Standard errors were 

calculated with the formula 'standard deviation / 3
1/2

' with the standard deviation being 

calculated from the ratios generated from 3 biological replicates. 
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2.5 Yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) 

2.5.1 Generating plasmids for Y2H assays 

Plasmid DNAs containing the coding regions of Drosophila Integrator subunits or other 

potential physical interactors of Deflated were obtained from the Drosophila Genomic 

Resource Center (DGRC) (Table 2.6). To enable the subcloning of cDNAs into the 

Y2H vectors pGBKT7 and pGADT7 (Clontech) in frame with the vector specific GAL4 

domain, PCR reactions were conducted to add appropriate restriction sites to the cDNA 

coding regions. Primers used for cloning PCR fragments into the appropriate vectors 

are shown in Table 2.7. For subcloning CG3173/Ints1, omd/Ints5 and CG5859/Ints8 

constructs (Table 2.7, ‘InFu’ labeled primers) the In-Fusion PCR cloning kit (Clontech) 

was used according to manufacturer’s protocol. PCRs were set up on ice containing 

dH2O (37 µl), 5x HF fusion buffer (10 µl), MgCl2 (1 µl of 50mM stock), dNTPs (0.4 µl 

of 10 mM stock), forward and reverse primers (0.4 µl each of 25µM stock), template 

plasmid (0.5 µl of 10 ng stock) and Phusion Hot-start DNA polymerase (Finnzymes, 

0.2 µl of 2U/µl stock). PCRs were performed in a BioRad iCycler. PCR conditions after 

an initial denaturation step at 98 °C for 10 seconds were 5 cycles of 10 seconds at 98 

°C, 30 seconds at 63 °C and 1 minute at 72 °C followed by 28 cycles of 10 seconds at 

98 °C and 1.5 minutes at 72 °C. A final extension was for 5 minutes at 72 °C. PCR 

reactions were loaded on 1% agarose gels and gel purified using Macherey-Nagel 

NucleoSpin® Extract II columns according to manufacturer’s manual. Restriction 

digests, ligations and transformations with chemically competent E. coli strain DH12S 

were performed using standard techniques (Sambrook and Russell, 2001). Plasmid 

DNA minipreps and midipreps from bacteria were performed with kits obtained from 

Promega and QIAGEN, respectively following the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Restriction digests and/or colony-PCRs were used to initially identify coding regions 

containing plasmids in the correct orientation. All constructs were fully sequenced by 

Macrogen Inc. (Korea) prior to Y2H analysis using the sequencing primers shown in 

Appendix B. 
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Table 2.6: Vectors and genes used in cloning of Y2H constructs 

Gene1 DGRC 

construct2 

CDS  size/ 

region 
(bp)3 

Prot. size/ 

region 
(aa)3 

pGBKT7  

restriction 
sites4 

pGADT7  

restriction 
sites4 

CG3173/Ints1 SD05534 6162 2054 In-fusion In-fusion 

CG8211/Ints2 LP18465 3318 1106 BamHI BamHI/XhoI 

CG17665/Ints3  LD02622 3207 1069 NdeI/BamHI NdeI/SacI 

l(1)G0095/Ints4 GH13214 3069 1023 NdeI/XmaI NdeI/XmaI 

omd/Ints5 AT14917 2985 995 NdeI/BamHI NdeI/SacI 

l(1)G0060/Ints6 LD30689 3855 1285 NdeI NdeI/XhoI 

deflated/Ints7 GH11567 3006 1002 EcoRI/SalI EcoRI/XhoI 

CG5859/Ints8 GH18129 3024 1008 NdeI/BamHI NdeI/BamHI 

CG5222/Ints9 LD26912 1965 655 NdeI/BamHI NdeI/BamHI 

CG1120 /Ints10 RE59992 1896 632 NdeI/BamHI NdeI/SacI 

CG1972/Ints11 LD08814 1794 598 XmaI XmaI/XhoI 

CG5491/ Ints12  RE11768 987 329 NdeI/XmaI NdeI/SacI 

CG34183/RPAP2 IP17135 432 144 NdeI/PstI NdeI/SacI 

CG13779/DSS1 RH34416 240 80 NdeI/BamHI NdeI/SacI 

cher/FLN RE60544 2517 839 EcoRI/PstI EcoRI/SacI 

Dlc90F/DYNLT1 LD36705 336 112 BamHI/EcoRI BamHI/SacI 

Dp1/HDLBP LD21677 3906 1302 NcoI/PstI XmaI/XhoI 

Mcm2/Mcm2 LD47441 2664 888 EcoRI/PstI EcoRI/SacI 

deflZ GH11567 1-2955 1-985 EcoRI/XhoI EcoRI/XhoI 

deflL GH11567 1-2099 1-699 EcoRI/XhoI  EcoRI/XhoI 

deflP GH11567 1-1206 1-402 EcoRI/PstI EcoRI/XhoI 

CG3173/Ints1-N-term SD05534 1-1461 1-487 NcoI n.d. 

CG3173/Ints1-Central SD05534 868-4638 290-1546 NdeI/XmaI n.d. 

CG3173/Ints1-C-term SD05534 3754-6159 1252-2053 NdeI/SalI n.d. 

omd/Ints5-N-term AT14917 1-1234 1-412 In-Fusion n.d. 

omd/Ints5-Central AT14917 919-2100 307-700 In-Fusion n.d. 

omd/Ints5-C-term AT14917 1759-2985 691-904 In-Fusion n.d. 

CG5859/Ints8-N-term GH18129 1-1560 1-520 n.d. In-Fusion 

CG5859/Ints8-Central GH18129 787-2271 263-757 n.d. In-Fusion 

CG5859/Ints8-C-term GH18129 2239-3021 747-1007 n.d. In-Fusion 

deflated/Ints7-C-term GH11567 1887-3001 1-1000 EcoRI/ EcoRI/ 

cher/FLN r-Dom. 3-7 RE60544 590-2084 196-694 EcoRI/PstI EcoRI/SacI 

Mcm2/Mcm2-  

MCM2 specific dom. 

LD47441 514-1335 172-445 EcoRI/PstI EcoRI/SacI 

Mcm2/Mcm2-C-term. LD47441 1294-2664 432-888 EcoRI/ PstI EcoRI/ SacI 

 
1
 The full-length Drosophila genes are listed in front of the names of their human orthologues 

(H.s./D.m.).  
2 

The coding regions (CDS) are encoded on the indicated vectors which were obtained from the 

Drosophila Genomics Resource Center (DGRC).  
3
 The length of the coding regions are shown in base pairs (bp) and that of the protein/fragment in 

amino acids (aa).  
4
 Restriction sites used for cloning are shown for both yeast two-hybrid vectors, pGADT7 and 

pGBKT7. 
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Table 2.7: Oligonucleotide primers used for cloning of Y2H constructs  

 
Primer name1  5’-3’ sequence2 

For Y2H AD-vector constr. 

A166-Defl-FEcoRI GCTGGAATTCATGTCTCACCTGACCGGCACCCGCG 

A047-Defl-RXhoI CGTCCTCGAGTTAAAACCTCCTCGTCTGTCCCACTGCCTGG 

A736-Ints1-AD-InFu-F CAGATTACGCTCATATGGATCGCGGGAAAGGAAGCGGCTC 

A737-Ints1-AD-InFu-R CACCCGGGTGGAATTCTTAATAGCCATGCTGGATCACTAGAGTCTGG 

A542-Ints2-FBamHI CGCAGGATCCGAATGCCGGTGAGGATGTACGATGTATCGC 

A543-Ints2-RXhoI CGCACTCGAGCTAATACAGGTCCGATTTTTTCATGACCGCCG 

A544-Ints3-FNdeI CGGGCCATATGGAACAGCAGCAATCAAAAAATAATGCTCACGTCTC 

A545-Ints3-RSacI GCCCGAGCTCTCAGTCAGAATCATTGTTAGCTTTTTTCCTTCTCTTAGC 

A546-Ints4-FNdeI CCGGCATATGACCATGGCGCTGGCCATTAAGAAGCG 

A547-Ints4-RXmaI GACTCCCGGGCTAAATGCCCCGCCTGACTGGTTTGGGTG 

A548-Ints5-FNdeI CGGCCCATATGCTGCGCCAGAACCTGTTGGATCAG 

A549-Ints5-RSacI CACGGAGCTCTTAATCTATTTCAACGATCTGCAGCCGGGC 

A550-Ints6-FNdeI GAGCGCATATGACAATCATACTCTTCCTGGTGGACACTTCGTCGTCC 

A551-Ints6-RXhoI GAGTCTCGAGTTAACTCTTGGCGACGGCCTGCTCCG 

A552-Ints8-FNdeI CGCGACATATGAGCATGGACGATCCTCTTAAGCCCAAGC 

A553-Ints8-RBamHI CGGTCGGATCCCTACAGCAAATACTGCTTGGCCAGGGC 

A554-Ints9-FNdeI GGCAGCATATGCGATTGTATTGTCTCAGCGGGGACCTG 

A555-Ints9-RBamHI CGCCTGGATCCTTAAAAACTCTGTAAGCATTTCATGATGGTGTCTCG 

A556-Ints10-FNdeI CGCGCATATGCCGAGCCAAGAGGAAAATGAGTTGTACATG 

A557-Ints10-RSacI GCTCGAGCTCTCACTTAATCACAATCGTCTCCACGGGCTG 

A603-Ints11-FXmaI CTAGCCCGGGAATGCCGGACATCAAGATAACGCCCTTGGG 

A559-Ints11-R-XhoI GCTCCTCGAGCTAGCACATATTCTGCAGCACATTCAGTATG 

A560-Ints12-FNdeI CTCACATATGGCCGCAAATATAGCCGCCGCTGCTG 

A561-Ints12-RSacI GTCTGAGCTCTTACTGCTTGGATCTGCGCTTGCTGC 

A562-RPAP2-FNdeI CGGCCGCATATGACTACAGAAAAAGGGGAGCAGTTGAGACAAC 

A563-RPAP2-RSacI GTGCCGAGCTCTCAAGTATTTCGTGGTAGCAGCTGAAAGC 

A754-DSS1-FNdeI CGCGCATATGTCTGCCCCAGATAAGGAAAAGGAG 

A755-DSS1-RBamHI CCGCGGATCCTTACGTTTCCATTTTCTTGCTCTCCAAATG 

A174-CherB-FEcoRI GCGCCGGAATTCATGCCTAGCGGTAAAGTAGACAAACCC 

A263-CherB-RSacI CCGCGAGCTCCTACACATCGATCTGGAATGGGGAGCC 

A175-DLc90F-FBamHI GGCGCGGATCCCGATGGATGACTCACGCGAAGAAAG 

A264-DLc90F-RSacI GTATCGAGCTCCGCGAATTCCGGCAGTCCTG 

A463-DP1-FXmaI GCATCCCGGGGTCACTATTCGCGGTCCCAAGGACG 

A426-DP1-RXhoI GCTGCTCGAGTTAGTTTTTGGGGCCCCACACGGAGGTGATAG 

A177-MCM2-FEcoRI CGCCGCGAATTCATGGACAATCCCAGTTCACCACCGCC 

A266-MCM2-RSacI GTGCAGAGCTCTTAAGCTGTGTTGCCGTCGACCAC 

For Y2H BD-vector constr. 

A166-Defl-FEcoRI GCTGGAATTCATGTCTCACCTGACCGGCACCCGCG 

A461-Defl-RSalI CCTGGTCGACTTAAAACCTCCTCGTCTGTCCCACTGCCTGG 

A738-Ints1-BD-InFu-F AGGAGGACCTGCATATGGATCGCGGGAAAGGAAGCGGCTC 

A739-Ints1-BD-InFu-R GCAGGTCGACGGATCCTTAATAGCCATGCTGGATCACTAGAGTCTGG 

A542-Ints2-FBamHI CGCAGGATCCGAATGCCGGTGAGGATGTACGATGTATCGC 

A598-Ints2-RBamHI CGCGAGGATCCCTAATACAGGTCCGATTTTTTCATGACCGCCG 

A786-Ints3-InFu-F AGGAGGACCTGCATATGATGGAACAGCAGCAATCAAAAAATAATGCTC

ACGTCTC 

A787-Ints3-InFu-R GCAGGTCGACGGATCCTCAGTCAGAATCATTGTTAGCTTTTTTCCTTCTC

TTAGC 

A546-Ints4-FNdeI CCGGCATATGACCATGGCGCTGGCCATTAAGAAGCG 

A547-Ints4-RXmaI GACTCCCGGGCTAAATGCCCCGCCTGACTGGTTTGGGTG 

A548-Ints5-FNdeI CGGCCCATATGCTGCGCCAGAACCTGTTGGATCAG 

A600-Ints5-RBamHI CGCTGGATCCTAATCTATTTCAACGATCTGCAGCCGGGC 

A550-Ints6-FNdeI GAGCGCATATGACAATCATACTCTTCCTGGTGGACACTTCGTCGTCC 

A601-Ints6-RNdeI CGCTCATATGTTAACTCTTGGCGACGGCCTGCTCCG 

A552-Ints8-FNdeI CGCGACATATGAGCATGGACGATCCTCTTAAGCCCAAGC 

A553-Ints8-RBamHI CGGTCGGATCCCTACAGCAAATACTGCTTGGCCAGGGC 

A554-Ints9-FNdeI GGCAGCATATGCGATTGTATTGTCTCAGCGGGGACCTG 

A555-Ints9-RBamHI CGCCTGGATCCTTAAAAACTCTGTAAGCATTTCATGATGGTGTCTCG 

A556-Ints10-FNdeI CGCGCATATGCCGAGCCAAGAGGAAAATGAGTTGTACATG 

A602-Ints10-RBamHI GCCGGGATCCTCACTTAATCACAATCGTCTCCACGGGCTG 
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Primer name1  5’-3’ sequence2 

A603-Ints11-FXmaI CTAGCCCGGGAATGCCGGACATCAAGATAACGCCCTTGGG 

A604-Ints11-RXmaI GCTTCCCGGGCTAGCACATATTCTGCAGCACATTCAGTATG 

A560-Ints12-FNdeI CTCACATATGGCCGCAAATATAGCCGCCGCTGCTG 

A605-Ints12-RXmaI CGTACCCGGGTTACTGCTTGGATCTGCGCTTGCTGC 

A562-RPAP2-FNdeI CGGCCGCATATGACTACAGAAAAAGGGGAGCAGTTGAGACAAC 

A606-RPAP2-RPstI CGTCCTGCAGTCAAGTATTTCGTGGTAGCAGCTGAAAGC 

A754-DSS1-FNdeI CGCGCATATGTCTGCCCCAGATAAGGAAAAGGAG 

A755-DSS1-RBamHI CCGCGGATCCTTACGTTTCCATTTTCTTGCTCTCCAAATG 

A174-CherB-FEcoRI GCGCCGGAATTCATGCCTAGCGGTAAAGTAGACAAACCC 

A153-CherB-RPstI CCGCCTGCAGCTACACATCGATCTGGAATGGGGAGCC 

A175-DLc90F-FBamHI GGCGCGGATCCCGATGGATGACTCACGCGAAGAAAG 

A155-DLc90F-RPstI+EcoRI GTAGCTGCAGCGCGAATTCCGGCAGTCCTG 

A415-DP1-FNcoI CACGCCATGGTCACTATTCGCGGTCCCAAGGACG 

A416-DP1-RPstI  GCTGCTGCAGTTAGTTTTTGGGGCCCCACACGGAGGTGATAG 

A177-MCM2-FEcoRI CGCCGCGAATTCATGGACAATCCCAGTTCACCACCGCC 

A159-MCM2-RPstI CCGCCTGCAGTTAAGCTGTGTTGCCGTCGACCAC 

For Y2H Fragment constr. 

A408-Defl-Z-RXhoI GCCGCTCGAGGCCCTGCTTGCTAGGAT 

A410-Defl-L-RXhoI GCGTCTCGAGTGGGCCAAACTTCCAGCTATTGCC 

A411-Defl-P-RPstI CAGACTGCAGCTCCGACCGCTTGGCCGTGC 

A412-Defl-P-RXhoI CAGACTCGAGCTCCGACCGCTTGGCCGTGC 

A413-Defl-aa373FEcoRI GTGCGAATTCAAGGGCAGCGGCGAGCAG 

A422-MCM2-aa172F-EcoRI GCTGGAATTCAGTATGCTAGGACCACGCACGGAAATCG 

A423-MCM2-aa432F-EcoRI GCGAGAATTCAAGGACTCCAAGCAGGTAGTGCAGT 

A424-MCM2-aa445R-SacI GCTGGAGCTCGTCCTCGTCCGTAAGCGACTG 

A450-MCM2-aa445R-PstI GCAGCTGCAGGTCCTCGTCCGTAAGCGACTG 

A451-Cher-Do3F-EcoRI GCGCCGGAATTCCACATCAAGGGATCGCCGTACTTCG 

A452-Cher-Do7R-SacI CGGAGAGCTCCCAATCCATTGCCGCTGGCGTG 

A453-Cher-Do7R-PstI GCGTCTGCAGATCCATTGCCGCTGGCGTGC 

A179-RPII-CTD-FEcoRI CGCTGAATTCTATTCGCCAACGAGTCCGAACTACACGGCATC 

A165-RPII-CTD-RBamHI CGATCGGATCCTCAGTCTTCGCTCTCCTCGAACG 

A591-Ints1E-FNcoI GCAGACCATGGATCGCGGGAAAGGAAGCGGCTC 

A592-Ints1E-RNcoI CGAGTCCATGGTTACACATCGAAGCGCAGCATCCGCAC 

A593-Ints1F-FNdeI GCCGTCATATGTGCACCACTAAATCCAGATTCAGCGATGCT 

A594-Ints1F-RXmaI GATACCCGGGCTAGTTCTTCGACATGTACTTCTCGCGTCCCTTCC 

A540-Ints1G-FNdeI GCCGCATATGCTGCCCAAGATCAGTGTCGTTATTCAGGAGG 

A595-Ints1G-RSalI CTGAGTCGACCTAATAGCCATGCTGGATCACTAGAGTCTGGAGAAC 

A812-Ints5-N- InFu-F  AGGAGGACCTGCATATGCTGCGCCAGAACCTGTTGGATCAG 

A813-Ints5-N- InFu-R GCAGGTCGACGGATCCTACTGGGATGAGACCACCAGCAGTAATC 

A814-Ints5-Mid-FNdeI CAGTCATATGCAGAAGGCGCCGTTGTGGCTGAGC 

A815-Ints5-Mid-RBamHI GACAGGATCCTAATACACCTCCAGCTGACCAAGCAAGTGACC 

A816-Ints5-C- InFu-F AGGAGGACCTGCATATGGATGAGGACGCTACCCGCATGCGC 

A817-Ints5-C- InFu-R GCAGGTCGACGGATCCTAATCTATTTCAACGATCTGCAGCCGGGC 

A806-Ints8-N- InFu-F CAGATTACGCTCATATGAGCATGGACGATCCTCTTAAGCCCAAGC 

A807-Ints8-N- InFu-R CGAGCTCGATGGATCCTAGTCGGAAAGCGAGGCCAACGAG 

A808-Ints8-Mi- InFu-F CAGATTACGCTCATATGTGTGATGATATCGGCAATGGCCAAAACTACG 

A809-Ints8-Mi- InFu-R CGAGCTCGATGGATCCTCATGAGGAGCCACGCTTCGGAACG 

A810-Ints8-C- InFu-F CAGATTACGCTCATATGTTCCTTAACGTTCCGAAGCGTGGCTCC 

A811-Ints8-C- InFu-R CGAGCTCGATGGATCCTACAGCAAATACTGCTTGGCCAGGGC 

 

1 
Primer names indicate whether it is a forward (F) or reverse (R) primer. Those used for 

cloning include the restriction enzyme binding sites added. ‘InFu’ labeled primers were used 

with the In-Fusion PCR cloning kit (Clontech).   
2
 Underlined bases show restriction sites or overlapping sequences used for In-Fusion cloning 

(Clontech). The start ATG of the coding regions are displayed in bold.  
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2.5.2 Preparation of competent yeast cells and Y2H transformations 

Yeast strain AH109 (Clontech) was grown on YPDA media plates for 3 days. Starter 

cultures were generated in 50 ml falcon tubes by inoculating two large colonies (2-3 

mm) into 5 ml sterile YPDA medium. To disaggregate the yeast cells, cultures were 

vortexed for 1 minute before being incubated for 8 hours at 30 °C with shaking at 300 

rpm. Over two days, the growth of the yeast cultures were monitored by measuring the 

OD600. New 50 ml YPDA cultures were inocculated approximately every 8 hours to 

prevent overgrowth. After confirming that the growth rate matches expectations 

competent cells were prepared by inoculation 300 ml of YPDA with a volume of the 

starter culture that generated an OD600 of 0.15. An incubation time of 3-4 hours resulted 

in an OD600 of 0.3-0.4 when cells grew accordingly. Cells were pelleted for 5 minutes at 

700 g, washed with 50 ml sterile dH2O, centrifuged and resuspended in 1.5 ml of 

TE/LiAc Solution. 

 

Competent yeast cells were co-transformed with a GAL4-BD containing (BD-GOI-X) 

and a GAL4-AD containing (AD-GOI-Y) construct. For each transformation, a 1.5 ml 

eppendorf tube containing 0.2 µg of both BD-GOI-X and AD-GOI-Y plasmid 

constructs as well as 0.25 µl of denatured herring testes carrier DNA (10 mg/ml) was 

chilled on ice. 50 µl of competent cells were added to the tube, samples were vortexed 

and 500 µl of PEG/LiAc solution added. After gently vortexing, the cells were 

incubated for 30 minutes at 30 °C with shaking at 200 rpm. To each transformation tube 

70 µl DMSO were added and tubes were incubated at 42 °C for 15 minutes with 

vortexing every 5 minutes. The tubes were placed on ice for 30 seconds, cells were 

pelleted by centrifugation at 16,100 g for 30 seconds and resuspended in 1 ml of 0.9 % 

NaCl solution. 100 µl of the transformation mixture was spread onto selective SD plates 

lacking leucine and tryptophane (-Leu/-Trp). Plates were sealed with Parafilm and 

incubated for 3-5 days at 30 °C until colonies appeared. 

 

2.5.3 Yeast two-hybrid assays 

Transformation positive clones were restreaked on selective SD plates (-Leu/-Trp) and 

incubated for 3 days at 30 °C. Liquid cultures were prepared by resuspending 

approximately 3 cm of a fresh streak of yeast cells into selective SD medium (-Leu/-

Trp) followed by vortexing for 30 seconds and incubation for 2 hours at 30 °C with 
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shaking at 300 rpm. The OD600 was measured to calculate volumes of the yeast culture 

that will result in an OD600 of 10 when resuspended in 50µl dH2O. After pelleting the 

calculated amount of cells for 15 minutes at 16,100 g, cells were washed with 1 ml of 

dH2O and pelleted again. The pellet was rehydrated in 50 µl of dH2O and three serial 10 

fold dilutions were prepared in new tubes. For each Y2H assay 0.5 µl of each dilution 

was spotted onto each of the following three selective SD plates: SD plates lacking 

leucine and tryptophane (-Leu/-Trp) served as growth control, SD plates also lacking 

histidine (-His/-Leu/-Trp) tested for medium stringency and SD plates additionally 

lacking adenine (-Ade/-His/-Leu/-Trp) tested for high stringency. Plates were sealed 

with Parafilm and incubated for 3 days at 30 °C. Pictures of plates showing colony 

growth were taken with a Canon Powershot S30 camera without tripod. 

 

2.6 Generation of a polyclonal anti-Deflated antibody 

A polyclonal anti-Deflated antibody was generated against a N-terminal Deflated (aa 1-

370) antigen that was produced in the E. coli strain Origami (DE3) from a pET-32a 

plasmid containing a N-terminal Thioredoxin (Trx) tag (GenScript Co.). After protein 

purification from the bacterial culture, 3 mg of Trx-Deflated (aa 1-370) fusion protein 

was used to immunise two rabbits. Following the final bleed, the polyclonal antisera 

were purified against a N-terminal 6-Histidine tagged Deflated (aa 1-370) fusion 

protein raised in the Origami (DE3) strain from a pET-15b construct (GenScript Co.). 

The concentration of the purified polyclonal anti-Deflated antibody was 0.354 µg/µl. 

 

2.7 SDS page and Western blotting 

2.7.1 Protein extraction 

Protein extracts were prepared from young female flies kept together with males on fly 

food supplemented with live extra yeast paste. Ectopic deflated expression was driven 

using the GAL4-UAS system to induce expression of Deflated::GFP (UAS-

defl::GFP
BI1

/CyO) in the germline under the control of the nanos-GAL4 driver 

(nanos>UAS-defl::GFP
BI1

). After two days on the yeast containing food, ovaries were 

dissected in cold PBS and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. Cold protein cracking buffer 

was added to the frozen samples and tissues were disrupted using a pestle. 
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Homogenized samples were centrifuged twice at 4 °C at 17,500 g and the supernatant 

transferred to a fresh 1.5 ml microfuge tube. Samples were boiled at 95 °C for 5 

minutes and chilled at room temperature for 5 minutes before being loaded on a 10% 

SDS polyacrylamide gel. 

 

2.7.2 SDS polyacrylamide gel-electrophoresis and Western blotting 

Equal volumes of protein samples were loaded per lane on 10 % SDS polyacrylamide 

gels. The PageRuler™ Plus Prestained Protein Ladder was used as protein size marker 

according to manufacturer’s recommendations (Fermentas). Protein separation was for 

1.5 hours in 1x running buffer at room temperature in a MiniProtean3 electrophoresis 

system (BioRad) at 100 V. Proteins were transferred to a Protran 0.45 µm nitrocellulose 

membrane (Whatman) for 1.5 hours by wet electroblotting in transfer buffer at 100 V 

and 0.35 A.  

 

2.7.3 Protein detection 

Transfer membranes were blocked in 5% skim milk powder in TBS for 2 hours at room 

temperature. Subsequent primary antibody (Table 2.8) incubations were in 5 % skim 

milk powder in TBST overnight at 4 °C. Membranes were washed 3x for 5 minutes and 

3x for 20 minutes in TBST with shaking on a rocking shaker at room temperature. 

Secondary antibody Horse Radish Peroxidase-conjucated (Table 2.9) incubations were 

for 2 hours in TBST with shaking at room temperature. After washing the membranes 

3x for 10 minutes in TBST, membranes were incubated with ECL reagents for 2 

minutes in the dark and then exposed to X-ray films (Kodak BioMax Light) for variable 

amounts of time. Films were developed with Kodak RP X-Omat reagents in a dark 

room. 

 

2.8 Immunohistochemistry 

2.8.1 Fixation of embryos 

For embryo collections, flies were cultured for 3 days in small egg-collection cages that 

were taped to grape juice agar plates (50 % grape juice and 2 % agar in dH2O) with a 

smear of live yeast paste. Embryos were collected for between 7 and 20 hours on grape 

juice agar plates, washed in PBTx and poured into a collection basket fitted with a fine 
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Table 2.8: Primary Antibodies used for Western blots and confocal microscopy 
 

Antigen used to label Antibody Name   

(Cat nr.) 

Ab Species Company/ 

contributer 

Dilution 

used 

GFP GFP fusion 

proteins  

A11122 Rabbit Molecular Probes 1:2,000 

α-Tubulin Western blot 

control 

Clone B-5-1-2 Mouse Sigma 1:2,000 

CNS axons CNS axons BP 102 Mouse DSHB / Goodman, C.  1:100 

Crumbs (Crb) apical membr. 

of 

ectodermally 

deriv. epithelia 

Cq4 Mouse DSHB / Knust, E.   1:20 

DE-cadherin (Shg) cell 

membranes; 

junct. betw. 

border cells 

DCAD2 Rat DSHB / Uemura, T.  1:100 

Embryonic lethal 

abnormal vision 

(Elav) 

mature neurons 7E8A10  Rat DSHB / Rubin, G.M.   1:100 

Engrailed/Invected 

(En/Inv) 

compartment 

boundaries 

4D9 Mouse DSHB / Goodman, C.   1:200 

Eyes absent (Eya) anterior follicle 

cells 

10H6 Mouse DSHB / Benzer, S. and 

Bonini, N.M.  

1:100 

Fasciclin II  (Fas2) optic lobe; 

aCC, pCC, 

vMP2, U1-

3,mp1 neurons  

1D4 Mouse DSHB / Goodman, C.   1:50 

Fasciclin III (Fas3) polar cells; 

RP1, RP3 

neurons 

7G10 Mouse DSHB / Goodman, C.   1:100 

Futsch sensory 

neurons 

22C10 Mouse DSHB / Benzer, S.   1:100 

Hunchback (Hb) early NBs 576 Rat Segment. Antibodies / 

Reinitz, J. 

1:300 

Neuroglian (Nrg) CNS neurons BP 104 Mouse DSHB / Goodman, C.   1:20 

Notch (N)  C17.9C6 Mouse DSHB / Artavanis-

Tsakonas, S.   

1:50 

Prospero (Pros) GMCs;LGs MR1A Mouse DSHB / Doe, C.Q.   1:100 

Reversed polarity 

(Repo) 

lateral glia 8D12 Mouse DSHB / Goodman, C.   1:50 

Runt  midline glia 639 Rat Segment. Antibodies / 

Reinitz, J. 

1:200 

Wrapper  midline cells 10D3 Mouse DSHB / Goodman, C.   1:20 

γ-Tubulin centrosomes GTU-88 Mouse Sigma 1:50 

 

 

Table 2.9: Secondary antibodies used for Western blots and confocal microscopy 
 

Antigen Ab Species Conjugated with:  Cat nr. Company Dilution 

used 

Rabbit IgG Donkey Horse Radish 

Peroxidase (HRP) 

NA934 Amersham Biosciences 1:10,000 

Mouse IgG Goat HRP NA931VS GE-Healthcare 1:5,000 

Guinea Pig IgG Goat AlexaFluor 488 A11073 Molecular Probes 1:1,000 

Mouse IgG Goat AlexaFluor 488 A11029 Molecular Probes 1:1,000 

Mouse IgG Goat AlexaFluor 635 A31575 Molecular Probes 1:1,000 

Rabbit IgG Goat Rhodamine Red-X 111-295-144 Jackson ImmunoResearch 1:200 

Rat IgG Goat AlexaFluor 488 A11006 Molecular Probes 1:1,000 

Rat IgG Goat AlexaFluor 633 A21094 Molecular Probes 1:1,000 
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nylon mesh. Dechorionation was carried out in a 2.5 % bleach-PBS solution for up to 3 

minutes with observation under a dissecting microscope. Embryos were washed for 30 

seconds with dH2O and rinsed twice in PBTx for 5 minutes before transferring to a 1.5 

ml Eppendorf tube filled with 500 µl heptane. Fixation was carried out by adding 500 

µl of 4 % Formaldehyde in 1x PBS for 40 minutes with continuous shaking on an 

orbital shaker. For devitellinization, the lower aqueous phase was removed and replaced 

with 1 ml Methanol. Embryos were vigorously vortexed for 45 seconds before 

removing the supernatant and all embryos that did not sink to the bottom of the tube. 

After a brief wash with Methanol, embryos were rinsed twice and then incubated for 30 

minutes in PBTx. Embryos were blocked for at least 1 hour in blocking solution before 

initiating antibody staining. 

 

2.8.2 Dissection and fixation of larval and adult tissues 

Larval tissues were dissected in PBS from wandering 3
rd

 instar larvae. Larval brains, 

imaginal discs and associated tissues were pulled out with the mouth hooks attached  

and fixed for 30 minutes in 4 % formaldehyde in PBTx with shaking followed by two 

washes in PBTx for 5 minutes and one for 30 minutes. Tissues were blocked in 

blocking solution for at least 1 hour with shaking before antibody incubations. Imaginal 

discs and brains were manually separated from each other and the remainder of tissues 

with forceps and a scalpel (blade #11). Larval trachea (and the gut) were fixed and 

treated essentially as the other larval tissues although they were dissected from whole 

larvae at the end of the staining procedure. To ensure penetration of the fixative, wash 

and antibody solutions, whole larvae were opened longitudinally with forceps and the 

fatbody removed.  

 

Adult ovaries were prepared from young female flies that had been kept with males for 

two days in fresh fly food vials supplemented with extra yeast paste. After dissecting 

the ovaries from the abdomen in PBS (Montell, 1999) under an Olympus SZ60 

dissecting microscope, the epithelial sheaths were gently severed between the ovarioles 

with forceps. Ovaries were transferred to a 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube and fixed for 20 

minutes in 4 % formaldehyde in PBTx with shaking. Washes and blocking was 

performed as described for larval tissues.  
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Adult male accessory glands were first dissected from the abdomen with cuticle still 

attached (to prevent them being entangled with one another). Fixation was for 20 

minutes in 4 % formaldehyde in PBTx and washes as for larval tissues. Adult brains 

were carefully dissected free from the cuticle starting between the antennae and 

working around the head in medial positions. Air sacks were removed to prevent the 

brains from floating in solution. Brains were fixed for 1 hour in 4 % formaldehyde in 

PBTx and then treated as described for larval tissues. 

 

2.8.3 Antibody staining and mounting 

The majority of primary antibodies used in this thesis were obtained from the 

Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DSHB), University of Iowa. Table 2.8 lists 

all primary antibodies with their applied dilutions and cells/structures that they 

specifically stain. Primary antibody incubations were carried out in 100 µl blocking 

solution at 4 °C overnight or for two days (for embryos). Double labelings were 

performed via simultaneous incubation of primary antibodies. After incubation, tissues 

were washed 3x for 5 minutes and 3x for 20 minutes in PBTx. Secondary antibody 

incubations were performed in blocking solution (section 2.8.1). Fluorophore-

conjugated secondary antibodies used are shown in Table 2.9. Final washes to remove 

unbound antibodies were 3x for 5 minutes and 2x for 30 minutes in PBTx. DNA was 

either stained with DAPI (200 ng/ml) for 7 minutes in PBTx or with ToPro3 

(Invitrogen) at a 1/1000 dilution for 30 minutes after an additional 1 hour RNase 

treatment (0.1 µg/ml). A final 10 minutes wash in PBTx was undertaken prior to sample 

mounting. 

 

Tissues were mounted in either 100 % glycerol gelatine (Sigma) or 90 % glycerol in 

PBS on one sided frosted slides. For 90% glycerol mounting, the cover slips were 

sealed with nail polish to prevent slippage and evaporation. Mounted tissues were 

imaged on a LSM710 laser scanning confocal microscope (Zeiss). Images were 

processed with ZEN2009 light edition (Zeiss) and Adobe Photoshop CS2.  
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CHAPTER 3: deflated function is required 

for Integrator-dependent RNA processing 
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3.1 Introduction 

Although there are clear orthologues of all human Integrator subunits encoded in the 

Drosophila genome, prior to commencing this it had not been established that the 

proteins encoded by these genes are involved in RNAPII dependent 3’ end processing of 

snRNAs. To investigate this without performing detailed proteomic studies, I chose to 

look at the effect of individually mutated Integrator subunits on snRNA cleavage and 

maturation. Such a functional link was previously demonstrated in human cells and mice, 

where an overabundance of unprocessed snRNA precursors was observed after Ints1 

subunit depletion or mutation (Baillat et al., 2005; Hata and Nakayama, 2007).  

 

The Warren lab had previously generated several deflated mutant alleles by P-element-

mediated mutagenesis. These alleles lead to second instar larval lethality when 

homozygous, providing an appropriate background to study the role of deflated in 

snRNA catalysis and maturation in Drosophila. In agreement with a role in snRNA 

transcription, Rutkowski and Warren (2009) showed that the Deflated::GFP fusion 

protein localizes to nuclei throughout embryogenesis. Moreover, Drosophila deflated 

and human Ints7 share 35 % identity in their amino acid sequences and both proteins 

contain the same conserved protein domains (Figure 1.3), making it highly likely that 

they function in the same biological processes. Therefore, I expected to observe 

perturbances in snRNA 3’ end processing in homozygous deflated mutants. 

Confirmation of this hypothesis would indicate that snRNA processing in Drosophila 

also depends on action of several subunits of the Integrator complex. 

 

There are several ways to test for snRNA processing efficacy, including size dependent 

changes in snRNA electrophoretic mobility via Northern blotting, ribonuclease 

protection assays targeting the 3’ ends of snRNA precursors, or the use of quantitative 

real-time PCR (qPCR) to detect changes in the abundance of cleaved 3’ end sequences. 

This chapter describes a qPCR-based approach to assess snRNA 3’ end processing 

defects in larvae that are homozygous for the defl
L
 allele. As misprocessed snRNAs are 

also expected to lead to a perturbation in pre-mRNA splicing, this cellular function was 

also investigated. To identify changes in transcript abundance in homozygous deflated 

mutants, transcriptional comparisons were performed relative to RNA extracted from 

heterozygous (sibling) control larvae. The defl
L
 allele was chosen because genetic studies 

indicated it likely represents a functionally null allele (Rutkowski and Warren, 2009).  
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Although the defl
L
 allele was proposed to be functionally null, it was unknown whether 

mRNA of any of the available deflated alleles (defl
Z
, defl

L
, defl

P
 and defl

∆
) was 

transcribed. Consequently, a transcriptional analysis of these alleles was performed 

before initiating the qPCR experiments. This also gave the opportunity to reanalyse the 

breakpoints where the P-elements inserted into the deflated coding regions. Although 

Rutkowski (2005) investigated the deletion breakpoints, the complexity of the inverse 

PCR technique employed made an exact identification of the deflated coding region 

truncations problematic. Therefore, this study also investigated deflated allelic 

transcription in these mutants. 

 

3.2 Results 

3.2.1 deflated alleles are expressed in heterozygous mutants 

In order to test for the presence of truncated mRNAs produced by deflated alleles, rapid 

amplification of 3’ cDNA ends (3’ RACE) was performed on RNA extracted from 

heterozygous defl
Z
, defl

L
, defl

P
 and defl

∆
 larvae that were balanced over the TM6b 

balancer. This balancer chromosome carries a dominant Tubby marker to enable visual 

discrimination of heterozygous from homozygous larvae (Figure 3.1A). Heterozygotes 

were chosen as third instar larvae could be obtained for all genotypes and it was of 

interest to determine whether both the wild-type and the transcript generated from the 

truncated allele were equally expressed. The extracted RNAs were compared to 

homozygous wild-type (w
1118

), to heterozygous w
1118

;+/TM6b larvae and homozygous 

EP(3)3301 larvae. The EP(3)3301 strain was included as it was the parental line from 

which all of the deflated alleles had been generated. Wandering third instar larvae of 

each genotype were collected and pooled to obtain sufficient material for efficient total 

RNA isolation.  Figure 3.1B shows an agarose gel of PCR products generated via semi-

nested 3’ RACE from all tested genotypes. To identify the exact deletion breakpoints of 

the deflated alleles, these PCR products were purified from the agarose gels and 

subjected to DNA sequencing. Figure 3.2 summarizes the 3’ RACE results for the 

deflated alleles including the last nucleotides of the deflated coding region and the 

sequence of the P-element to which they are fused (Figure 3.2A). The C-terminal amino 

acids predicted to be present in the corresponding protein products are also shown 

(Figure 3.2B).  
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A 

 
 
 

B 

 
 

Figure 3.1: 3’ RACE of different deflated alleles 

 

(A) Heterozygous defl
L
/TM6b larvae (left) can be visually distinguished from homozygous 

defl
L
 larvae (right) by the dominant Tubby marker on the TM6b chromosme that causes an 

obvious morphological phenotype in third instar larvae. For qPCR experiments, a TM6b 

chromosome that additionally ubiquitously expresses GFP was used to generate distinct spots 

of green fluorescence that are not present in homozygous mutant larvae. (B) Agarose gel 

showing amplicons generated via semi-nested 3’ RACE from cDNAs generated from third 

instar Drosophila larvae with the indicated genotypes. Wild-type (w
1118

), w
1118

;+/TM6b, and 

EP(3)3301 3’ RACE amplicons show the expected size of the full-length deflated transcript (3 

kb). The amplicons generated from defl
L
 and defl

P
 alleles produced bands corresponding to the 

previously reported sizes of 2.1 kb and 1.2 kb (lower band in defl
P
/TM6b, white arrow), 

respectively. The double band seen in the defl
P
/TM6b 3’ RACE (white arrowheads) contains 

additional P-element sequences and all three amplicons contain the same amount of the 

deflated coding region, only differing in 3’ lengths of P-element sequence. No wild-type 

deflated amplicon was generated from the TM6b balancer chromosome in defl
L
/TM6b and 

defl
P
/TM6b via 3’ RACE (red arrows). The 3’ RACE of UAS-defl

BB1
/CyO;defl

L
/TM6b larval 

cDNA shows PCR products corresponding to UAS-defl
BB1

 (3.7 kb), wild-type deflated 

encoded on the TM6b balancer (3 kb) and the truncated cDNA of the defl
L
 allele (2.1 kb). The 

amplicon generated from defl
∆
/TM6b cDNA only corresponds to the full-length deflated 

cDNA (3 kb) encoced on the TM6b balancer chromosome.  
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Figure 3.2: Breakpoints within the transcripts of deflated alleles and sequence 

polymorphisms within the deflated 5’UTR 

 
(A) Graphical representation of deflated nucleotide sizes (nt) from wild-type (w

1118
) deflated 

mRNA (defl
+
) and truncated deflated mRNA alleles (defl

Z
, defl

L
 and defl

P
). Breakpoints were 

determined by DNA sequencing of the semi-nested 3’ RACE products shown in Figure 3.1B. 

The last two codons at the 3’ ends of each allele are shown (black) along with the first bases 

of the P-element (red). The nucleotide lengths of the truncated deflated alleles are indicated 

(green). The results are in close agreement with previous sequencing results (Rutkowski and 

Warren, 2009). The first nucleotide of the P-element is in the same reading frame in all three 

alleles. (B) Truncated Deflated proteins are predicted to all end with the amino acid sequence 

HDEIT derived from the P-element inverted repeats. The last ten amino acids for each 

truncated protein prediction are shown. Stop codons are indicated by an asterisk (*). (C) 

Sequence alignment and primer binding sites (underlined: oligonucleotide A130 in green, and 

A129 in blue) of the deflated 5’ UTRs of wild-type (w
1118

) and TM6b chromosomes. DNA 

sequencing was performed on a PCR product amplified from genomic DNA of w
1118

 and 

TM6b/Df(3L)BSC46 stocks with the primers A450 and A046 that flank the  sequences shown. 

Sequence differences between wild-type and TM6b deflated 5’ UTRs (red) are likely to have 

reduced the efficiency of amplification of the TM6b encoded allele in 3’ RACE reactions 

from defl
Z
/TM6b, defl

L
/TM6b and defl

P
/TM6b cDNAs.  

  

 B 

 C 

 A 
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The results of the 3’ RACE analyses (Figure 3.1B) clearly indicated that truncated 

mRNAs were being transcribed from the defl
Z
, defl

L
 and defl

P
 alleles and that their 

nucleotide length closely matched the predictions of Rutkowski and Warren (2009). 

The single band generated from defl
L
/TM6b cDNA contained 2,095 bp of the deflated 

coding region fused to the right end of the P-element (inserted in reverse orientation 

relative to EP(3)3301, Figure 3.1B and 3.2A). The three bands generated by 3’ RACE 

from the defl
P
/TM6b cDNA were found to all contain 1,206 bp of the deflated coding 

region fused to varying lengths of P-element sequence (inserted in forward orientation, 

Figure 3.1B and 3.2A). Differences in the site of transcription termination within the 

following P-element sequence account for their differences in length. A single band was 

generated from defl
Z
/TM6b cDNA and DNA sequence analysis of this band 

conclusively confirmed the presence of only a single amplicon corresponding to the 

defl
Z 

allele (2,955 bp) fused to sequences of the right end of the P-element (inserted in 

reverse orientation, Figure 3.1B and 3.2A).  

 

Wild-type deflated amplicons generated from the TM6b balancer chromosome were not 

observed in 3’ RACE reactions derived from defl
Z
/TM6b, defl

L
/TM6b and defl

P
/TM6b 

larval RNA (Figure 3.1B). The only reaction when a full-length deflated amplicon was 

observed in the presence of a mutant deflated allele was in defl
L
/TM6b larvae that 

carried an additional deflated cDNA construct (UAS-defl
BBI

) inserted on the second 

chromosome. The slightly higher band at 3.7 kb in this strain corresponds to the 

deflated amplicon encoded by the cDNA construct. In order to explain the absence of a 

wild-type deflated PCR product derived from the TM6b balancer chromosome in 

deflated heterozygous mutants, the 5’ UTR of the deflated gene encoded by the TM6b 

chromosome was amplified from genomic DNA and subjected to DNA sequence 

analysis (Figure 3.2C). TM6b-specific PCR amplification was achieved using DNA 

from flies genereated by crossing the TM6b balancer chromosome to a deficiency 

chromosome lacking the deflated region (Df(3L)BSC46). DNA sequencing was 

performed on the PCR product amplified from genomic DNA of TM6b/Df(3L)BSC46 

and w
1118

 strains that served as controls. Comparison of the sequencing results revealed 

the presence of four DNA sequence polymorphisms in the 5’ UTR of the TM6B 

chromosome compared to the wild-type (w
1118

) gene sequence (Figure 3.2C). These 

differences occur within the binding regions of both forward oligonucleotide primers 

(A129 and A130, Table 2.3) used in the semi-nested 3’ RACE amplifications (section 
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2.3.3) and most likely reduce the efficiency of amplification of the TM6b-derived 

deflated 3’ RACE PCR product relative to the shorter truncated cDNA transcripts.  

 

3.2.2 qPCR to detect RNA processing defects in homozygous mutant defl
L
 larvae   

In order to identify whether deflated functions as the Ints7 Integrator subunit in 

Drosophila, snRNA 3’ end processing and function were investigated in a deflated 

mutant background via qPCR. PCR primer pairs for several genes of interest were 

designed to test for defects in RNA processing and optimal cycling conditions were 

established prior to qPCR analyses (section 2.4, Appendix C). Table 2.5 lists the genes 

and transcripts for which qPCR amplicons were developed for this study. 

 

The aims of the qPCR experiments described here were to identify any changes in 

snRNA and mRNA processing in homozygous mutant defl
L
 larvae compared to 

heterozygous controls. Consequently, two sets of PCR primers were designed for both 

snRNA and mRNA transcripts to be examined (Figure 3.3). Primer pairs were designed 

to specifically detect unprocessed primary transcripts (non-cleaved snRNA or non-

spliced pre-mRNA). In addtition, primer pairs were designed to amplify the 

corresponding mature (processed) transcript (3’ end processed snRNA or spliced 

mRNA). Due to the intronless nature of snRNA genes, it is not possible to design 

amplicons to specifically detect only mature snRNAs. Therefore, primers amplifying a 

region present in both processed (mature) and unprocessed (pre-mature) snRNAs were 

utilized. In the case of unprocessed snRNAs (other than U7 snRNA), where several 

gene copies are dispersed over the genome, one primer (at the 5’ end) was designed to 

bind to a conserved region within the mature snRNA sequence present in all copies 

whereas the second primer was designed to bind to a non-conserved 3’ end region that 

was specific for only one snRNA genomic locus (Figure 3.3 and data not shown). This 

amplicon design was chosen because the 3’ flanking regions of each copy of a 

particular snRNA gene family differ significantly, making the design of a downstream 

primer capable of amplifying the entire range of transcripts an impossibility. 

 

To distinguish heterozygous defl
L 

larvae (control) from homozygous defl
L 

larvae 

(sample), a strain was constructed where the defl
L 

allele was balanced over a TM6B 

chromosome carrying the Tubby marker and a transgene that ubiquitously expresses 

GFP. This allowed heterozygous and homozygous mutant larvae to be sorted visually 
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Figure 3.3: Overview of qPCR primer design strategy: U7 snRNA and Eip63E 

 

(A) Chromosomal region (blue) of the U7 snRNA and the Eip63E gene (polytene band 63E3-

63E5). All known pre-mRNA transcripts of the Eip63E gene are displayed as exons (orange 

rectangles) and UTRs (grey arrows/rectangles). The U7 snRNA gene (blued dotted line) is 

present within an intron of Eip63E (red rectangle). (B) Two sets of primers for U7 snRNA 

were designed. The first pair (red) binds within the mature transcript (blue) and the 3’ 

elongated region (black) and was used to detect the amount of unprocessed snRNA precursor. 

Primers binding within the mature transcript (green) were able to detect both processed and 

unprocessed snRNAs and therefore represent the total amount of U7 snRNA. Amplicons 

produced by qPCR are shown in the boxed area. (C) Primers to detect unspliced pre-mRNAs 

(red) were designed to bind within one exon (orange) and the adjacent intron (black dashed 

line). Primers designed to detect mature, spliced mRNAs (green) bind within one exon and 

either gapped a large intron (> 1 kb) or spanned exon/exon boundaries. Amplicons produced 

by qPCR are shown within the boxed region. A full list of all qPCR amplicons designed by 

this strategy is given in Table 2.4. 
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(Figure 3.1A). The time period for larval collection (section 2.4.1) was chosen to be 70-

74 hours AED which allows development until the end of the second instar larval stage 

if flies are kept at 25 °C  (Ashburner et al., 2005). RNA was extracted from late second 

instar larvae as this is the developmental stage when the highest level of misprocessed 

RNAs were expected to accumulate before lethality occurs in a homozygous defl
L 

background. Aged larvae were selected by genotype and pooled in order to extract 

sufficient RNA for cDNA synthesis. Isolated RNA was treated with DNase before 

cDNA synthesis to eliminate any contaminating genomic DNA that might lead to an 

inaccurate estimation of unprocessed RNAs. qPCR assays were then performed with 

primer pairs that amplified both sample and control amplicons in parallel in order to 

control for any Run-to-Run variations. In each qPCR assay run, amplification of an 

internal reference gene (RpS17) was used for data normalization.  

 

3.2.2.1 The defl
L
 allele causes snRNA 3’ end processing defects when homozygous 

qPCR analyses of homozygous mutant defl
L
 larvae revealed an accumulation of 3’ end 

extended snRNAs with a 79 (P(H1)=0.000) and 167 fold (P(H1)=0.000) overabundance 

of misprocessed U1 (U1 snRNA (p:21D)) and U2 (U2 snRNA (p:34ABb)) snRNA 

transcripts, relative to heterozygous controls (Figure 3.4A). Transcription of total U1 

snRNA (U1 snRNA(total)) was increased 4.6 fold (P(H1)=0.299) in homozygous 

relative to heterozygous defl
L
 larvae, whereas that of U2 snRNA was inconclusive (data 

not shown). An up-regulation of total U7 snRNA (5.13 fold, P(H1)=0.037) was also 

observed, although this might in part reflect accumulation of unspliced Eip63E pre-

mRNA (Eip63E(p)) which had an increased level of 2.38 fold (P(H1)=0.299). These 

data confirm that deflated plays a critical role in the biogenesis of these, if not all 

snRNAs. 

 

3.2.2.2 Knockdown of the majority of Drosophila Integrator orthologues results in 

misprocessed snRNA precursors 

In collaboration with the Lab of Eric Wagner (University of Texas-Houston Medical 

School), some of the above mentioned qPCR results were published in early 2011 

(Ezzeddine et al., 2011). In addition, misprocessing events of RNAPII transcribed 

major spliceosomal snRNAs (U1, U2, U4 and U5 snRNA) were studied after RNAi-

mediated depletion of Integrator complex subunits in Drosophila S2 cells using 
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Figure 3.4: Misprocessed snRNAs accumulate in homozygous defl
L
 mutants and after 

Integrator subunit depletion in Drosophila cells. 

 

(A) Homozygous defl
L
 mutants accumulate unprocessed U1 (U1 snRNA (p:21D)) and U2 (U2 

snRNA (p:34ABb)) snRNA precursors. qPCRs were performed with primers amplifying the 

indicated gene products. U1 and U7 snRNA (total) transcription was elevated. Splicing 

defects in the Eip63E pre-mRNA (p) accounted to a certain degree for the U7 snRNA up-

regulation. Data normalization was against heterozygous defl
L
/TM6b mutants that served as 

controls. Asterisks (*) indicate significant changes calculated by the REST2009 software and 

based on bootstrapping algorithms. See text for probability score and expression levels. (B) 

qPCR experiments targeted at 3’ end elongated U1, U2, U4 and U5 snRNAs. Misprocessed 

snRNAs accumulated after RNAi-mediated (dsRNA) Integrator subunit depletion (adapted 

from Ezzeddine et al., 2011). Error bars indicate standard errors. 

    * 

  * 
  * 
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amplicon and primer pair design as described above (Ezzeddine et al., 2011 and data 

not shown). The highest amount of snRNA misprocessing occurred after knockdown of 

CG3173/Ints1, CG12113/Ints4 and CG5222/Ints9 (Figure 3.4B). Knockdown of these 

three Integrator subunits resulted in over 50 fold increases of unprocessed snRNA 

transcripts. RNAi-mediated depletion of omd/Ints5, deflated/Ints7 and CG1972/Ints11 

led to approximately 10 fold increases. With the exception of CG17665/Ints3, where 

knockdown did not result in higher levels of unprocessed snRNAs, the remainder of the  

Integrator proteins (CG8211/Ints2, l(1)G0060/Ints6, CG5859/Ints8, CG1120/Ints10 and 

CG5491/Ints12) raised the amounts of unprocessed snRNAs between 2 to 10 fold 

(Figure 3.4B). These data indicate that, with the exception of CG17665/Ints3, all of the 

known Integrator subunits are necessary for the efficient 3’ end processing of at least 

U1, U2, U4 and U5 snRNAs.  

 

3.2.2.3 deflated functions in pre-mRNA splicing  

The accumulation of unspliced Eip63E pre-mRNA in homozygous defl
L
 larvae 

indicated that defects in pre-mRNA splicing arise when snRNA 3’ end processing is 

perturbed. In order to investigate whether the splicing of pre-mRNAs other than Eip63E 

are also affected, primers were designed to test nine additional RNAPII transcribed 

genes (Table 2.4 and 2.5).  

 

As discussed previously, Rutkowski (2005) reported a possible link between deflated 

function and several cell proliferation genes. Consequently, oligonucleotide primers 

were designed to examine splicing of the cell cycle regulators Cyclin-dependent kinase 

4 (Cdk4), Cyclin E (CycE), the E2F transcription factor and the tumor suppressor gene 

p53. Additional genes that Rutkowski (2005) identified as involved in deflated function 

included the RTK pathway components 14-3-3ζ, as well as the Drosophila MAPK 

rolled (rl). A downstream kinase of this signaling cascade, MAP kinase activated 

protein-kinase-2 (MAPk-Ak2) was also included in the qPCR tests, although it was not 

examined by Rutkowski (2005).  

 

Several additional genes were also examined by qPCR analyses and these were chosen  

based on literature reports that indicated a possible link to deflated function. This 

included data from Tao et al. (2009), who depleted Ints5, Ints9 and Ints11 in zebrafish 
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what resulted in splicing defects of the signaling component smad1. Therefore, qPCR 

amplicons were designed to assess splicing of the Drosophila orthologue of smad1, 

Mothers against decepentaplegic (Mad). The gene lethal-(2)-denticleless (l(2)dtl) was 

examined because in the human genome, the Ints7 gene is flanked and divergently 

transcribed relative to the CDT2 gene, with both genes sharing a bi-directional 

promoter (Nakagawa et al., 2008). Although this gene arrangement is not present in 

Drosophila, the CDT2 orthologue l(2)dtl was included in the analyses to investigate its 

effects.  

 

The regulation of an additional set of genes was examined to help gain insights into the 

reason why homozygous deflated mutants do not develop further than the second instar 

larval stage. As at this stage, Rutkowski and Warren  (2009) reported that homozygous 

mutant larvae become sluggish and it was noticed that those larvae have a weaker 

cuticle that bursts easily while handling, it was hypothesized that this might be due to 

either feeding or molting difficulties. Zinke et al. (2002) investigated larvae upon 

starvation and identified the genes Lipase 3 (Lip3) and Larval cuticle protein 3 (Lcp3) 

to be amongst the genes most strongly differently expressed. This made these two genes 

attractive candidates to test for changes in transcription in homozygous deflated 

mutants. As those genes do not contain introns, only their regulation was analysed. 

Lastly, Histone H3 (His3) was chosen as both a second reference gene and to test for 

histone processing defects that depend on functional U7 snRNAs. It was demonstrated 

that histone mRNAs, which usually are not modified with a Poly(A)tail, become 

polyadenylated when U7 snRNAs are mutated (Godfrey et al., 2006). However, due to 

irreproducible results obtained with the qPCR assays for polyadenylated His3 mRNA, 

only the mature His3 transcript was tested for differential expression between 

homozygous and heterozygous defl
L
 mutants.  

 

qPCR analyses to detect changes in transcript abundance of mature mRNAs and pre-

mRNAs were performed as for the snRNA 3’ end processing analyses (Figure 3.3, 

section 2.4). Due to the complex mixture of pooled larvae, minor changes in 

transcription levels were expected to arise because of developmental differences 

amongst the larvae. However, this study aimed to identify trends rather than absolute 

values that might in some instances result in the inclusion of transcriptional noise rather 

than true changes in transcription. As His3 was found not to be differently regulated in 
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this study (Figure 3.5C), its expression level was assumed to indicate minor 

transcriptional variations between two reference genes. Therefore, a minimal cut-off 

value of 0.2 fold change was chosen arbitrarily, although based on the fold change in 

expression of His3 mRNA (1.013, P(H1)=0.967) and the standard error generated from 

data of the three biological replicates (0.15, calculated with the formula: standard 

deviation/3
1/2

).  

 

Changes in the abundance of unspliced pre-mRNAs were observed in six out of nine 

additionally analysed transcripts in homozygous defl
L
 larvae while the remainder of pre-

mRNAs appeared to be spliced efficiently. The only significant change observed was 

that of p53 pre-mRNA with an increase of 3.32 fold (P(H1)=0.000). The mature p53 

transcript level (0.93 fold, P(H1)=0.544) was unaltered (Figure 3.5A). In defl
L
 

homozygous mutants increases in misprocessed pre-mRNAs for E2F (2.17 fold, 

P(H1)=0.518), Cdk4 (1.67 fold, P(H1)=0.701), Mad (1.64 fold, P(H1)=0.490) and 

MAPk-Ak2 (1.37 fold, P(H1)=0.398) were also observed (Figure 3.5A-B), although 

those values did not appear to be significant. The mature transcripts of those genes 

showed no variations (0.83 and 1.11 fold changes, P(H1)=0.622-0.771) between 

genotypes. The only transcripts that were up-regulated in homozygous defl
L
 mutants 

were l(2)dtl and deflated. l(2)dtl pre-mRNA displayed an increase in the abundance of 

both the pre-mature (1.56 fold, P(H1)=0.457) and mature (1.49 fold, P(H1)=0.622) 

transcripts (Figure 3.5C). Spliced deflated mRNA levels were also elevated in 

homozygous defl
L
 larvae relative to heterozygous controls (1.43 fold, P(H1)=0.241), 

which was to a similar extent compared to l(2)dtl mRNA (Figure 3.5C). No changes in 

splicing were observed for CycE (0.90 fold, P(H1)=0.793), rl (1.01 fold, P(H1)=1.000) 

and 14-3-3ζ  (0.97 fold, P(H1)=0.905) pre-mRNAs. However, the mature 14-3-3ζ 

mRNA was the only one found to be down-regulated (0.68 fold, P(H1)=0.466) in 

homozygous defl
L
 mutants compared to controls, although this was not significant. The 

strongest changes in gene expression seen in homozygous defl
L
 mutants affected the 

Lip3 and Lcp3 genes (Figure 3.5C). While Lip3 was up-regulated (2.69 fold, 

P(H1)=0.471), Lcp3 mRNA was significantly less abundant (500 fold, P(H1)=0.029) 

than in control larvae.  
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Figure 3.5: Changes in RNAPII dependent transcription in homozygous defl

L
 mutants  

 

qPCR analyses reveal defects in pre-mRNA (p) splicing and changes in the regulation of some 

mature mRNAs (m) in homozygous defl
L
 larvae. Splicing defects were observed in (A) cell-

cycle regulators Cdk4, E2F and p53 and (B) the cell signalling proteins MAPk-Ak2 and Mad. 

The level of mature 14-3-3ζ mRNA was down-regulated. (C) Mature mRNA levels of 

deflated and l(2)dtl were up-regulated. Splicing defects accumulated in l(2)dtl pre-mRNAs. 

Changes in transcription were observed in Lip3 (up-regulated) and Lcp3 (down-regulated) 

mRNAs. Asterisks (*) indicate significant changes calculated by the REST2009 software and 

based on bootstrapping algorithms. Error bars indicate standard errors. See text for probability 

score and expression levels. 

     * 

    * 
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3.3 Discussion 

This chapter investigated the function of deflated in snRNA 3’ end processing 

performed by the Integrator complex. As a follow up on the studies of Rutkowski and 

Warren (2009), the expression of truncated transcripts from mutant deflated alleles 

(defl
P
, defl

L
 and defl

Z
) were confirmed by 3’ RACE. Analyses of RNAPII dependent 

transcription of several genes in a homozygous defl
L
 background was then conducted 

via qPCR. This led to the discovery of defects in both snRNA 3’ end processing and 

pre-mRNA splicing in homozygous defl
L
 mutant larvae. The following sections discuss 

the significance of these findings. 

 

3.3.1 Expression of deflated allelic transcripts 

The demonstration via 3’ RACE that the P-element-induced deflated alleles are 

transcribed is valuable for understanding the function of the Deflated protein and the 

mutant deflated phenotypes associated with these alleles. Throughout the genetic and 

functional characterisation of deflated, Rutkowski (2005) identified phenotypic 

variations between the different truncated deflated alleles (defl
P
, defl

L
, defl

Z
 and defl

∆
). 

As each allele contains larger or smaller deletions of the deflated coding region, it is 

likely that variations in their phenotypes are due to the partial or complete loss of 

protein-protein interaction domains or regulatory motifs accounting for the different 

behaviour of alleles. This was suggested for the defl
P
 allele, which encodes the shortest 

deflated coding region and acts like a hypomorphic allele. Missing in the the defl
P
 allele 

are sequences encoding the conserved 14-3-3 binding site which is present in the defl
L
 

and defl
Z
 alleles. Rutkowski (2005) showed by overexpression of full-length deflated 

that contained mutations in the conserved 14-3-3 binding site that this site is 

functionally active. The loss of the 14-3-3 binding motif in defl
P
 could therefore 

contribute to differences that indicate a separation of function. However, to move from 

speculation to functional implications, it has to be demonstrated that the truncated 

alleles are actually expressed. This was confirmed for all gene truncations except defl
∆
, 

which is missing both the deflated promoter and coding region. Together with the 

additional identification of the exact breakpoints in the deflated alleles, 3’ RACE 

generated valuable data to better understand how the deflated alleles behave. Attempts 

to identify truncated proteins will be presented in Chapter 5.  
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3.3.2 The Drosophila Integrator complex functions in snRNA biognesis 

3.3.2.1 Mutation or depletion of Drosophila Integrator subunits leads to snRNA 

processing defects  

All of the snRNAs tested in this study displayed defects in 3’ end processing in a 

homoyzgous defl
L
 background. This indicates that RNAPII transcribed snRNAs depend 

on deflated function as the Drosophila Ints7 subunit of the Integrator complex. The 

changes in total snRNA transcript levels observed for U1 and U7 snRNA (Figure 3.4A) 

suggest that feedback mechanisms were activated that sense the presence of 

misprocessed pre-snRNAs (or pre-mRNAs/proteins) and up-regulate transcription. 

However, to what extent the up-regulation of transcription contributed to the increase in 

3’ end extended snRNA precursors is hard to speculate. In the case of U1 snRNAs, 

misprocessed pre-snRNAs from only one of the five gene copies was analysed due to 

technical constraints, leaving the impact on all U1 pre-snRNA transcripts undetermined. 

As the U7 snRNA gene lies within an intron of the Eip63E pre-mRNA, which was 

shown to be not properly spliced in homozygous defl
L
 mutant larvae, it is also not 

possible to fully clarify to what extent U7 snRNA transcription is up-regulated. 

However, feedback mechanisms can be also assumed as 3’ end processing defects of 

U7 snRNA were identified by Ezzeddine et al. (2011) using a reporter construct (data 

not shown), although this analysis was not quantitative to draw further conclusions.  

 

In addition to the analyses presented in this study, Ezzeddine et al. (2011) confirmed 

that deflated and the majority of the other Integrator subunits are essential for normal 

snRNA 3’ end processing. The different impacts of depleted Integrator subunits on 

snRNA 3’ end processing might reflect the relative importance of the subunit within the 

complex. However, as the catalytic subunit CG1972/Ints11 was amongst the Integrator 

subunits with a less severe effect after its RNAi-mediated depletion, the observed 

differences might as well arise from different protein turnover rates or knock-down 

efficiency rather than indicating their impact on 3’ end processing.  

 

Although orthologues to all human Integrator complex subunits are encoded in the 

Drosophila genome, it could not be assumed per se that they function in the same 

process. By either using mutant versions in vivo (such as defl
L
 or l(1)G0095

G0095
, 

affecting the Drosophila orthologue of Ints4) or RNAi-mediated depletion of Integrator 

proteins in cell culture, this study and Ezzeddine et al. (2011) showed conservation of 
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Integrator complex function between humans and Drosophila. This clearly 

demonstrates that Drosophila is a model organism suitable to study Integrator 

dependent snRNA processing as it encodes orthologues to all currently known subunits, 

in contrast to C. elegans or A. thaliana, which are missing several subunits. 

Furthermore, the RNAi-mediated disruption of each subunit individually by Ezzeddine 

et al. (2011) demonstrated for the first time that the majority of Integrator subunits (all 

except Ints3) are functionally linked to snRNA 3’ end processing. This is an important 

addition to the previous proteomic analyses which did not include functional analyses 

of most Integrator subunits. Therefore, the data generated in this study and that of 

Ezzeddine et al. (2011) provide an important contribution to the understanding of 

snRNA 3’ end processing that depend on at least eleven of the twelve Integrator 

subunits.  

 

3.3.2.2 Integrator subunits and their role in pre-mRNA splicing  

In addition to 3’ end misprocessed snRNAs, pre-mRNA splicing was also found to be 

affected in homozygous defl
L
 larvae. Of the ten mRNA transcripts analysed, seven were 

observed to have increased levels of unspliced pre-mRNAs (Eip63E, cdk4, E2F, l(2)dtl, 

Mad, MAPk-Ak2 and p53) whereas the other three pre-mRNAs (14-3-3ζ, CycE and rl) 

were not affected. This suggests that only a proportion of splice sites might be 

susceptible to splicing errors due to an excess of 3’ end misprocessed snRNAs. It is 

possible that splicing factors can not be properly incorporated into the spliceosome 

when snRNA components are elongated or involve secondary structures or sequences at 

exon/intron boundaries that somehow interact with the longer 3’ end tails and perturb 

splice site recognition and binding. An alternative explanation might be that Integrator 

subunits are more directly involved in regulating splicing events at subsets of genes.  

 

The hypothesis that Integrator subunits are capable of directly regulating splicing of 

certain pre-mRNAs is in agreement with findings in zebrafish. In order to find an 

explanation for the specific defects in hematopoiesis observed after Ints5 knockdown in 

zebrafish, Tao et al. (2009) tested for splicing defects in the presence of misprocessed 

snRNA 3’ ends. Interestingly, after morpholino-mediated knockdown of Ints5, aberrant 

splicing was observed for smad1 and smad5 pre-mRNAs that are both essential for the 

transcription of hematopoietic progenitors in zebrafish, whereas no splicing defects 

were found in other transcripts (smad2, smad3a, smad3b, squint, cyclops and actin) 
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(McReynolds et al., 2007; Tao et al., 2009). Although the absence of Ints5 also resulted 

in a shortened anterior-posterior axis indicating failures in convergent-extension cell 

movements, other processes like germ-layer specification seemed unaffected (Tao et 

al., 2009). Therefore, the findings of Tao et al. (2009) and the outcome of this thesis, 

where the Drosophila orthologue of smad1 (Mad) was found to be incorrectly spliced, 

suggest that splicing of subsets of transcripts requires the function of several Integrator 

subunits. To clarify this possibility, further research is needed to identify the full extent 

of pre-mRNA splice sites affected in the absence of Integrator subunits. Such a study 

could potentially identify regulatory functions of Integrator subunits in specific cellular 

processes via splicing.  

 

3.3.2.3 Some genes are differentially regulated in the absence of functional deflated 

Apart from the accumulation of misprocessed snRNAs and pre-mRNAs identified in 

homozygous defl
L
 larvae, transcription of several genes (U1 and U7 snRNA, 14-3-3ζ, 

deflated, l(2)dtl, Lip3 and Lcp3) was found to be differentially regulated. For some of 

these genes (U1 and U7 snRNA, l(2)dtl and deflated), this could be explained by 

feedback mechanisms that sense defects in snRNA or mRNA/protein. For example, 

transcriptional up-regulation of l(2)dtl as well as deflated might arise from reduction in 

full-length protein that functions as a transcriptional repressor of their respective 

promoters. Alternatively, feedback mechanisms that detect either accumulated non-

sense mRNAs or proteins that arise from either incorrectly spliced transcripts (in the 

case of l(2)dtl pre-mRNA) or involve the truncated defl
L
 transcript (in the case of 

deflated). In regard to their regulation, at least in this biological context, l(2)dtl and 

deflated are not co-regulated in Drosophila as suggested in human cells where the 

human orthologues CDT2 and Ints7, respectively, share a common intergenic 

promoter/regulatory region (Nakagawa et al., 2008). In contrast, the changes in 

transcriptional regulation of the 14-3-3ζ , Lip3 and Lcp3 genes can not be explained by 

feedback mechanisms detecting misprocessed gene products. While no changes in 

splicing were observed for 14-3-3ζ  pre-mRNA, the Lip3 and Lcp3 pre-mRNAs are 

both intronless and therefore do not depend on splicing. However, with splicing defects 

accumulating in homozygous defl
L
 mutants, it is likely that several complex cell 

signalling or other developmental processes are affected that lead to their altered 

expression.  
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One phenotypic characteristic of homozygous defl
L
 larvae is that they crawl out of the 

media and become sluggish before they die, suggestive of defects in their energy 

metabolism (Rutkowski and Warren, 2009). Consequently, the up-regulation of Lip3 

could simply indicate a lack of nutritional supply. This would fit with the previously 

reported link between high Lip3 transcription levels and starvation (Zinke et al., 2002). 

Zinke et al. (2002) also observed altered levels of Lcp3 transcription in larvae that were 

starved and here, Lcp3 was found to be down-regulated. Similarly, in homozygous defl
L
 

larvae, Lcp3 mRNA levels were significantly lower when compared to heterozygous 

controls. Although this might indicate an effect of malnutrition, it is equally likely that 

it represents developmental defects that prevent homozygous defl
L
 second instar larvae 

transitioning into third instar larvae (Figure 3.5C). Shortly before the third instar larval 

molt, Lcp3 becomes up-regulated by ecdysteroid which peaks before the third larval 

ecdysis at 72 hours AED in wild-type larvae (Figure 3.6). This up-regulation seems to 

occur normally in the heterozygous defl
L
 control larvae as they are capable of 

developing into third instars, whereas homozygous defl
L
 larvae do not progress in 

development past the second instar larval stage. As defects in cell cycle regulation were 

also observed in brains of homozygous defl
L
 second instar larvae (Rutkowski, 2005), it 

is possible that cell signalling is affected in homozygous defl
L
 larvae, leading to defects 

in cell cycle regulation and a failure to molt. 

 

3.3.2.4 The difference in abundance of most transcripts tested in homozygous defl
L
 

larvae are not statistically significant  

The qPCR data generated in this thesis clearly show that misprocessed snRNAs and 

pre-mRNAs accumulate in homozygous defl
L
 second instar larvae. However, the overall 

qPCR outcome (including mRNA and pre-mRNA transcription levels) is associated 

with a high level of variation, resulting in only few statistically significant changes in 

transcript levels. Several reasons may account for the low number of statistically 

significant changes observed. Firstly, the cDNA samples were generated from a 

complex mRNA mixture of either pooled heterozygous or homozygous defl
L
 larvae. 

Unlike mutant analyses of mouse or human tissue samples that can be collected from a 

single individual and yield enough material for analysis, single Drosophila larvae 

would not produce enough mRNA to allow the simultaneous analysis of several genes 

by qPCR. Therefore, sample pooling is likely to have led to increased variations 

between the three biological replicates. Secondly, although the pooled mRNAs were all 
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Figure 3.6 Expression of Lcp3 in larval stages 

 

Lcp3 is an ecdysteroid responsive gene. Ecdysteroid titers are indicated for larval 

development in hours after egg deposition (h AED). High Ecdysteroid levels before the third 

instar larval molt induced Lcp3 expression around 72 hours AED. Adapted from Riddiford 

(1993).  
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from individuals of the same genetic background, sample collection was performed 

over a 4 hour time window (70 to 74 hours AED), leading to stochastic developmental 

differences amongst individual sample collections. In addition, subtle changes in 

growth conditions (i.e. the food batch, temperature, number of eggs laid or the time of 

day of sample collection) could have impacted on development of each biological 

replicate differently. Also, differences in the developmental rate of individuals 

contribute to the observed sample variations. Additional biological replicates may have 

improved the statistical power needed to increase the number of significant changes in 

the measured transcript abundance. However, additional biological replicates to solve 

this issue could not be performed due to PhD candidature time constraints. Thirdly, in 

contrast to other qPCR experiments that mainly investigate changes in transcription in a 

certain biological context, this study investigated processing defects that depend on a 

large number of proteins with unknown protein turnover and stability. The variations in 

pre-mRNA splicing between the biological replicates might arise from differences of 

the time point at which the mutant (or depleted) Integrator proteins start to impact on 

Integrator function and subsequent snRNP biogenesis and splicing events.  

 

3.3.3 Summary 

Taken together, the qPCR experiments described in this chapter demonstrated the 

functional significance of deflated and other Integrator subunits on Drosophila snRNA 

3’ end processing and mRNA splicing. These data confirm that deflated plays a critical 

role in the biogenesis of many, if not all, RNAPII transcribed snRNAs. This generated a 

conclusive basis for ongoing investigations into Integrator function and composition in 

the Drosophila model system. To further investigate the fundamental cause for the 

malfunctions of deflated truncated alleles, protein-protein interactions that occur in 

between Deflated/Ints7 and the other Integrator subunits were investigated (Chapter 4). 
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4.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter confirmed that mutations in deflated affected Integrator complex 

dependent snRNA 3’ end processing. These data are consistent with deflated acting as 

an integral component of the Drosophila Integrator complex. Data from several 

published proteomic analyses (Table 1.1) suggest that the Integrator complex, rather 

than functioning only as a single complex, might form sub-complexes which participate 

in various cellular mechanisms in addition to snRNA processing (section l.2.7). One 

such example are SOSS complexes that are involved in DNA damage repair. In order to 

understand more about the structure of the Drosophila Integrator complex, physical 

interactions between the known subunits were investigated. This chapter describes an 

approach aimed at identifying one-on-one physical interactions between Integrator 

subunits and other proteins in an attempt to account for sub-complex formation. 

 

 The yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) system was chosen to investigate protein-protein 

interactions for several reasons. First, it does not depend on high amounts of purified 

proteins or good quality antibodies for co-purification studies. Second, the yeast 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a simple eukaryote that does not encode any of the 

Integrator subunits which might otherwise interfere with protein-protein interactions. In 

addition, as the Integrator proteins are synthesized in vivo and are expected to be 

nuclear localized in yeast as well, their binding behaviour would in all likelihood be 

tested in their normal subcellular environment.  

 

Y2H screens and assays have been extensively used to identify protein binding partners. 

One obstacle to overcome in Y2H experiments is the exclusion of false positive 

interactions. This study employed the yeast Matchmaker GAL4 Two-Hybrid System 3 

(Clontech) to examine protein-protein interactions. This system is based on the binary 

yeast GAL4 transcription factor consisting of a DNA binding domain (GAL4-BD) and 

an adapter domain (GAL4-AD), both encoded on separate plasmids. As the GAL4 

transcription factor used in this system is also encoded in the yeast genome, employing 

a yeast strain with mutations of the endogenous gene is crucial. The yeast strain used 

(AH109) contained three independent reporter genes, two of which rescue introduced 

gene mutations when activated. While the purine nucleotide biosynthesis pathway 

component ADE2 provides strong nutritional selection, the histidine synthesis pathway 
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protein HIS3 is used to control the stringency. A third reporter set, the MEL1/LacZ 

reporter, allows chromogenic colour development in the presence of α-/β-galactosidase 

when protein-protein interactions are positive. Together, this system was expected to 

provide reliable means to detect positive protein-protein interactions and provide 

insights into the basic quaternary structures of the Drosophila Integrator protein 

complex. 

 

4.2 Results 

4.2.1 Establishment of Y2H assays to examine protein-protein interactions  

4.2.1.1 Cloning of potential physical interactors of Deflated into Y2H vectors 

Full-length coding regions of Drosophila Integrator complex subunits were cloned in 

frame into Y2H vectors pGBKT7 and pGADT7 that encode the GAL4-BD or the 

GAL4-AD protein domains, respectively (Figure 4.1). Clonings were performed such 

that the GAL4 protein domains were fused to the N-terminus of the test proteins when 

expressed in yeast. The coding regions for all proteins to be tested were inserted into 

both the pGBKT7 and pGADT7 vectors by introducing 5’ and 3’ restriction enzyme 

sites by standard PCR and subsequent restriction digestion and ligation techniques 

(section 2.5). The PCR templates used were cDNA clones obtained from DGRC. 

Successful subcloning was confirmed by either restriction digestion of the generated 

vectors or by diagnostic colony PCR amplifications. All cDNA regions were fully 

sequenced (Macrogen Inc., Korea) to ensure no unexpected sequence alterations had 

been introduced via PCR amplification.  

 

In addition to the twelve known Integrator subunits, a construct encoding the 

Drosophila orthologue of DSS1 (CG13779), the protein that led Baillat et al. (2005) to 

discover the Integrator complex, was also generated. For confirmation of positive Y2H 

interactors of Deflated/Ints7 that had been identified in a commercial Y2H screen 

(detailed  below), GAL4-BD and GAL4-AD constructs were also made for Mcm2, cher, 

Dlc90F and Dp1. 
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the Yeast two-hybrid vectors and the coding regions cloned into them 

 

The full-length coding sequences for the Drosophila Integrator complex subunits (CG3173/Ints1, 

CG8211/Ints2, CG17665/Ints3, l(1)G0095/Ints4, omd/Ints5, l(1)G0060/Ints6, deflated/Ints7, 

CG5859/Ints8, CG5222/Ints9, CG1120/Ints10, CG1972/Ints11 and CG5491/Ints12) as well as 

CG13779/DSS1 and those for Y2H screen hits (Mcm2, Dlc90F, Dp1 and cher)  were first amplified 

by PCR from constructs obtained from the DGRC. After restriction digests, the different amplicons 

were ligated into the multiple cloning sites of both the GAL4-BD vector (pGBKT7) and the GAL4-

AD vector (pGADT7). The GAL4-BD and GAL4-AD vector encode for tryptophan (TRP1) and 

leucine (LEU2), respectively, that enable selection in auxotroph yeast strains.  
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4.2.1.2 Establishment of pairwise Y2H assays 

Before testing the Integrator subunits in pairwise assays for protein-protein interactions, 

test assays were performed to determine whether the Y2H system was working and 

whether any of the different Integrator proteins were able to auto-activate GAL4-

mediated transcription. Initially, the internal positive (GAL4-BD-p53 and GAL4-AD-T-

antigen) and negative (GAL4-BD-Lam and GAL4-AD-T-antigen) control plasmids of 

the Matchmaker GAL4 Two-Hybrid System 3 (Clontech) were transformed into yeast 

strain AH109 and tested for growth on yeast plates with different selection stringencies 

(section 2.5). During this establishment phase, it became evident that the most reliable 

way to select for reporter gene activation was by spotting ten-fold serial dilutions of co-

transformed yeast cells on selective agar plates. Three different auxotrophy plates were 

used to test for the strength of reporter gene activation. The first plate lacking leucine (-

Leu) and tryptophane (-Trp) selected for the presence of the GAL4-BD and GAL4-AD 

vectors only. Selective agar plates (-Leu/-Trp) also lacking histidine (-His) were used to 

select for moderate reporter gene activation (medium stringency). Selective plates also 

lacking both histidine (-His) and adenine (-Ade) were used to select for strong reporter 

activation (high stringency). Figure 4.2A shows the results of test assays where the 

positive control vectors enabled yeast to grow on all three plates, indicative of a strong 

protein-protein interaction. In contrast, the negative control assays showed no yeast 

growth on any of the stringency plates, confirming the establishment of the Y2H 

system. 

 

In order to identify pGBKT7 and pGADT7 constructs that might auto-activate 

transcription, pairwise Y2H assays were performed for each gene sequence containing 

plasmid construct (GAL4-BD or GAL4-AD) and a no insert control plasmid (GAL4-

AD or GAL4-BD). The majority of the Integrator and related plasmid constructs passed 

this test (Figure 4.2B and data not shown). However, when the CG1120/Ints10 or 

CG13779/DSS1 coding regions were cloned into pGBKT7 and co-transfected with 

pGADT7 into AH109 yeast cells, growth was observed on the medium stringency (-His 

/-Leu/-Trp) plate (Figure 4.2C-D). As it was hoped that a strong interaction between 

these subunits and any other Integrator protein might still be able to be identified by 

enabling yeast to grow on the high stringency plate, pairwise Y2H interactions were 

nevertheless tested with these plasmid constructs.  
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Figure 4.2: Yeast two-hybrid control assays 

 

Yeast strain AH109 (Clontech) was co-transformed with different combinations of pGBKT7 (BD-

GOI-X) and pGADT7 (AD-GOI-Y) constructs to test accuracy of reporter gene activities on yeast 

SD-plates with different selection stringencies. All co-transformed yeast cells grew on SD plates 

lacking leucine and tryptophane (-Leu/-Trp) which select for the presence of both plasmid vectors 

only. (A) The Matchmaker positive control (BD-p53 + AD-T-Antigen) also grew on the medium 

stringency (-His/-Leu/-Trp) and high stringency plates (-Ade/-His/-Leu/-Trp). In contrast, the 

Matchmaker negative control (BD-Lam + AD-T-Antigen) did not grow on medium or high 

stringency plates, demonstrating establishment of the pairwise Y2H assays. (B to D) To control for 

auto-activation, Integrator constructs were co-transformed with vectors encoding the counterpart of 

the GAL4 domain and carrying no insert. The majority of constructs generated did not result in 

auto-activation (B, and data not shown), with the exception of (C) CG1120/Ints10 and (D) 

CG13779/DSS1 in the GAL4-BD vector (BD-Ints10 and BD-DSS1, respectively), which weakly 

auto-activate reporter gene transcription (underlined in red) on the medium stringency plate.   
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4.2.2 Examination of physical interactions between Drosophila Integrator subunits 

One hundred and sixty-nine pairwise Y2H assays of the different protein-protein 

combinations were tested for growth by serial dilution on control (-Leu/-Trp) (Figure 

4.3), medium (-His/-Leu/-Trp) and high (-Ade/-His/-Leu/-Trp) stringency plates. 

Reciprocal strong protein-protein interactions were observed between subunits 

Omd/Ints5 and CG5859/Ints8 in both GAL4-BD and GAL4-AD vector combinations 

(Figure 4.4A). To narrow down the amino acids involved in this interaction, N-

terminal-, central- and C-terminal-encoding fragments of the full-length coding 

sequences of Omd/Ints5 and CG5859/Ints8 were cloned into the GAL4-BD and GAL4-

AD vectors, respectively (Figure 4.4B-C). Pairwise Y2H assays revealed that the 

interaction site in Omd/Ints5 lies between amino acids 307 and 412, as this segment 

was present in the N-terminal and the central fragment, both of which resulted in 

reporter gene activation with medium stringent interactions. Only the N-terminal 

fragment of CG5859/Ints8 resulted in a positive interaction when co-transformed with 

full-length Omd/Ints5. As amino acids 1-262 are unique to this fragment, this stretch of 

amino acid is expected to contain the interaction site that does not involved the TPR-

like motif at the C-terminus. However, further analyses are necessary to more precisely 

map these interaction sites.  

 

In addition to the Omd/Ints5 and CG5859/Ints8 interaction, several other positive 

interactions were observed, although in one vector combination on the medium 

stringency plates only. These interactions included Deflated/Ints7 (GAL4-BD) and 

CG5859/Ints8 (GAL4-AD), CG5859/Ints8 (GAL4-AD) and CG5222/Ints9 (GAL4-BD) 

as well as CG3173/Ints1 (GAL4-BD) and CG5491/Ints12 (GAL4-AD) (Figure 4.5A-

C). Weak interactions were also observed between Deflated/Ints7 (GAL4-BD) and both 

CG1120/Ints10 (GAL4-AD) and CG13779/DSS1 (GAL4-AD) (Figure 4.5D-E). The 

reciprocal combinations for these two weak positive interactions involved the auto-

activating GAL4-BD constructs for CG1120/Ints10 and CG13779/DSS1 (Figure 4.2C 

and D) and the presence of the Deflated/Ints7 GAL4-AD plasmid failed to increase the 

level of reporter gene activity above auto-activation levels. Attempts to identify 

domains involved in the protein-protein interactions of Deflated/Ints7 or CG3173/Ints1 

using N-terminal, central and C- terminal fragments failed to result in positive protein-

protein interactions with their identified interaction partners (data not shown).  
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Figure 4.3: Growth controls of Y2H assays 

 

Pairwise Y2H assays were conducted with the indicated GAL4-BD (BD-GOI) and GAL4-AD (AD-

GOI) Y2H construct combinations. Results shown represent growth on the control plates (-Leu/-

Trp) that select for the presence of both constructs. For simplicity, the names of the human 

orthologues of these proteins are shown. 
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Figure 4.4: Omd/Ints5 and CG5859/Ints8 strongly interact in Y2H assays 
 

(A) Omd/Ints5 and CG5859/Ints8 were found to strongly interact in both GAL4-AD/GAL4-BD 

(BD-GOI-X +AD-GOI-Y) combinations. (B-C) Alpha helices (red) encoded in Omd/Ints5 or 

CG5859/Ints8 were predicted by phyre (Kelley and Sternberg, 2009) and used to design N-terminal 

(N-term), central (cent) and C-terminal (C-term) fragments (blue). The TPR-like motif present in 

CG5859/Ints8 is indicated in orange.  (B) The CG5859/Ints8 interaction site of Omd/Ints5 likely lies 

between amino acids 307 and 412 as both the NT and central fragments interact with full 

CG5859/Ints8. (C) CG5859/Ints8 interacts with Omd/Ints5 at its N-terminus (aa 1-263) and does 

not involve the TPR-like motif.  
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Figure 4.5: Weak yeast two-hybrid interactors  

 
Protein-protein interactions between (A) Deflated/Ints7 and CG5859/Ints8, (B) CG5859/Ints8 and 

CG5222/Ints9, (C) CG3173/Ints1 and CG5491/Ints12, (D) Deflated/Ints7 and CG1120/Ints10 as 

well as (E) Deflated/Ints7 and CG13779/DSS1 were identified in one GAL4-BD/GAL4-AD (BD-

GOI-X +AD-GOI-Y) combination only. These interactions were all weak as the co-transformed 

yeast did not grow on the high stringency plates (-Ade/-His/-Leu/-Trp). The weak auto-activation 

seen in control assays of the GAL4-BD constructs of (D) G1120/Ints10 and (E) CG13779/DSS1 

(Figure 4.2C and D, underlined in red) do not differ from the ones involving the GAL4-AD 

construct of Deflated/Ints7.  

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
. 
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4.2.3 Deflated interacts with non-Integrator proteins  

4.2.3.1 Y2H screen to identify physical interactors of Deflated  

Rutkowski and Warren (2009) reported phenotypic changes in deflated homozygous 

mutants suggestive of a role in cell cycle regulation or cell proliferation. To investigate 

the possibility of Deflated being involved in Integrator independent roles that are more 

in agreement with a cell proliferative role, a genome-wide Deflated Y2H screen was 

conducted for possible novel binding partners. The screen was undertaken by contract 

with the commercial company Hybrigenics SA that employed the Y2H system based on 

the E. coli LexA repressor protein. A full-length Deflated construct (as bait in the 

plasmid vector pB29 containing a N-terminal LexA-BD) was screened against a 

Drosophila whole embryo cDNA library (RP2, Hybrigenics SA) covering all stages of 

embryogenesis to identify positive Deflated interaction partners. A total of 11 positive 

clones were identified with all but five being singletons (Table 4.1). 

 

Among the Hybrigenics Y2H screen hits were genes that are involved in a wide variety 

of cellular functions (Table 4.1). The most robust novel positive interactor of Deflated 

was Mcm2, a subunit of the MCM2-7 replicative DNA helicase. In all, five Mcm2 

positive yeast clones were independently identified. Of these five clones, one duplicate 

hit encoded amino acids 9-444 of Mcm2 whereas three others encoding amino acids 65-

471 were isolated. Both fragments covered the Mcm2 specific MCM2_N-Superfamily 

protein domain (aa 59-167), the Nucleic acid-binding, OB-fold-like (NA-bd_OB-fold-

like) domain (aa 182-427) as well as the MCMPROTEIN2 domain (aa 288-305). 

 

Of the singleton clones isolated in the Hybrigenics Y2H screen, two (Cheerio and 

Dynein light chain 90F) are involved in germ cell development. Cheerio (Cher) protein, 

which participates in ovary development amongst others (Table 4.1), was identified to 

interact with Deflated via a fragment encoding amino acids 222-601. In this region of 

the Cher polypeptide chain, predicted protein domains all belong to the Filamin family 

(aa 239-328, 367-426 and 433-521). The second positive interactor of Deflated 

involved in germ cell development was Dynein light chain 90F (Dlc90F) which is 

necessary for spermatid development and also acts as a component of the cytoplasmic 

dynein motor. Two other singleton interactors of Deflated appeared to be involved in 

chromosome condensation. These are Dodeca-satellite-binding protein 1 (Dp1) and 
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Sallimus (Sls). The fragment of Dp1 (aa 721-955) encoded several vigilin like K 

homology (vigilin_like_KH) domains. In the case of Sls, two independent fragments 

were identified to interact with Deflated (aa 3,365-3,489 and 12,484-12,776) but only 

for the first a protein domain was predicted (Immunoglobulin domain). Sls is also 

involved in muscle development and so is another Y2H screen hit, the protein Bent (bt). 

The Bt fragment identified to interact with Deflated (aa 3,621-3,835) encodes a 

Fibronectin type 3 domain. The seventh positive Y2H screen interactor of Deflated was 

Limpet (Lmpt). Lmpt has transcription factor activity that depends on its LIM domains, 

which are not present in the interacting Y2H fragment isolated (aa 804-1,067), leaving 

the functional implication open. Surprisingly, no components of the Integrator complex 

were identified in this screen. 

 

4.2.3.2 Confirmation of positive Deflated interactors in pairwise Y2H assays 

In an attempt to confirm the Hybrigenics Y2H screen results, cDNAs for Mcm2, cher, 

Dlc90F and Dp1 were cloned into the pGBKT7 and pGADT7 plasmid vectors (section 

4.3.1). Because of time constraints, the confirmation of Sls, Bt and Lmpt as positive 

interactors was not undertaken. Control experiments to test for auto-activation were 

performed and importantly, the full-length Mcm2 and Dlc90F constructs encoding the 

GAL4-BD resulted in weak auto-activation (Figure 4.6B and F).  

 

A weak positive interaction between Mcm2 and Deflated was confirmed with the 

Matchmaker GAL4 based Y2H system in one vector combination. The reciprocal 

vector combination involved the auto-activating full-length Mcm2 in the GAL4-BD 

vector (Figure 4.6A). An increase in the degree of interaction was not observed relative 

to control transformations (Figure 4.6B). Similar results were obtained with a Mcm2 

construct (aa 172-445) covering the Mcm2 Nucleic acid-binding, OB-fold-like (Na-

bd_OB-fold-like) and MCMprotein2 domain which is present in both plasmid clones 

identified in the Y2H screen. In the GAL4-AD vector, this Mcm2 fragment weakly 

interacted with Deflated whereas it did not interact with Deflated when in the GAL4-

BD vector (Figure 4.6C-D). This shows that the N-terminal MCM2_N-Superfamily 

domain (aa 59-167) is not important for the Deflated-Mcm2 interaction. A Y2H assay 

with a C-terminal Mcm2 fragment (aa 432-888) did also not interact with Deflated (data 

not shown). The second confirmed Deflated Y2H screen hit was Dlc90F. A weak 

interaction between Deflated in the GAL4-BD plasmid vector and Dlc90F in the GAL4-
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Figure 4.6: Confirmed non-Integrator Y2H interactors of Deflated 

 
Y2H assays confirmed a protein-protein interaction between Deflated and both (A) full-length 

Mcm2 and (C to D) the fragment containing the NA-bd_OB-fold-like and MCMProtein2 domains 

(binding domain: B.-Dom) identified in the Y2H screen. However, those interactions only worked 

in one vector combination. (E) Deflated also interacted with Dlc90F and this was also only in 

combination. The weak auto-activation seen in control assays of the (B) Mcm2 and (F) Dlc90F 

GAL4-BD-constructs (Figure 4.3, underlined in red) do not differ from the ones involving the AD-

Deflated construct. Cher and Dp1 did not result in positive protein-protein interactions with 

Deflated (data not shown). 
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AD vector was observed whereas the reciprocal vector combination did not differ from 

the level of auto-activating growth seen with the Dlc90F GAL4-BD construct and the 

GAL4-AD control plasmid (Figure 4.6E-F). The Y2H interaction between Deflated and 

either Cher or Dp1 could not be confirmed (data not shown). The newly identified 

protein-protein interactions of Deflated are listed in Figure 4.7.  

 

4.3 Discussion 

In this chapter the physical interactions between the different subunits of the Integrator 

complex were examined by pairwise Y2H assays. Of the twelve known Integrator 

proteins tested novel protein-protein interactions were identified between some 

subunits. In addition, two of the seven putative non-Integrator protein-protein 

interactors of Deflated that were identified in a commercial Y2H screen could be 

confirmed. This data generated important insights into Integrator’s composition and 

Deflated’s function. 

 

4.3.1 The Integrator complex – putting the puzzle together 

The pairwise Y2H assays of Integrator proteins identified five not previously reported 

interactions. With limited published data available and in-depth analyses yet to be 

performed for all Integrator subunits, these data constitute an important step towards 

understanding how the Integrator complex is assembled and which subunits might bind 

directly to one another or contribute to Integrator sub-complexes.  

 

Several proteomic analyses revealed Integrator complex subunits directly interacting 

with each other or indirectly by associating with subunits of the RNAPII holoenzyme 

(Figure 4.8) (Dominski et al., 2005b; Jeronimo et al., 2007; Nakayama et al., 2006). 

Some of these interactions are suggestive of Integrator sub-complex formation that 

might participate in cellular process that are not in agreement with a role in snRNA 

biogenesis. For example, Ints3 was recently identified in several proteomic studies as a 

component of the trimeric SOSS complex that participates in homologous DNA 

damage repair (Huang et al., 2009; Skaar et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009). Although 

only one study also co-purified additional Integrator subunits (Skaar et al., 2009), the 

Co-IP of the SOSS complex protein C9ORF80 with anti-Ints3, anti-Ints5 and anti-Ints6 

antibodies (Malovannaya et al., 2010) suggests that additional Integrator subunits 
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A B 

 
 

 
Figure 4.7: Positive interactions identified via Y2H assays  

 

Scheme of protein-protein interactions identified by pairwise Y2H assays. (A) Of the Integrator 

subunits, weak protein-protein interactions with Defalted/Ints7 were observed with CG5859/ 

Ints8, CG1120/Ints10 and CG13779/DSS1. CG5859/Ints8 strongly interacted with Omd/Ints5 in 

reciprocal vector combinations. CG5859/Ints8 weakly interacted with CG5222/Ints9, and 

CG3173/Ints1 weakly interacted with CG5491/Ints12 in the Y2H assays. All weak interactions 

worked in one vector combination only (non-reciprocal). (B) Non-Integrator subunit protein-

protein interactions with Deflated (Deflated/Ints7) were observed with Mcm2 and Dlc90F. The 

Y2H screen hits Bent (Bt), Limpet (Lmpt) and Salimus (Sls) were not analysed due to time 

constraints.  
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Figure 4.8: Interaction map of Integrator complex subunits 
 

Overview of all identified positive pairwise Y2H assays (green) and previously published physical 

interactions involving Integrator subunits (blue). This study identified strong protein-protein 

interactions between Omd/Ints5 and CG5859/Ints8. Weak interactions were identified between 

CG3173/Ints1 and CG549/Ints12, CG5859/Ints8 and CG5222/Ints9, the Deflated/Ints7 subunit 

which weakly interacted with CG5859/Ints8, CG1120/Ints10, CG13779/DSS1 as well as the non-

Integrator proteins Dlc90F and Mcm2 in one vector combination. Ints1 and Ints2 were identified to 

interact in a Y2H screen performed with murine cDNAs but not in this study (Nakayama et al., 

2006). Human Ints9 and Ints11 also bind one another in Y2H assays and also form a heterodimer that 

was purified from human cells (Dominski et al., 2005b). Subsets of Integrator associate more tightly 

interact with subunits of the RNAPII holoenzyme (Jeronimo et al., 2007). Ints4 was also identified in 

a Y2H screen to associate with the uncharacterised human KIAA0513 protein (Lauriat et al., 2006). 

Human Ints3 was found to form a trimer involving C9ORF80 and either hSSB1 or hSSB2 that act 

together in DNA damage repair (organge) (Huang et al., 2009; Skaar et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 

2009). Ints3 also binds to NBS1, another protein involved in DNA damage repair (Huang et al., 

2009). DSS1, which pulled-down a Integrator sub-complex that led to Integrator’s identification, also 

associates with components of the proteasome (19S sub-complex) and BRCA2, which dimerizes 

with RAD51 to function in DNA damage repair (Chen et al., 1998; Funakoshi et al., 2004; Liu and 

Gall, 2007; Marmorstein et al., 1998; Marston et al., 1999; Mizuta et al., 1997; Sone et al., 2004; 

Wong et al., 1997; Yang et al., 2002).  
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 (possibly excluding the catalytically active CG1972/Ints11 and its binding partner 

CG5222/Ints9) associate with the SOSS complex and participate in some circumstances 

in DNA damage repair. The hypothesis that Integrator subunits might be involved into 

additional processes than snRNA 3’ end processing, either within sub-complexes or as 

single entities, is supported by the confirmed Y2H screen hits that physically interacted 

with Deflated in this thesis. 

 

4.3.2 The physical interactions between Deflated and non-Integrator complex 

proteins suggest that Deflated is multifunctional  

4.3.2.1 CG13779/DSS1 and Deflated might associate in DNA damage repair   

The first Y2H interactor of Deflated that indicates that Deflated is multifunctional is 

CG13779/DSS1. Although DSS1 led to the discovery of the Integrator complex in 

human cells, it was neither found as an Integrator subunit that associates with RNAPII 

nor does it function in snRNA 3’ end processing (Baillat et al., 2005). As DSS1 is 

functionally associated with DNA damage repair by binding to BRCA2 and the 19S 

subcomplex of the proteasome (Krogan et al., 2004; Marston et al., 1999; Yang et al., 

2002) and several Integrator proteins were found associated with the SOSS complex 

that also participates in this context (Skaar et al., 2009), these data give further support 

for the suggested role of Integrator subunits in DNA damage repair, possibly by linking 

the activities of SOSS complexes with DSS1. These data also indicates that Integrator, 

either as a sub-complex or as a whole, might participate in several cellular processes. 

 

4.3.2.2 Deflated and Mcm2 might interact to control transcription 

The physical interaction of Deflated and Mcm2 is difficult to reconcile with Integrator’s 

function in snRNA biogenesis. Mcm2 is best known for its role in DNA replication 

where it acts as a subunit of the MCM2-7 replicative helicase (reviewed in Bochman 

and Schwacha, 2009) and at least some of the findings of Rutkowski (2005) support an 

involvement of Deflated into regulating S-phases (section 1.3.3). However, as the 

amount of MCM proteins present in eukaryotic cells vastly exceeds the number of 

replication origins, a  fact known as the MCM paradox (reviewed in Takahashi et al., 

2005), it is possible that the interaction between Deflated and Mcm2 is involved in 

cellular processes that are more in agreement with a role in the Integrator complex.  
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Several reports associated proteins of the MCM2-7 complex with RNAPII dependent 

transcription. A co-purification study performed in human cells identified MCM2-7 

proteins associating with the CTD of RNAPII (Yankulov et al., 1999). This interaction 

was mapped to amino acids 168-230 of human Mcm2 (Holland et al., 2002). Further 

support for a role of Mcm2 in transcription was provided by RNAi- and anti-Mcm2 

antibody-mediated depletion, which was observed to inhibit RNAPII dependent 

transcription (Holland et al., 2002; Snyder et al., 2009). MCM2-7 proteins were also 

found to localize to actively transcribed genes (Snyder et al., 2009). Another recently 

identified physical protein-protein interactor of Mcm2 (involving aa 1-230) is the ELL-

associated protein 30 (EAP30) that participates in RNAPII dependent transcription and 

its regulation (Mathews et al., 2009). These data raise the possibility that the identified 

physical interaction between Deflated and Mcm2 is important for the transcription of 

RNAPII dependent genes.  

 

The minimal common region of Drosophila Mcm2 (aa 172-445) which binds to 

Deflated partly overlaps with the previously identified region of Mcm2 that was found 

to interact with RNAPII and EAP30 in human cells (aa 168-230 and 1-230, 

respectively) (Holland et al., 2002; Mathews et al., 2009). Protein sequence alignments 

of the overlapping binding region between Drosophila Mcm2 with Deflated (aa 172-

230) and human Mcm2 with RNAPII (aa 188-230) predicted a 49 % amino acid 

sequence identity. This raises the possibility that the association of Deflated with Mcm2 

is involved in regulating Mcm2 interaction with RNAPII (or EAP30, or both). 

However, due to time constraints the interacting region between Drosophila Mcm2 and 

Deflated was not fine scale mapped to identify the minimum of Mcm2 amino acid 

sequences necessary for binding. Such data would have enabled the clarification of 

whether the interaction of Deflated is co-located and possibly involved in regulating 

Mcm2 interactions with RNAPII and/or EAP30. 

 

4.3.2.3 Dlc90F and Deflated might interact in several cellular processes 

The third confirmed non-Integrator Y2H interactor of Deflated not involved in snRNA 

biogenesis is Dlc90F, a component of the cytoplasmic dynein motor. In Drosophila, 

Dlc90F is a non-essential gene as a Dlc90F null mutation affects fertility (via defects in 

sperm differentiation) but not development to adulthood (Li et al., 2004). Similar 

results were reported for the murine orthologue, DYNLT1 (also termed Tctex-1) (Lader 
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et al., 1989; O'Neill and Artzt, 1995). In the latter, DYNLT1 was found specifically 

expressed in germ cells (male and female) and its mutation resulted in male sterility. In 

regard to the male sterility, the mutational analyses of deflated by Rutkowski and 

Warren (2009) did not indicate infertility of males in cDNA rescued deflated mutants. 

Therefore, Deflated’s association with Dlc90F in this cellular process appears difficult 

to explain, although it is possible that Deflated does not fully render Dlc90F non-

functional in this mutant background. Alternatively, wild-type deflated encoded on the 

cDNA construct could provide enough function for spermatogenesis whereas the 

production of fertile eggs, which involves more cellular processes like patterning and 

the deposition of maternal products, might require higher levels of fully functional 

deflated.  

 

Apart from its involvemment in spermatogenesis, several lines of evidence suggest that 

DYNLT1 is involved in neuronal functions. For example, in adult mouse and rat brains, 

DYNLT1 was found in high levels in neuronal progenitors of distinct regions of the 

brains (the subventricular zone of the lateral ventricle and the subgranular zone of the 

hippocampal dentate gyrus) whereas other subunits of the dynein motor are 

homogenously expressed (Chuang et al., 2001; Chuang et al., 2005; Dedesma et al., 

2006). DYNLT1 was further shown to interact with the receptor tyrosin kinase TrkA 

and TrkB in Y2H assays, which are involved in synaptic transport of neurotrophins 

(Yano et al., 2001). Although those neuronal findings have not been confirmed in 

Drosophila, they are to some extent consistent with deflated mRNA in-situ 

hybridisations that found deflated expressed in the developing CNS of Drosophila 

embryos (Rutkowski and Warren, 2009). However, in regard to its cellular functions, it 

is unclear how an interaction between DYNLT1, which is cytoplasmic, and Deflated, 

which was shown to be predominantly nuclear, can be reconciled. 

 

Deflated fusion protein localization studies performed by Rutkowski (2005) could 

indicate a solution to the apparent incompatibility of an interaction of Deflated and 

Dlc90F because of their differing sub-cellular localization. A Deflated::GFP fusion 

protein overexpressed by nanos-Gal4::vp16 (nanos>defl::GFP
AH1

) in the female 

germline (Rutkowski, 2005) was observed to bind to the mitotic spindle of syncytial 

mitotic nuclei in early embryos. Murine DYNLT1 was found as well to localize to the 

mitotic spindle and the cleavage furrow of dividing cells (Campbell et al., 1998). 
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Therefore, the identified protein-protein interaction between Deflated and Dlc90F in the 

Y2H experiments could be indicative of a direct role of Deflated in mitosis via Dlc90F 

interaction.  

 

4.3.3 Limitations of Y2H assays to detect Deflated interaction partners  

4.3.3.1 Only few interactions between Integrator subunits were identified 

Although it was anticipated that more pairwise protein-protein interactions between the 

Integrator subunits would be identified by Y2H assays, there are many reasons that 

could account for the observed outcomes. The first might involve the lack of 

appropriate post-translational modifications of Integrator subunits in yeast.  Assembly 

of the Integrator complex, as all multiprotein complexes, is likely to be well regulated 

via post-translational phosphorylations, methylations, acetylations or glycosylations. 

Therefore, in the absence of these modifications, many protein-protein interactions 

between Integrator subunits might not have taken place. A second reason might be that 

interactions between subunits are complex and require more than one single binding 

partner for stability. This includes possible indirect interactions with RNAPII. It is 

currently unknown which Integrator complex protein(s) bind directly to the CTD and 

furthermore, whether additional RNAPII subunits are involved in Integrator binding or 

stabilization with the polymerase. Jeronimo et al. (2007) and Aygün et al. (2008) co-

purified Integrator subunits with the RNAPII associated proteins RPAP2, RPAP3, 

TCEA1 as well as the RNAPII subunits POLR2C and POLR2J. However, the whole 

Integrator complex was not pulled down. These findings are in favor of indirectly 

associated Integrator subunits that spatiotemporally associate with RNAPII and 

function together in snRNA 3’ end processing. However, in the majority of Integrator 

subunit co-purifications, the CTD containing POLR2A subunit was also present, 

leaving the possibility that the associations are indeed only involving RNAPII’s largest 

subunit open (Aygün et al., 2008; Baillat et al., 2005; Jeronimo et al., 2007; 

Malovannaya et al., 2010; Rappsilber et al., 2002; Shi et al., 2009). Thirdly, the fusion 

of GAL4 domains to the N-termini of Integrator proteins may have masked or sterically 

occluded the protein-protein interacting interface, preventing dimerization. Not only 

have the bait and prey proteins to interact with one another but the two GAL4 domains 

have to dimerize as well as to associate with the different promoters and factors 

involved in transcription at the yeast reporter genes. Lastly, not all of the Integrator 

subunits might have folded correctly in yeast, possibly due to the presence of the fused 
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GAL4 domains. The use of full-length proteins in Y2H assays, rather than protein 

domains or fragments, can result in domains being misfolded or unstable (Flajolet et al., 

2000; Formstecher et al., 2005; Fromont-Racine et al., 1997). It is also possible that 

domains are masked by intramolecular interactions due to the lack of activating signals 

that led to exposure of the interacting surfaces. Problems of large proteins to localize to 

the yeast nucleus where protein-protein interactions take place (Fields and Sternglanz, 

1994; Fritz and Green, 1992) could also account for the low number of Integrator 

subunit dimerizations observed in the Y2H assays. 

 

Apart from the fewer than expected stable interactions observed, reporter gene activities 

were mainly weak and/or could only be observed in one vector combination. The 

weakness of the interactions would be consistent with the absence of essential post-

translational modifications or additional factors that would otherwise intensify the 

binding strength. With regard to the observed differences between GAL4-BD and 

GAL4-AD combinations, the protein-protein interactions might depend on the 3D 

structure of the fused GAL4 domain. The 3D structure of one GAL4 domain might 

promote enough accessibility for protein dimerization and UAS binding in one fusion 

construct combination but might mask it in the other. It is also possible that Integrator 

protein folding works fine when fused to either the GAL4-BD or the GAL4-AD, 

whereas the reciprocal combination might result in misfolding or occlude the 

interaction surfaces.  

 

In two published Y2H experiments, protein-protein interactions between murine Ints1 

and Ints2 as well as human Ints9 and Ints11 were identified that were not observed in 

the Y2H assays performed in this study (Dominski et al., 2005b; Hata and Nakayama, 

2007). Both studies used different Y2H systems to that employed in this thesis. 

Therefore, the reasons discussed above most likely also apply for this difference in 

outcome. Additionally, structural differences in the murine, human and Drosophila 

Integrator subunit orthologues could result in different binding strengths or protein 

folding efficiencies in yeast that accounted for the different outcome of Y2H protein-

protein interactions of the Drosophila proteins.  
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4.3.3.2 Not all Y2H screen hits could be fully confirmed  

Of the Deflated interaction partners identified in the LexA based Y2H screen conducted 

by Hybrigenics SA, only that with Mcm2 and Dlc90F were confirmed with the GAL4 

based Y2H assays. However, in both cases, these interactions were weak and also 

worked in one GAL4 domain combination only. In contrast, interactions between 

Deflated and Cher or Dp1 were not observed using the GAL4-based Matchmaker 

pGBKT7 and pGADT7 system.  

 

The difference in the outcome between the Y2H screen and the Y2H assays most likely 

arises from the different Y2H systems used. Firstly, reporter gene promoter binding is 

achieved through two different binary transcripition factors. In the Hybrigenics Y2H 

screen, the E. coli LexA binding domain was fused to the prey vectors (cDNA library) 

whereas the adapter domain fused to Deflated as bait was B42 (Hybrigenics SA) which 

is commonly used in LexA systems (Van Criekinge and Beyaert, 1999). In contrast, in 

the Y2H assays protein fusions employed GAL4-binding and -adapter domains. It is 

possible that the 3D structures of the two transcription factors might favour or hinder 

protein-protein interactions or promoter binding differently. Influences in protein 

folding might also be a cause. Secondly, the use of yeast host cells containing different 

promoters, reporter genes and mutations also contribute to the outcome of Y2H 

experiments. The yeast host cells used in the Y2H screen and assays both contained 

reporter genes that enable growth on medium lacking Histidine in the case of a protein-

protein interaction. The HIS3 auxotrophy marker is in both cases used to detect weak 

protein-protein interactions and is known to have a relatively high sensitivity that can 

result in false positives (reviewed in Van Criekinge and Beyaert, 1999). Therefore, 

additional reporter genes are used to reduce this possibility. In the Hybrigenics Y2H 

screen, positive interactors were further identified via medium containing X-Gal. In the 

LexA system, LacZ (responsible for colour development in the presence of X-Gal) is 

commonly encoded on a high copy-number plasmid in yeast host cells (the Hybrigenics 

host strain is confidential) and therefore is superior for detection of weak interactions 

compared to the GAL4 system (Van Criekinge and Beyaert, 1999). In contrast, in this 

study the AH109 yeast host cell of the Matchmaker system was employed. This strain 

enables yeast to grow on medium lacking Adenine in the case of strong protein-protein 

interactions, helping to gain more insights into the strength of the interaction. It was 

expected that in the GAL4 based Y2H assays weak protein-protein interactions between 
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Deflated and the Y2H screen hits would result in growth on medium lacking Histidine 

similarly to these seen in the Hybrigenics Y2H screen. This was true for Mcm2 and 

Dlc90F. However, the fact that the interactions between Deflated and Cher or Dp1 were 

not confirmed could arise from differences in the promoters or other features of the 

yeast host cells and therefore need further investigation with different approaches i.e. 

pairwise Co-immunoprecipitations with proteins being expressed with insect cell 

extract systems to ensure Drosophila-like post-transcriptional modifications. 

Alternatively, several of the singleton clones may simply be artefacts and not reflect 

true in vivo protein-protein binding behaviour. 

 

4.3.4 Summary 

Taken together, although few Deflated interactors were identified by Y2H assays, the 

results presented in this chapter point towards Deflated functioning in several cellular 

processes. This includes a role in transcription of RNAPII transcribed RNAs and 

possibly a function at the mitotic spindle. Further support for multiple roles of deflated 

are based on the functional analyses of deflated by Rutkowski (2005) that could 

associate deflated with cell proliferation and cell signalling. As a next step towards 

understanding what role deflated plays on the protein level, its cellular distribution 

throughout Drosophila development was analysed by immunohistochemical antibody 

staining. 
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5.1 Introduction 

In the previous two chapters, experimentation was focussed on confirming and 

extending the findings of Baillat et al. (2005) using the Drosophila system. In analyses 

of both RNA processing in a mutant background and Y2H assays for protein-protein 

interactions of Integrator subunits, Deflated’s function was in agreement with a role in 

Integrator-dependent snRNA metabolism. However, the findings of the Hybrigenics 

Y2H screen indicated that Deflated might not act exclusively as a member of Integrator 

but may also participate in other biological processes. As a step towards clarifying this 

issue, Deflated protein localization studies were initiated. The following chapter 

describes Deflated’s localization in Drosophila embryos as well as selected larval and 

adult tissues. The aim of these investigations was to identify the developmental stages, 

tissues and cell types that Deflated is specifically expressed in. With cells being more 

and more restricted throughout development towards a certain fate, the spatiotemporal 

distribution of Deflated was anticipated to shed light into the internal cellular processes 

common to Deflated positive tissues. 

 

5.2 Results 

5.2.1 Anti-Deflated antibody generation and specificity tests 

As no anti-Deflated antibody was available for protein localization studies, we initiated 

production of a polyclonal antibody that would specifically bind to the Deflated protein. 

In an initial attempt, a polyclonal antibody (Washington Biotechnology, Inc.) was 

raised against a synthetic peptide (amino acid sequence: KQQVHHAIRRALDSH) 

corresponding to amino acids 138-152 of full-length Deflated. Although this sequence 

was predicted to have high antigenicity, this initial approach failed to produce antisera 

capable of specifically recognizing Deflated by either Western blotting or 

immunohistochemistry, despite significant effort (data not shown). In a second attempt, 

a polyclonal antibody was raised in rabbits against a N-terminal Deflated fragment (aa 

1-370) generated in E. coli and purified against a His-tagged fusion (GenScript Co., 

section 2.6). An N-terminal fragment was chosen for two reasons. Firstly, antibodies 

binding in this region were expected to recognize both mutant (Defl
Z
, Defl

L
 and Defl

P
) 

as well as wild-type Deflated. Secondly, this fragment was predicted to form a discrete 

and stable domain (Metaxia Vlassi, personal communication) and therefore overcome 
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instability issues experienced during full-length Deflated expression in E. coli (data not 

shown).  

 

5.2.1.1 Western blot confirmation of antibody specificity 

To confirm specificity of the anti-Deflated polyclonal antibody raised against the 1-370 

amino acid Deflated fragment, Western blot analyses were performed. As the tissue 

with the highest deflated mRNA levels is the adult germline  (Chintapalli et al., 2007), 

female ovaries were chosen as the protein source. Extractions were performed on wild-

type females (data not shown) or females expressing a Deflated::GFP fusion protein 

(nanos>defl::GFP
BI1

). To increase oocyte production, young females were cultured 

along with males on fly food supplemented with extra yeast. After two days, ovaries 

were dissected and extracted proteins subjected to Western blotting (section 2.7). Figure 

5.1 shows Western blots probed with antibodies against GFP and Deflated. The 

Deflated::GFP fusion protein (139 kDa) was detected with both the anti-GFP and the 

anti-Deflated antibody, confirming that the Deflated antibody recognizes the Deflated 

protein. This 139 kDa band was not observed in protein extracted from wild-type flies 

(data not shown). Unfortunately, endogenous Deflated (112 kDa) could not be readily 

identified due to the presence of cross-reacting bands of a similar size. To confirm 

equal protein loading per lane, membranes were re-probed with anti-α-tubulin (Figure 

5.1). 

 

5.2.1.2 Immunohistochemical control experiments  

The demonstrated specificity of the polyclonal anti-Deflated antibody on Western blots 

opened the possibility to investigate Deflated’s cellular localization in Drosophila 

tissues via immunofluorescence confocal microscopy. In a first step towards studying 

Deflated’s localization in vivo, selected tissues were subjected to immunostaining with 

pre-immune serum taken prior to the Deflated protein innoculation from the animals to 

be immunized. The intent was to rule out non-specific binding of the secondary 

antibody used for immunofluorescent detection and background staining arising from 

pre-existing cross-reacting antibodies present in the rabbit sera. All experimental 

procedures were performed on wild-type (w
1118

) tissues in the same way as for anti-

Deflated treatments (section 2.8) using pre-immune serum instead of anti-Deflated 

(both at a concentration of 1:200).  
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                   1A              2A              3A          1B            2B             3B     
  

 
 
 

Figure 5.1: Western blot confirmation of Deflated antigen recognition 

 

Western blot of nanos>defl::GFP
BI1

 ovaries of young females. Equal volumes of homogenized 

protein were loaded per lane. Membranes were incubated with (1A) anti-GFP, (2A) anti-

Deflated or (3A) mock treated before incubation with a secondary anti-rabbit antibody and ECL 

detection. The membranes were stripped and re-probed with (1B and 2B) anti-α-Tubulin or 

(3B) mock treated to test for equal protein loading (53 kDa band of α-Tubulin) and protein 

integrity. Deflated::GFP (139 kDa, arrow) was detected with both the anti-GFP and the anti-

Deflated antibody, confirming that the polyclonal antibody recognizes the Deflated protein. 

This 139 kDa band was not observed in protein extracted from wild-type (data not shown). 

Endogenous Deflated (112 kDa, orange arrow) could not be unambigously identified because of 

the presence of cross reacting bands of a similar size. Anti-Deflated only worked on western 

blots at high concentrations (1:50 dilution of 0.35 mg/ml stock solution) and with long exposure 

times (over 45 minutes). In contrast to this, the anti-α-Tubulin control antibody required only a 

2 minute exposure (1:2,000 dilution of 1 mg/ml stock solution) using identical ECL reagents 

and conditions. 
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Figure 5.2 shows the background staining patterns generated with the pre-immune 

serum in embryos, third instar larval brains and the male and female reproductive 

systems which were the main objects of Deflated protein localization studies (detailed 

below). Although the pre-immune serum generated signals in those tissues, the staining 

pattern was extremely weak in comparison to the immune serum and did not reflect the 

patterns of the anti-Deflated antibody. In embryos between stage 8 and 13, the pre-

immune serum weakly stained structures in the embryonic head and along the ventral 

midline. These structures were not detected in this pattern with anti-Deflated antisera 

(section 5.2.2.1). In third instar larval brains minor staining was seen in the central 

brain, again in a region where anti-Deflated antisera did not stain. In ovaries incubated 

with the pre-immune serum, weak staining could be seen along plasma membranes, in 

the cytosol of some early egg chambers and the germarium. Besides the staining in the 

germarium, these structures were not observed using the anti-Deflated polyclonal 

antibody. In the male reproductive system, inconsistent staining at the distal ends of 

male accessory glands and testis were observed. Taken together, the control studies 

using pre-immune serum indicated that cross-reacting signals were of very low intensity 

and of a different pattern compared to the high intensity Deflated-specific staining 

pattern (described in the following sections).  

 

5.2.2 Immunohistochemical localization of Deflated throughout embryonic and 

larval development 

Embryos were chosen as the first developmental stage to investigate Deflated’s staining 

pattern for two reasons. Firstly, the deflated mRNA expression pattern in embryos had 

been described in detail previously (Rutkowski and Warren, 2009). Therefore, a similar 

distribution of anti-Deflated staining would further confirm the specificity of the 

antibody. Secondly, the microarray data from Arbeitman et al. (2002, Appendix A) 

indicated that significant deflated expression occurs throughout embryogenesis and 

therefore should result in a good signal to noise ratio in fluorescent images. Indeed, the 

anti-Deflated antibody was found to work well for immunohistochemistry and stained 

embryos in a similar pattern as this observed in in-situ hybridisations. The following 

sections will describe the embryonic cell types that show the highest Deflated signal. 

Subsequent developmental stages including larval brains, trachea and imaginal discs as 

well as adult reproductive tissues (section 5.3) were also examined to further 

characterize the developmental expression profile of Deflated. 
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Figure 5.2: Control staining of tissues used for Deflated localization studies 

 

Maximum intensity projections (MIP) of confocal optical stacks taken from wild-type whole 

mount embryos or tissues of other developmental stages. (A, stage 8 embryo; B, stage 13 

embryo) Pre-immune serum (red) staining in embryos shows some weak staining on the ventral 

surface. (C, third instar larval brain) The pre-immune serum results in weak background 

staining in the axons of the central brain. (D-E, ovarioles) The pre-immune serum also shows 

weak cross-reaction in the germarium (ge). Low levels of general staining also appears at the 

plasma membranes and the cytosol of early egg chambers. (F, male reproductive system) Some 

background staining was also observed with the pre-immune serum in male accessory glands 

and the distal part of the testis. Anterior is to the left. Scale bars are 50 µm (white) and 100 µm 

(blue). 
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5.2.2.1 Deflated localization in early embryos 

Deflated localization could not be ascertained in stage 1 embryos, when nuclei are still 

positioned centrally, due to strong yolk auto-fluoresecence. However, in late embryonic 

stage 2 (after mitosis 8; Figure 5.3A), shortly after nuclei start to migrate towards the 

periphery of the embryo, Deflated staining was first detected within all nuclei. 

Additionally, Deflated was detected in a punctuate staining pattern between nuclei 

possibly indicative of a centrosome localization. Unfortunately, co-staining with anti-γ-

Tubulin was unsuccessful in embryos and could be only achieved in ovaries (section 

5.2.3.2), leaving it highly likely but unconfirmed that Deflated also localizes to 

embryonic centrosomes. The remaining Deflated signals found in stage 2 embryos was 

consistent with yolk protein auto-fluorescence (data not shown). The first well-defined 

localization of Deflated is evident after cellularization in stage 5 embryos where it 

ubiquitously co-localizes with DNA to all nuclei, including the pole cells at the 

posterior end of the embryo (Figure 5.3B). In all subsequent developmental stages, 

Deflated is found predominantly in the nucleus, consistent with its role in snRNA 

processing. However, while Deflated is also ubiquitously nuclear localized in 

embryonic stage 6 and 7 (data not shown), it’s distribution changes significantly at 

embryonic stage 8, the final phase of gastrulation (detailed below).  

 

5.2.2.2 Deflated stains neuroblasts, ganglion mother cells and subsets of glia in the 

developing CNS 

The immunohistochemical examination of Deflated’s localization in embryos from 

gastrulation onwards revealed a gradual restriction of expression from ubiquitous to a 

tissue and cell-specific pattern. The first cell clusters that showed an increase in 

Deflated signal relative to other cells correspond to the two neurogenic regions of the 

developing CNS (Figure 5.3C-E). This is in agreement with deflated’s mRNA in-situ 

hybridisations described by Rutowski and Warren (2009), where the neurogenic regions 

were also seen to the be the first tissues with up-regulated deflated mRNA expression. 

In the following stages (stages 10-17), Deflated’s expression pattern follows the well 

defined pattern characteristics of CNS development. While the ventral neuroectoderm 

(VNE) gives rise to the ventral nerve cord (VNC), the procephalic neuroectoderm 

(PNE) in the head develops into the laval brain hemispheres. These structures 

contribute the adult thoracico-abdominal ganglion and the supraesophageal ganglion of 
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Figure 5.3: Deflated localizes to all nuclei of early embryos 

 

Wild-type embryos labeled with anti-Deflated (red) and (A-B'') ToPro3 (blue) to visualize 

DNA. (A-A', lateral view, stage 2, 256 cell stage embryo) Weak Deflated staining could be 

identified in all embryonic nuclei from early cleavage stages onwards. (B-B'', lateral view, 

stage 5) At the cellular blastoderm stage all nuclei, including those of the pole cells (PO), 

showed co-localization of Deflated and ToPro3. (C, stage 8 embryo, ventral view; D, stage 8, 

ventrolateral view, dorsal up; E, stage 9, dorsolateral view). The Deflated (red) staining pattern 

from stage 8 onwards increased in the developing procephalic and ventral neuroectoderm of the 

CNS (PNE and VNE, respectively). All images are MIPs of confocal stacks. Anterior is to the 

left. Scale bars are 50 µm (white). 
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the CNS, respectively. For simplicity, Deflated expression in the developing VNC will 

be described first, followed by the investigations of Deflated staining in the developing 

brain. 

 

5.2.2.2.1 Deflated in the VNC 

Over the last decades, intensive work in the dissection of the cellular differentiation in 

the developing VNE of Drosophila resulted in the generation of maps that follow the 

fate of individual CNS cells as they mature (Beckervordersandforth et al., 2008; 

Bossing et al., 1996; Doe, 1992; Goodman and Doe, 1993; Ito et al., 1995; Schmidt et 

al., 1997; Wheeler et al., 2006). These maps are based on the combination of gene 

expression patterns, cellular positions and cell sizes, their migration and the assignment 

of the progeny of a cell lineage. This literature was used to identify the cell types that 

strongly stained for Deflated mainly by co-staining using publicly available antibodies 

that recognize well characterized cell specific markers (Table 2.7).  

 

As the first cells to be specified within the VNE are neuroblasts (NBs) and 

neuroglioblasts (also referred to as NBs), Deflated’s localization in these cells was 

analyzed first. NBs feature a larger size compared to the surrounding epidermoblasts 

and anti-Deflated staining was observed to be stronger in NBs than in the cells destined 

to become the ventral epidermis (Figure 5.4A). Co-staining with the early delaminating 

NB marker anti-Hunchback (Hb) confirmed the presence of Deflated in VNE NBs 

(Figure 5.4A-A''). To verify Deflated’s expression relative to the complete array of 

VNE cells, co-staining for the posterior segment boundary marker Engrailed/Invected 

(En/Inv) was conducted (Figure 5.4B-C'). Deflated-positive NBs were found in the 

three thoracic segments and the nine abdominal segments comprising the entire region 

of the VNE. 

 

In addition to VNE NBs, anti-HB also stains progeny of early delaminating NBs 

including ganglion mother cells (GMCs) that further divide to produce neuronal and/or 

glial cells. GMCs themselves are produced through asymmetrical NB divisions that 

generate another NB and a GMC which is pushed internally. As anti-HB staining only 

labels early delaminating NBs and their progeny, anti-Prospero (Pros) staining was used 

to visualize the complete array of GMCs and additionally new-born neurons (Figure 

5.5). The observed co-localization of Deflated and Pros indicates that Deflated 
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Figure 5.4: Deflated stains neuroblasts of the CNS  
 

Embryos were double-labeled with anti-Deflated (red) and either (A-A'') anti-Hunchback (Hb, 

green) or (B-C'') anti-Engrailed/Invected (En/Inv, green). (A-A'', early stage 10 embryo, 

ventral view) Deflated co-localized with Hb to NBs in the developing CNS. Weaker staining 

was seen in epidermoblasts (epi) and the ventral midline (ml). (B-B'', stage 11 embryo, lateral 

view, dorsal up; C-C', stage 11 embryo, ventrolateral view, dorsal up). Deflated localized to all 

CNS neuromeres. Posterior segment boundaries were labeled by anti-En/Inv staining. Deflated 

was also be seen in nuclei of the extraembryonic amnioserosa (am), the epidermis (epi), cells of 

the developing dorsal vessel (dv) and the tracheal placodes (tp) of the developing tracheal 

system. The strongly stained head epidermis (h-epi), which partly overlaps with the PNE, starts 

to invaginate through the stomodeum (sto) at stage 12. Posterior segment boundaries are 

indicated for truncal segments (labial (lb), maxillary (mx), and mandibular (mn) segments, 

thoracic segment 1 (T1), abdominal segment 1 (A1)) and head segments (labral segment (dorsal 

hemisphere spot: dh; labral part of the protocerebrum), lateral part of the labrum (clypeolabrum: 

cl), ocular segment/acron (head spot: hs; ocular part of the protocerebrum), antennal segment 

(as; deutocerebrum), intercalary segment (is; tritocerebrum)). All images are MIPs of confocal 

stacks. Anterior is to the left. Scale bars are 50 µm. 
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Figure 5.5: Deflated localizes to ganglion mother cells and early-born neurons 

 

Embryonic CNS stained with anti-Deflated (red) and anti-Prospero (Pros, green) (A-A'', stage 

13 embryo, ventral view; B-D'', higher magnifications at different depths/levels of the area 

shown in A''). Deflated and Pros co-localize to GMCs and early-born neurons (yellow in 

merged images A'', C'' and D''). Deflated and Pros also co-localize to subsets median 

neuroblast (MNB) progenies in the ventral midline. Deflated positive and anti-Pros negative 

cells likely correspond to post-embryonic NBs (pNB). (D-D'') Anti-Deflated was not observed 

to stain longitudinal glia (LG). All images are MIPs of confocal stacks. Anterior is to the left. 

Scale bars are 50 µm (white) and 20 γm (yellow). 
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continues to be expressed in GMCs after the NB divisions. In addition to GMCs, anti-

Pros also stains subsets of median neuroblast (MNB) progenies located in the ventral 

midline of the CNS. These cells also co-stained for Deflated. Additional confirmation 

of Deflated’s localization to MNB cells was achieved with anti-En/Inv and anti-

Deflated co-staining, although the deeper cell layers in the midline were observed to 

stain very poorly using anti-En/Inv (Figure 5.6). In contrast, Deflated was not detected 

in mature neurons, as double labelling with anti-Deflated and the neuronal marker anti-

Elav did not show co-localization in the VNE or midline (Figure 5.6A-A''). 

 

Although anti-Deflated staining was not found to localize to neuronal NB progenies, it 

was observed in a subset of glial cells within both the VNE and the ventral midline 

(Figure 5.7). The lateral glia of the VNE were marked by anti-Reversed polarity (Repo) 

staining. In order to distinguish one cell type from the other, anti-BP102 staining was 

used for labeling the longitudinal and transverse connectives of the VNC to gain 

positional information for comparisons with published glial cell maps 

(Beckervordersandforth et al., 2008; Ito et al., 1995). At embryonic stage 16, anti-

Deflated positive cells comprised subsets of surface associated glia, including the 

Ventral Lateral subperineurial glia (VL-SPG) and Lateral Ventral subperineurial glia 

(LV-SPG), as well as ventral channel glia (V-CG) (Figure 5.7C-D''). Deflated’s 

presence in V-CGs was also observed at stage 16 through the co-staining with anti-

En/Inv (Figure 5.6B''). However, Deflated was not seen to be expressed in V-CGs at 

embryonic stage 13, whereas the other lateral surface glia were anti-Deflated positive at 

this stage.  

 

Glial cells localized at the ventral midline only comprise the midline glia (MG), which 

were also found to express Deflated (Figure 5.7B-B''). MG can be identified by anti-

Runt staining which marks anterior MG (AMG) until at least stage 13 and all MG from 

stage 16 onwards after the posterior MG (PMG) die via apoptosis. At stage 15, Deflated 

was found to localize to all anti-Runt labeled MG (Figure 5.7E-F''). This was further 

confirmed by the position of the Deflated expressing MG compared to anti-BP102 

staining as well as co-staining with anti-wrapper (Figure 5.7B', E'-F'' and data not 

shown). As observed for the MNB progeny, PMG could not be clearly identified by 

anti-En/Inv staining due to a lack of intensity in the deeper cell layers of the embryo 

(data not shown).  
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Figure 5.6: Deflated expression continues in the VNE and the head ectoderm of late embryos 

 

Wild-type embryos labeled with anti-Deflated (red), anti-En/Inv (green), and anti-Elav (blue). 

(A-A'', stage 13 embryo, ventrolateral view) Deflated co-localized with En/Inv to NBs, GMCs, 

glia, as well as to progeny of the MNB, but not to mature neurons expressing Elav (blue). 

Deflated was also expressed in the VNE, the tracheal  tree (trt) and the head epidermis (h-epi) 

but not other epidermal cells. (B-B'', stage 16 embryo, ventral view) Embryo stained with anti-

Deflated (red) and anti-En/Inv (green). Deflated and En/Inv co-localized to MNB progeny and 

ventral channel glia (V-CG) that lay posterior to En/Inv positive VUM interneurons (iVUM). 

(B) Deflated marked ectodermal cells that invaginated throughout head involution including 

cells of the atrium (at), pharynx (ph) and the salivary duct (sd). All images are MIPs of confocal 

stacks. Anterior is to the left. Scale bars are 50 µm. 
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Figure 5.7: Deflated localizes to subsets of embryonic glial cells 

 

(see next page for description) 
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Figure 5.7 (previous page): Deflated localizes to subsets of embryonic glial cells 

 

Staining with anti-Deflated (red) shows localization to glial cells in wild-type embryos (A-A''; 
stage 13 embryo, ventrolateral view) Deflated co-localizes with the glial marker Reversed 

polarity (Repo, green) to a subset of subperineural glia (SPG). At this stage, Deflated does not 

stain ventral channel glia (V-CG). Undetermined glia in the brain are indicated (arrow head). 

(B-B''; stage 15 embryo, ventral view) Embryo labeled with anti-Deflated (red) and the axon 

marker BP102 (green) which markes the anterior and posterior commisures (ac and pc, 

respectively). Deflated stains midline glia (MG) that wrap ac and pc. Additional Deflated-

positive midline cells in lateral position anterior to the ac could not be identified (*). Strong 

Deflated expression was also seen in the middle midgut (mmg). (C-C'', stage 15 embryo, 

ventrolateral view; D-D'', higher magnifications of the area shown in C) Embryo stained with 

anti-Deflated (red). To identify and localize specific glia cells, embryos were also stained with 

anti-Repo and anti-BP102 that were co-detected with the same secondary antibody (green). 

Deflated and Repo co-localize to surface associated glia including the Ventral Lateral SPG (VL-

SPG) and Lateral Ventral SPG (LV-SPG), ventral channel glia (V-CG) as well as exit and 

peripheral glia (EG/PG). (E-F'', stage 15 embryo, ventral view; F-F'', higher magnifications of 

the area shown in E) Embryo was stained with anti-Deflated (red), anti-BP102 (blue) and anti-

Runt (green). Deflated co-localizes with Runt to midline glia (MG). All images are MIPs of 

confocal stacks. Anterior is to the left. Scale bars are 50 µm (white) and 20 µm (yellow). 
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Apart from CNS glia, Deflated staining was observed in subsets of exit and peripheral 

glia that belong to the PNS (Figure 5.7 C). Here, Deflated was observed to co-localize 

to some Repo-positive cells that follow peripheral axons. As a confirmation, those 

axons were marked by either anti-Neuroglian or anti-Futsch, which co-localized with 

anti-Deflated staining (data not shown). However, Deflated did not stain the entire 

range of peripheral glia and was not seen in cells of peripheral sense organs (data not 

shown).  

 

Apart from the specialized cells described above, Deflated stained nuclei of some Hb-, 

Pros- and Repo-negative cells that were mainly located at the surface of the VNE and 

the ventral midline at late embryonic stages (Figure 5.7B', F' and 5.5C''). Some likely 

represent post-embryonic NBs that cease proliferation until early larval stages (Figure 

5.5C'', 5.7B and E). This is in agreement with the examination of post-embryonic anti-

Deflated staining in third instar larval brains that shows that the Deflated expression 

pattern observed at the end of embryogenesis continues in the larval VNC (Figure 5.8). 

During larval development, the VNC condenses, the majority of abdominal VNC cells 

undergo apoptosis and the remaining VNC cells become the adult thoracico-abdominal 

ganglion after metamorphosis (Page and Olofsson, 2008). Massive postembryonic cell 

proliferation takes place in the thoracic neuromeres (Hartenstein, 1993) and this is also 

the area where strong anti-Deflated staining was seen (Figure 5.8). In the third instar 

larval VNC, Deflated strongly localized to SPG, V-CG and MG (Figure 5.8A-D''). 

Additionally, weaker Deflated signals were detected in some peripheral glia (Figure 

5.8C-C''). This indicates that until at least late larval stages, Deflated first localizes to 

VNE NBs and GMCs and then becomes mainly restricted to subsets of glia that 

together contribute the blood-brain barrier.  

 

5.2.2.2.2 Deflated staining in the embryonic PNE 

In concert with the development of the VNE, cells in the embryonic head become 

specified for a neuronal destiny. The cell types in which anti-Deflated staining was 

observed were identified by co-localization studies based on well established neuronal 

markers for embryonic brain NBs and other cells (Table 2.8) (Sprecher et al., 2007; 

Urbach and Technau, 2003a; Urbach and Technau, 2003b; Urbach and Technau, 2004). 

As the processes that underlie the development of the brain hemispheres are similar to 

those in the VNC it was anticipated that the same cell types would strongly express 
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Figure 5.8: Deflated localizes to subsets of glial cells in third instar larval brains 
 

MIPs of frontal confocal sections of third instar wild-type larval brains. (A-A'' dorsal view) 

Overview of the whole brain with MIPs of medial optical sections. Anti-Deflated (red) and anti-

Repo (green) co-localize to subsets of glial cells (merged image in A'') including those of the 

optic stalk (OSG). Deflated does not localize to epithelial glia (EPG), marginal glia (MaG) and 

medulla glia (MeG) of the optic lobes. (B-D'') Higher magnification of the VNC area shown in 

A. More dorsal (B-B'') and more ventral (C-C'') MIPs show Deflated (red) co-localization with 

Repo (green) to subperineurial glia (SPG), ventral channel glia (V-CG) and peripheral glia (PG) 

(merged images in B'' and C''). (D-D'') MIPs of medial confocal sections stained with anti-

Deflated (red) and anti-Runt (green). Deflated localizes to midline glia. Anterior is to the left. 

Scale bars are 50 µm 
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Deflated. The following section details Deflated’s distribution within the developing 

PNE and its associated structures. 

 

From embryonic stage 8 onwards, anti-Deflated staining increased in the pregnathal 

head starting in mitotic domains B and 9, from which the first PNE NBs emerge (Foe, 

1989; Urbach et al., 2003) (Figure 5.3C-E). In order to analyse the extent of Deflated 

expression between stages 8 and 11, anti-En/Inv co-staining was used to visualize 

posterior ectodermal head segment boundaries (Figure 5.4B-C'). When examining the 

pregnathal segments, Deflated was observed to strongly localize to the intercalary 

segment (tritocerebrum), the antennal segment (deutocerebrum), the ocular segment or 

acron (ocular part of the protocerebrum) as well as the labral segment (labral part of the 

protocerebrum) which stains positive for anti-En/Inv from stage 11 onwards (Urbach 

and Technau, 2003b).  

 

Similar to the VNE, Deflated’s localization to NBs of the PNE were confirmed by co-

staining with well established NB markers. In the PNE, the majority of NBs at stages 11 

through 15 can be labelled by anti-Hb, anti-Runt, anti-Wingless and anti-Dachshund 

staining (Sprecher et al., 2007; Urbach and Technau, 2003a). Co-staining with these 

markers confirmed Deflated’s localization to NBs that contribute to the brain 

hemispheres (Figure 5.4A-A'' and data not shown). Furthermore, as in the VNE, anti-

Deflated co-localized with anti-Pros staining to GMCs and early neurons as well as to a 

subgroup of surface glial cells that co-label with anti-Repo (Figure 5.7A'' and data not 

shown). In respect to CNS development, this PNE pattern of anti-Deflated staining was 

observed to persist until the third instar larval stage, where Deflated was identified to be 

expressed in the same cell types (Figure 5.8 and 5.9). The strongest staining was 

observed in SPG which build the blood-brain barrier. This observation was confirmed 

by double labelling using anti-Deflated and anti-Repo antibodies (Figure 5.9A-B''). 

Some of those anti-Deflated positive glia on the brain surface were also labelled by 

nervana 2 driven expression of GFP (nrv2>GFP), which mark glial septa and cortex 

glia (Figure 5.9C-C') (Hartenstein, 2011; Pereanu et al., 2005). Deflated did not co-

localize with nrv2>GFP to deeper layers of cortex and/or neuropil glia (Figure 5.9C'). 

Other anti-Deflated positive cells within the larval brain belonged to the developing 

optic lobes that could be traced back to embryonic stages. 
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Figure 5.9: Deflated localizes to surface glial cells and proliferation zones in third instar larval 

brain hemispheres 

 

Anti-Deflated staining (red) in third instar larval brains. (A-A'') Frontal confocal section of the 

dorsal surface of third instar larval brain hemisphere. As in the VNC, Deflated co-localizes with 

Repo (green) to subperineurial glia (SPG). (B-B'') More ventral optical sections of the brain 

shown in A. Deflated (red) localizes to the outer (OPC) and inner proliferation centers (IPC) of 

the optic lobes but not to neuropil glia marked by anti-Repo staining (green). (C-C’) Dorsal and 

more ventral confocal sections of a brain hemisphere stained with anti-Deflated (red) and 

nrv2>GFP (green) which labels glial septa, cortex and neuropil glia in the brain. Deflated co-

localizes with GFP to glial septa and subsets of cortex glial cells (CoG) at the surface but not to 

neuropil glia. Deflated staining in the OPC and IPC are indicated. (D) Third instar larval brain 

double stained with anti-Deflated (red) and anti-Fascilin 3 (green) shows co-localization to the 

IPC. All images are MIPs of confocal stacks. Anterior is to the left. Scale bars are 20 µm. 
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5.2.2.3 Deflated localizes to the developing optic lobes 

Weak embryonic anti-Deflated staining was observed in the developing optic lobes that 

derive from neural progenitors from ectodermal cell clusters in the medial head domain 

(Dumstrei et al., 1998). Development of the optic lobes starts posterior to the VNE in 

the dorsolaterally positioned optic placodes (stage 11) (reviewed in Meinertzhagen and 

Hanson, 1993). In the following stages (stages 12 and 13), the optic placodes invaginate 

and subsequently incorporate ventrally into the brain hemispheres as optic lobe 

primordia. The invaginated optic lobe primordia can be visualized by anti-Fasciclin 2 

(Fas2) staining. Double-labelling with anti-Fas2 and anti-Deflated demonstrated 

Deflated’s presence in embryonic optic lobes at stage 13, although those cells did not 

stain strongly with anti-Deflated at this stage (Figure 5.10A)  

 

Examination of third instar larval brains revealed Deflated to be highly expressed in the 

proliferation zones of the optic lobes and their dendritic arborisations (Figure 5.8 and 

5.9). The proliferation centers lie within the outer and inner optic anlagen (OPC and 

IPC, respectively) and contain NBs that divided several times throughout the first and 

second instar larval stages (Hofbauer and Campos-Ortega, 1990). From second instar 

larval stage onwards, these NBs divide to form GMCs that then contribute the neurons 

and glial cells of the lamina and distal medulla cortex (OPC) or the lobula cortex (IPC). 

Deflated’s localization to the IPC was demonstrated via co-staining with anti-Fasciclin 

3 (Fas3) (Figure 5.9D). Deflated expression in the optic lobes was not observed in 

internal cortex or neuropil glia or neurons labelled with anti-Repo and anti-Elav, 

respectively (Figure 5.9B'' and data not shown). However, anti-Deflated and anti-Repo 

co-staining revealed Deflated localization to optic stalk glia that migrate to the attached 

eye-antennal imaginal disc (Figure 5.8A-A'') (Choi and Benzer, 1994; Murakami et al., 

2007). 

 

5.2.2.4 Deflated stains the head ectoderm and its derivatives (i.e. the foregut)  

In addition to cells that contribute to the Drosophila CNS, the embryonic localization 

studies revealed that Deflated expression persists in ectodermal cells of the embryonic 

head after NB delamination (Figure 5.4). This is in contrast to truncal epidermoblasts 

that stained weakly with anti-Deflated at stage 5 but stop being Deflated-positive 

shortly after stage 11 (Figure 5.6A). Throughout midembryogenesis (stages 10-15), the 

epidermal cells of the gnathal and pre-gnathal segments become internalized through 
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Figure 5.10: Anti-Deflated strongly stains developing epithelia 

 

Anti-Deflated staining (red) strongly localizes to developing epithelia. (A, early stage 13 

embryo, dorsal view) Deflated (red) and Fasciclin 2 (green) co-localize to cells of the optic lobe 

(ol). ol Deflated expression was below that of the strongly stained head ectoderm. Strong anti-

Deflated staining was seen in the dorsal vessel (dv) and lower in the brain (br). (B and C, stage 

16 embryo, lateral view, dorsal up) (B, single lateral optical section) Anti-Deflated (red) 

staining co-localizes with the apical surface marker anti-Crumbs (green) to salivary glands. 

Strong anti-Deflated staining in the brain (br), middle midgut (mmg) and VNC are indicated. 

(C, MIP of median optical sections) Embryo double stained with anti-Deflated (red) and the 

DNA marker ToPro3 (blue). Anti-Deflated stains the pharynx (ph), cells of the subesopheal 

ganglion (sub), proventriculus (pv), the brain (br), the VNC and the mmg. The anterior tip of the 

dorsal vessel (dv) attaches to the frontal sac (fs) section of the dorsal pouch (dp). (D-D', stage 

13 embryo, lateral view, dorsal up) Anti-Deflated strongly stained the dorsal vessel and the head 

ectoderm that participates in head involution to contribute the foregut. Deflated (red) and En/Inv 

(green) co-localize to the dorsal ridge (dr) that directs head involution. Posterior segment 

boundaries are indicated for truncal segments (labial (lb), maxillary (mx), and mandibular (mn) 

segments, and the clypeolabrum (cl). Deflated also strongly stains the tracheal system including 

the dorsal longitudinal tracheal trunk (dtl), transverse connectives (tc) and areas around the 

posterior spiracles (ps). The tracheal branches follow the posterior boundaries of the preceding 

segment, labeled by anti-En/Inv staining. (E, MIP of surface sections of the embryo shown in B 

and C) Deflated (red) expression was seen in the tracheal tree (trt) and around the posterior 

spiracles (ps). Nuclei are visualized by the DNA marker ToPro3 (blue). Anterior is to the left. 

All images are MIPs of confocal stacks. Scale bars are 50 µm. 
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the process of head involution that mainly results in the formation of the foregut. Strong 

anti-Deflated staining was observed in cells that follow these cell movements (Figure 

5.4, 5.6A, 5.10; stages 12-15). 

  

At the most posteroventral end of the head, the posterior cells of the gnathal segments 

move dorsally and fuse to form the dorsal ridge, which is thought to form the leading 

edge of head involution (Figure 5.10) (reviewed in VanHook and Letsou, 2008). This 

structure was amongst the strongest Deflated-expressing cell clusters at the time of 

germ band retraction (stage 12). Deflated’s expression in cells of the dorsal ridge was 

confirmed by co-staining with anti-En/Inv staining (Figure 5.10D-D').  

 

Until stage 15, cells that lie anterior to the dorsal ridge internalize through the 

stomodeum, thereby forming the foregut and larval head structures (Figure 5.10B-D' 

and data not shown). The most anterior Deflated positive structure seen at the end of 

head involution (stage 16) was the larval atriopharyngeal cavity (atrium), identified by 

positional comparisons with figures displayed in Hartenstein (1993) and Poulson (1950) 

(Figure 5.6B). Strong anti-Deflated staining was also seen in the pharynx and 

esophagus that join the atrium posteriorly, as well as the salivary glands that attach 

between the atrium and pharynx via the also Deflated-positive salivary ducts (Figure 

5.10B-C) (Jürgens and Hartenstein, 1993; Younossi-Hartenstein et al., 1993). Co-

staining with anti-Crumbs confirmed that the anti-Deflated positive cells belong to the 

epithelium of the alimentary canal (Figure 5.10B and data not shown). Deflated 

expression in those involuted cells was observed until late larval stages where anti-

Deflated continued to strongly stain the atrium and with intermediate levels the salivary 

glands (Figure 5.11A-C'').  

 

Spanning the cells of the foregut at the dorsal surface lies the dorsal pouch that also 

strongly stained with anti-Deflated at late embryogenesis (Figure 5.10C). At its 

posterior end, the dorsal pouch bears the frontal sac that includes the developing eye-

antennal imaginal discs (Jürgens and Hartenstein, 1993). The posterior tip of the frontal 

sac connects to the anterior tip of the Drosophila heart, the mesodermally derived 

dorsal vessel that is formed during dorsal closure and was also found to strongly 

express Deflated (section 5.2.2.6). Deflated’s localization to cells that contribute to the 

dorsal pouch was confirmed by co-staining with anti-Crumbs (data not shown).  
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Figure 5.11: Larval derivatives of involuted embryonic ectoderm 

 

Anti-Deflated (red) strongly localizes to nuclei of selected larval epithelia that were 

counterstained with DAPI (blue). (A-A', atrium of a third instar larva, anterior is to the left). 

Weak anti-Deflated staining was also seen in the eye-antennal imaginal disc (EAD). (B-C', 
salivary glands of a third instar larva) Strong autorfluorescence was detected in the salivary 

duct. (D-E, trachea of a third instar larva) Deflated (red) continuous to be expressed in the larval 

tracheal tree. Autofluorescence of trachea (410-550  nm) and nuclear staining (DAPI, blue) 

confirm Deflated’s presence in tracheal nuclei. All images are MIPs of confocal stacks. Scale 

bars are 50 µm. 
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Due to variations in the anti-Deflated staining in other sections of the alimentary canal 

(i.e. proventriculus, Malphigian tubules, midgut and hindgut), Deflated’s cellular 

localization in those tissues at either late embryogenesis or larval stage could not be 

unequivocally ascertained. This also includes cells of the middle midgut that strongly 

stained with anti-Deflated at late embryogenesis but could not be readily identified at 

larval stages to continue expressing Deflated (Figure 5.7B, 5.10C' and data not shown).  

 

5.2.2.5 Anti-Deflated staining in imaginal discs 

Embryonic anti-Deflated staining indicated that Deflated might be expressed in 

developing eye-antennal discs located within the frontal sac at the end of head 

involution. Concurrent with head involution and dorsal closure, the future adult 

appendages invaginate from the lateral thoracic epidermis to give rise to the leg-, wing- 

and haltere imaginal discs (reviewed in Cohen, 1993). Although cellular markers exist 

to visualize imaginal discs in embryos, they can be readily identified visually in third 

instar larvae due to their distinctive morphology. Therefore, anti-Deflated staining was 

initiated to examine Deflated expression in those tissues in third instar larvae.  

 

In all third instar larval imaginal discs analysed, Deflated was found to be expressed in 

the cells of the peripodial membrane that covers the eye-antennal-, leg-, wing- and 

haltere discs (Figure 5.12 and 5.13). The squamous peripodial cells were not observed 

to express Deflated strongly and the staining pattern in the disc proper was close to the 

detection limit of the imaging system and possibly due to background. For the eye-

antennal discs anti-Deflated strongly stained glial cells that migrate from the optic stalk 

into the disc (Figure 5.12B''). Strong staining was also seen in a set of cells that lies 

lateral to the antennal disc and contributes adult structures of the proboscis (marked by 

an asterisk in Figure 5.12A and B). Strong anti-Deflated staining was also observed in a 

group of cells at the anterior and posterior tips of the leg disc that correspond to the 

hypodermal stalk and nerve stalk, respectively (Figure 5.13C-C''). However, the glial 

marker anti-Repo did not co-stain with anti-Deflated in these cells, leaving the identity 

of these Deflated expressing cells unclear. It is unlikely that they are neurons as 

Deflated was not seen to co-localize with the neuronal marker Elav in other regions of 

the CNS (Figure 5.6A-A'').   
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Figure 5.12: Anti-Deflated stains glial cells of the eye-antennal imaginal disc  

 

Anti-Deflated staining (red) of (A-A'') late and (B-B'') early third instar larval eye-antennal 

discs. Deflated localizes to glia (gl) in the optic stalk and the eye disc. Anti-Deflated staining 

also localized to cells at the margin of the antennal disc (*). These cells likely correspond to the 

future rostral membrane and the maxillary palpus. Weaker anti-Deflated staining was seen in 

the peripodial membrane (not shown). Deflated positive trachea (tr) are indicated in A. (B-B'')  

Double-staining with anti-Repo (green) and anti- Deflated (red) confirmed the glial identity in 

the eye- disc. All images are MIPs of confocal stacks. Anterior is downwards. Scale bars are 20 

µm. 
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Figure 5.13: Anti-Deflated stains peripodial membranes of wing-, haltere-, and leg discs 

 

Deflated (red) expressing cells of the peripodial membranes of (A-A'') wing-, (B-B'') haltere-, 

(C-C'') and leg imaginal discs. Nuclei are counterstained with DAPI (blue). (C-C'') In leg 

discs, Deflated also localizes to cells of the hypodermal stalk (hs) and nerve stalk (ns). Trachea 

(tr) that attach to imaginal discs are also anti-Deflated positive. All images are MIPs of confocal 

stacks. Anterior is downwards. Scale bars are 50 µm. 
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5.2.2.6 Deflated localizes to the dorsal vessel 

The immunohistochemical analyses of anti-Deflated staining in embryos revealed that 

anti-Deflated staining continued from the frontal sac posteriorly into cells of the dorsal 

vessel at the end of head involution. Development of the mesodermally derived dorsal 

vessel can be followed with anti-Deflated staining, starting with high levels of at the end 

of germ band extension (stage 11) in cells at the dorsal most regions of the lateral trunk 

that contribute the cardiac cells (Figure 5.4B and C). Those cells are surrounded by the 

extra-embryonic amnioserosa that also stain positive for anti-Deflated. Throughout the 

following stages of germ band retraction and dorsal closure (stage 12-15), anti-Deflated 

stained the two longitudinal rows of cardioblasts and their associated pericardial cells on 

either side of the embryo. At stage 15, the lateral stretches of cardiac cells meet at the 

dorsal midline and fuse to form the dorsal vessel at stage 16 (Figure 5.10C) (reviewed in 

Medioni et al., 2009). The anterior tip of the dorsal vessel then attaches to the frontal sac 

(dorsal pouch) (Zikova et al., 2003), and both these structures were found to show 

strong anti-Deflated staining. At the end of embryogenesis, the tubular dorsal vessel 

stretches from thoracic segment 1 (T1) to abdominal segment 7 (A7) and consists of 

cardioblasts flanked by lateral pericardial cells. Deflated was not seen to localize 

strongly to the endocrine ring gland (stretches from T2 to T3) or the hemapoietic lymph 

gland (stretches from T3 to A1) that surround the anterior part of the dorsal vessel. 

However, as Deflated’s co-localization to the dorsal vessel and appendices was not 

analyzed with appropriate cell markers (anti-Pericardin staining to label pericardial cells 

could not be established), a thorough analysis of Deflated’s cellular expression in cells 

of the Drosophila heart could not be made.  

 

5.2.2.7 Deflated localizes to the tracheal system 

From the preceeding immunofluorescence confocal microscopy analyses of Deflated 

expression in embryos, it became evident that anti-Deflated mainly stains ectodermally-

derived organs, with the heart and mesectodermal cells of the ventral midline being the 

only cells with mesodermal origin. In light of this, it was no surprise that Deflated 

positive cells were also observed in ectodermally derived cells that contribute to the 

developing tracheal system. Here, anti-Deflated staining was seen until late larval 

stages, which is in agreement with microarray data showing trachea to be among the few 

larval tissues where deflated mRNA was not down-regulated (Chintapalli et al., 2007).  
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From embryonic stage 10 onwards, increasing anti-Deflated staining was seen in nuclei 

of the lateral epidermis from thoracic segment two to abdominal segment eight (Figure 

5.4B and C), corresponding to positions from where the tracheal placodes arise. 

Deflated’s presence in those structures was confirmed by co-staining with the apical 

surface marker anti-Crumbs in stage 11 embryos (data not shown). Deflated staining in 

cells corresponding to the location of the tracheal tree was achieved by positional 

comparison with the posterior segment boundaries labelled with anti-En/Inv that lie 

anteriorly to tracheal transverse connectives of the following segment (Figure 5.4B-C'). 

However, attempts to use the late tracheal marker mAb2A12 to confirm this were 

unsuccessful due to a failure to get specific signal with this antibody (data not shown). 

 

After tracheal placode invagination and the beginning of tracheal cell migrations (stage 

11) the Deflated staining pattern corresponded to the branching of the developing 

tracheal tree. Figure 5.10D-D' shows a stage 13 embryo where the dorsal longitudinal 

tracheal trunk, transverse connectives and posterior spiracle can be clearly identified by 

anti-Deflated staining. Based on the shape of the nuclei, the Deflated-positive cells 

likely correspond to tracheal epithelial cells and also tracheolar cells, which form the 

finer tracheoles. Deflated expression continued in these cells until the end of 

embryogenesis (Figure 5.10E). At the late larval stages Deflated expression was also 

observed to follow the tracheal branching morphology (Figure 5.11D-E) and also to 

stain trachea associated with the wing and leg discs (Figure 5.13A and C). This 

indicates that tracheal cells continue to express significant levels of Deflated from 

midembryogenesis until at least the end of larval development.  

 

5.2.3 Deflated in the adult reproductive system 

Drosophila life cycle microarray expression data indicates that deflated expression is at 

the lowest level in adult stages (Arbeitman et al., 2002; Chintapalli et al., 2007). In 

contrast to earlier stages, the adult CNS only weakly expresses deflated which is 

consistent with a requirement for active cell division and proliferation with which 

deflated function was initially associated (Rutkowski, 2005). As CNS proliferation 

ceases after metamorphosis (Maurange et al., 2008), high cell proliferation rates can be 

observed in adult stem cells (reviewed in Kohlmaier and Edgar, 2008) like those of the 

male and female reproductive systems. With cell proliferation continuing in somatic 

follicle cells after their release from the stem cell niche of the female ovary (reviewed 
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in Wu et al., 2008), high levels of deflated expression observed in microarrays 

(Chintapalli et al., 2007) are in agreement with a role of deflated in cell proliferation or 

cell differentiation. Therefore, the Deflated localization studies were focused on the 

adult reproductive tissues that develop from the larval genital discs. 

 

5.2.3.1 Deflated in the male reproductive system 

With regard to its tissue specific expression in third instar larvae and adults, the male 

accessory glands had been previously reported to be the highest deflated mRNA 

expressing cells Chintapalli et al., 2007). Male accessory glands along with the 

ejaculatory duct and ejaculatory bulb release seminal fluid during mating (reviewed in 

Fuller, 1993). Upon mating, seminal fluid is mixed with spermatozoa that are produced 

by the two testes starting at their apical tips. Spermatogenesis begins with mitotic 

divisions of stem cells that divide asymmetrically to generate another stem cell and a 

primary spermatogonial (germline) cell. The spermatogonial cells are subsequently 

surrounded by two somatically derived cyst cells that enclose the germline cells until 

the end of spermatogenesis. Similarly to the female germline cells, the primary 

spermatogonial cells undergo incomplete mitotic divisions to produce 16 interconnected 

primary spermatocytes that then divide meiotically to give rise to haploid spermatid 

cells, which subsequently differentiate into spermatozoa (Fuller, 1993). Mature 

spermatozoa are then stored in the seminal vesicle and are transferred along with the 

seminal fluid through the ejaculatory duct to the female. 

 

The strongest anti-Deflated staining in the male reproductive system was seen in the 

testes in locations where primary and mature spermatocytes develop (Figure 5.14A-B''). 

The germline stem cell niche at the distal tip of the testes remained unstained. However, 

the high level of anti-Deflated staining observed in testes was unexpected, as 

microarray data suggested that deflated mRNA expression in testes is the lowest of all 

measured larval and adult tissues (Chintapalli et al., 2007). In contrast, the male 

accessory glands, which were reported to have the highest deflated mRNA level, 

showed intermediate anti-Deflated staining levels (Figure 5.14A-A'', C-C'' and data not 

shown). Weaker anti-Deflated expression was also seen in the anterior ejaculatory duct 

whereas the seminal vesicle did not show any anti-Deflated staining.  
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Figure 5.14: Deflated localizes to primary spermatocytes 

 

Anti-Deflated staining (red) of the male reproductive system. Nuclei are marked by DAPI 

counterstaining (blue). (A-A'', overview of the male reproductive system) Anti-Deflated 

strongly stained in the testes (te) and male accessory glands (ag). Weak anti-Deflated staining 

was seen in the anterior ejaculatory duct (ed) but not in seminal vesicles (sv). (B-B'') Higher 

magnification of the testes (te) in (A). The wound testes structure was lost throughout the 

staining procedure. The strongest Deflated positive cells in the male reproductive system are in 

the testes where spermatocytes (Sp) develop. The germline stem cell niche (GSC) at the apical 

tip did not stain with anti-Deflated. (C-C'') Medium levels of anti-Deflated staining were 

observed in the accessory glands. All images are MIPs of confocal stacks. Scale bars are 100 

µm (white) and 50 µm (yellow).  
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5.2.3.2 Deflated in the female reproductive system 

After the male accessory glands, female ovaries are the second highest deflated 

expressing tissue post embryogenesis reported by Chintapalli et al. (2007). In addition, 

Rutkowski and Warren (2009) reported developmental defects in oocyte maturation that 

lead to infertility when deflated was mutated. Development of Drosophila oocytes starts 

in the germarium from germline stem cells that produce a cystoblast which further 

divides to give rise to 16 interconnected germline cells (reviewed in Spradling, 1993). 

Of the 16 germline cells only one becomes the oocyte whereas the remainder develop 

into nurse cells. Nurse cells deliver cytoplasmic components to the oocyte and finally 

undergo apoptosis prior to egg laying. The developing germline is ensheated by an 

epithelial layer of somatic follicle cells that also forms in the germarium from adult 

stem cells. Together, follicle cells and the entire germline form a single egg chamber. In 

conjunction with the nurse cells, follicle cells participate in ovary patterning and are 

additionally essential to produce the chorion (eggshell) and its appendages (Spradling, 

1993).  

 

5.2.3.2.1 Deflated in wild-type female ovaries 
Strong anti-Deflated staining in nuclei of wild-type ovaries was seen to commence in 

region 2 of the germarium where the 16 cell cyst becomes surrounded by prefollicular 

cells (Figure 5.15A-A') (King, 1970; reviewed in Spradling, 1993). At the posterior end 

of the germarium (region 3), Deflated localized to the follicle cells of stage 1 egg 

chambers (stages are according to Spradling, 1993). From then on, Deflated is observed 

in all follicle cells until stage 8. Thereafter, follicle cells differentiate into anterior and 

posterior cell populations and Deflated is down-regulated in the posterior mainbody 

follicle cells that surround the oocyte (Figure 5.15A-A'). However, Deflated continues 

to be expressed in the two polar cells at the posterior tip as well as those at the anterior 

end (Figure 5.15 B-D'). At the anterior tip, the polar cells are surrounded by four to ten 

border cells that together delaminate at stage 9 and start migrating between the nurse 

cells posteriorly towards the anterior end of the oocyte. Deflated’s presence in polar 

cells was confirmed by double-staining with anti-Fas3 (Figure 5.15) and was observed 

to follow the pattern of border cell migration (Figure 5.15B-C'). After border and polar 

cells reached the anterior end of the oocyte, centripetal follicle cells start to migrate 

from the surface in between the oocyte and the nurse cells to enclose the complete 

anterior end of the oocyte (Figure 5.15C-C'). Centripetal follicle cells also strongly 
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Figure 5.15: Deflated localizes to subsets of follicle cells in wild-type ovaries 

 

Anti-Deflated staining (red) in wild-type (w
1118

) egg chambers during oogenesis. Nuclei were 

labeled with DAPI (blue). (A-A', stage 1-8 egg chambers; B-B', stage 9 egg chamber; C-C', 
stage 10B egg chamber; D-D', stage 12 egg chamber). (A-A') Anti-Deflated strongly stains all 

follicle cell nuclei from stage 1 in the germarium (ge) until stage 7. (A-D') In later stages, anti-

Deflated staining becomes restricted to anterior follicle cells including stretched cells (SC), 

centripetal cells (CC), border cells (BC) and polar cells (PC) at both poles. PCs were labeled by 

anti-Fas3 staining (green) that also stains the oocyte/nurse cell compartment boundary around 

mid-oogenesis. A small population of posterior follicle cells surrounding the polar cells at the 

posterior pole stained weakly with anti-Deflated. Low levels of anti-Deflated staining were seen 

in the nuclei of mainbody follicle cells (MC), the oocyte (Oo) and nurse cells (NC). (E-F') 

Higher magnifications of the areas indicated in the stage 9 egg chamber in B'. All images are 

MIPs of confocal stacks. Scale bars are 50 µm (white) or 20 µm (yellow). 
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stained for anti-Deflated as did the third type of anterior follicle cells, the stretched cells 

(Figure 5.15C-D'). These cells form a squamous epithelium covering the nurse cells and 

can be identified by their expression of eyes absent (eya). Figure 5.16A-A'' shows co-

localization of Deflated and the Eya marker to centripetal and stretched follicle cells in 

a stage 10 egg chamber. In the following stages of egg chamber development, the 

oocyte grows whereas the anterior follicle cells along with their underlying nurse cells 

continuously decline until they undergo apoptosis at stage 14. At the end of oogenesis 

(stage 14), Deflated staining was seen very weakly in the remaining follicle cell 

remnants (Figure 5.16B). Low levels of anti-Deflated staining were also seen from mid-

oogenesis onwards in nuclei of a small population of posterior follicle cells adjacent to 

the polar cells, mainbody cells, nurse cells and the oocyte (Figure 5.15B-D', 5.16A and 

C).  

 

Although the majority of anti-Deflated staining was nuclear, small dots of strong 

Deflated staining were observed to surround the nuclei of mainbody follicle cells that 

are reminiscent of centrosomes. Localization to centrosomes would be consistent with 

observations by Rutkowski (2005) who observed nanos>defl::GFP
AH1 to localize to the 

mitotic spindle during mitoses in syncytial embryos. Centrosomes can be readily 

visualized by anti-γ-Tubulin staining and the co-staining experiment shown in Figure 

5.16D-D'' confirmed the co-localization of Deflated with γ-Tubulin to centrosomes.  

 

5.2.3.2.2 Deflated in mutant female ovaries 
The rescue analyses of the deflated mutant alleles by Rutkowski and Warren (2009) 

revealed that a small fraction of homozygous defl
L
 females carrying the UAS-defl

BB1
 

cDNA transgene survive until adulthood. However, the eggs laid by these females were 

inviable and displayed chorion and dorsal appendage defects. In order to investigate the 

cause of this phenotype in mutant ovaries, UAS-defl
BB1

/CyO;defl
L
/TM6b males and 

females were crossed to each other. The female offspring of the various progeny 

genotypes were then dissected separately and subjected to anti-Deflated staining. 

 

Ovaries from UAS-defl
BB1

/CyO;defl
L
/TM6b and UAS-defl

BB1
/UAS-defl

BB1
;defl

L
/TM6b 

females (70 % and 14 % of the offspring, respectively) generated viable eggs from egg 

chambers that were equivalent to wild-type in regard to anti-Deflated staining pattern 
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Figure 5.16: Deflated localizes to anterior follicle cells and centrosomes of wild-type egg 

chambers in late oogenesis 

 

Anti-Deflated staining (red) in wild-type egg chambers at mid- and lateoogenesis. (A-A', stage 

10B egg chamber) Double-staining with anti-Deflated (red) and anti-Eya (green) confirms 

Deflated’s localization to anterior follicle cells. (A, B and D-D'') Nuclei were stained with 

DAPI (blue). (B) At the end of oogenesis (stage 14), very weak anti-Deflated staining was 

observed in follicle cells that cover the oocyte and dorsal appendages. (C-C') Strong anti-Notch  

staining (green) marks cell membranes of anterior follicle cells (stretched cells). Weaker Notch 

staining was seen in the posterior follicle cells that partly overlaps with strong anti-Deflated 

staining. (D-D'') Deflated (red) co-localizes with γ-Tubulin (green) to centrosomes (cs) in the 

cytoplasm of mainbody follicle cells. All images are MIPs of confocal stacks. Scale bars are 50 

µm (white) or 10 µm (yellow).  
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and morphology (Figure 5.17A-A' and data not shown;). Although UAS-

defl
BB1

/CyO;defl
L
/defl

L 
females (13.5 % of the offspring) generated viable eggs, some of 

their egg chambers at approximately stage 10 (estimated by the size of the oocyte) 

displayed elongated nurse cell compartments indicative of a delay in nurse cell dumping 

(Figure 5.17B-B'). However, this did not appear to affect the expression pattern of 

Deflated in the follicle cell epithelium at that stage. In contrast, several abnormal 

phenotypes were seen in a small fraction of ovaries of UAS-defl
BB1

/UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L 

/defl
L
 (homozygous UAS-defl

BB1
;defl

L
 females, which comprised 2.5 % of the offspring) 

that generated inviable eggs (Rutkowski, 2005; and data not shown). Although all 

follicle cells of early egg chambers (stage 1-7) of this genetic background stained with 

anti-Deflated in a pattern similar to wild-type (Figure 5.18A), Deflated’s distribution 

showed variations from stage 8 onwards. In the majority of analysed ovarioles, no 

phenotypic changes were readily observed. However, a few egg chambers showed 

severe defects that were never seen in the other genetic backgrounds (Figure 5.18A-F').  

 

In some stage 8/9 homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers anti-Deflated staining 

revealed defects in restricting Deflated to the posterior polar cells. Frequently, more 

than the two posterior polar cells were observed to strongly stain with anti-Deflated 

(Figure 5.18A-C'). Moreover, in some cases, follicle cells were multilayered at the 

posterior pole (Figure 5.18A-B'). In a less severely affected egg chamber, the larger 

anti-Deflated positive cell cluster at the posterior end coincided with strong anti-Notch 

staining that is not activated as strongly at that stage in wild-type posterior follicle cells  

(Figure 5.18C' and 5.16C'). Other follicle cell defects observed affected the polar cells 

at both the anterior and posterior pole (Figure 5.18A, D and E'). While anti-Deflated 

staining and the polar cell marker anti-Fas3 were clearly seen to co-localize to polar 

cells of homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers at stages 1-7, anti-Fas3 staining 

decreased severely from stage 8 onwards (Figure 5.18A and D). The anterior polar cells 

were also surrounded by fewer (anti-Deflated positive) border cells than normal and 

displayed defects in border cell migration, with cells either migrating slower than wild-

type or even laterally instead of towards the oocyte compartment (Figure 5.18D). Polar 

cell identity did not seem to be fully lost as anti-Eya staining (Eya represses polar cell 

identity in non-polar follicle cells; Bai and Montell, 2002) did not co-localize to polar 

cells that were anti-Deflated positive but lost anti-Fas3 staining (Figure 5.18E-E'). An 

additional defect in cell fate determination was observed in homozygous UAS-
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Figure 5.17: Deflated in cDNA rescued defl
L
 mutant ovaries 

 

cDNA rescued mutant egg chambers stained with anti-Deflated (red) and counterstained with 

DAPI (blue) to visualize nuclei. (A-A', stage 1-10B egg chambers) Ovarioles of UAS-

defl
BB1

/UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
/TM6b females double-stained with anti-Deflated (red) and anti-Fas3 

(green) show normal ovarian morphology. (B-B', stage 10B egg chamber) Nurse cell 

compartments of UAS-defl
BB1

/CyO;defl
L 

/defl
L
 egg chambers occasionally displayed enlarged 

cytosols at stage 10/11. All images are MIPs of confocal stacks. Anterior is to the left. Scale 

bars are 50 µm. 
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Figure 5.18: Homozygous UAS-defl

BB1
;defl

L
 egg chambers display several developmental 

defects 

 

(see next page for description) 
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Figure 5.18 (previous page): Homozygous UAS-defl

BB1
;defl

L
 egg chambers display several 

developmental defects 

 

Homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers at mid-oogenesis stained with anti-Deflated (red). 

(A-B', stage 1-9 egg chambers) No developmental defects were observed until stage 7. Several 

stage 8-9 egg chambers are present in a single ovariale which lost the polar cell/septate junction 

marker anti-Fas3 (green). Nuclei (stained with DAPI, blue) of nurse cells in the most developed 

egg chamber showed signs of apoptosis (*). (B-B', details of the dotted areas in A) Multilayered 

posterior follicle cells (PFC) strongly stained with anti-Deflated. (C-C', stage 1-9) Deformed 

egg chamber (stage 10) with increased numbers of anti-Deflated positive PFC (crescent) were 

observed at sites of increased anti-Notch staining (green). Multiple rows of centripetal cells 

(CEN) were seen at the border of stretched and mainbody follicle cells that prematurely 

migrated before the end of border cell (BC/PC) migration. Anti-Notch staining indicates defects 

in ring canal formation between the nurse cell and oocyte compartment (@). Only three nurse 

cells (NC, two of which are visible in this focal plane) stained with anti-Deflated. (D, stage 8/9 

egg chambers) Cell migration of anterior follicle cells (AFC) over the nurse cells, and border 

and polar cells (BC/PC) to the anterior border of the oocyte does not appear to occur properly. 

Nurse cell nuclei (stained with DAPI, blue) of the most developed egg chamber showed signs of 

apoptosis (*). Staining of polar cells with anti-Fas3 was hardly visible. (E-E', stage 8-9) Anti-

Deflated (red) and anti-Eya (green) staining co-localize to anterior follicle cells excluding polar 

cells. Nuclei in F are counterstained with DAPI. (F, stage 9) Egg chamber with two anterior 

follicle cell populations. Two sets of migrating polar cells/border cells can be identified that are 

enclosed in cell membranes marked by anti-Notch staining (green). All images are MIPs of 

confocal stacks except B and B' which are single plane images. Anterior is to the left. Scale bars 

are 50 µm (white) or 20 µm (yellow). 
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defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers that contained two anterior follicle cell populations 

surrounding centrally displaced mainbody follicle cell (Figure 5.18F). The presence of 

two sets of migrating polar and border cell clusters in the egg chamber shown in Figure 

5.18F further supports this notion. Unfortunately, DNA counterstaining in this egg 

chamber was unsatisfactory and time constraints prevented repeating this experiment, 

which would have helped to identify the arrangement and number of germline cells that 

are expected to be defective in the absence of a posterior pole.  

 

Homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers also showed defects in cell specification 

and migration in anterior follicle cells. In some cases, presumptive stretched follicle 

cells staining strongly with anti-Deflated remained at the anterior tip of the egg 

chamber and failed to stretch over the nurse cell compartment at stage 8 of oogenesis. 

Instead, these cells maintained a cuboidal cell shape (Figure 5.18D and E-E'). 

Centripetal cells were also seen to be incorrectly regulated in an homozygous UAS-

defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chamber that adopted a “bottle neck” shape (Figure 5.18C-C'). Here, 

anti-Deflated strongly stained follicle cells in multiple rows at sites of strong anti-Notch 

staining at the border between stretched and mainbody follicle cells where centripetal 

cells usually start to migrate at stage 10B. As border cell migration did not finish in this 

egg chamber, these presumptive centripetal cells migrated prematurely, which might 

have caused a constriction that resulted in the malformation of the egg chamber.  

 

Although anti-Deflated staining was not seen to strongly stain cells of the germline in 

wild-type egg chambers, development of the germline cyst was also found to be 

perturbed in homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 mutant egg chambers. In the “bottle neck” 

shaped egg chamber (Figure 5.18C), three long “kidney shaped” structures were seen to 

strongly stain with the anti-Deflated antibody at positions where nurse cells are usually 

located in wild-type egg chambers. Although no DNA counterstaining was applied to 

ascertain the identity of germline nuclei, the Deflated staining pattern is suggestive of 

defects in germline development, perhaps by failing to produce the usual number of 16 

germline cyst cells.  Abnormal ring canal formation between the nurse cell and oocyte 

compartment in this egg chamber, revealed by anti-Notch staining, is also in agreement 

with defects in germline cyst proliferation (Figure 5.18B). Other developmental defects 

in germline cyst cells were seen in ovarioles that contained two or three egg chambers 

with oocyte compartments of comparable sizes, indicating that progression of ovary 
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development did not occur properly (Figure 5.18A, D and E). In these ovarioles, egg 

chambers older than stage 9 were not observed. Strikingly, the nurse cells of the most 

posterior (oldest) egg chamber showed clear signs of apoptosis (as indicated by the 

presence of compacted nuclei). Strong anti-Deflated staining was also observed in the 

cytoplasm whereas it was predominantly nuclear in all wild-type egg chambers of a 

comparable stage, further strengthening the suggested induction of apoptosis. Due to 

time constraints inherent in most Australian PhD programs, these observations, 

although intriguing, were unable to be investigated further. 

 

5.3 Discussion 

In order to better understand deflated’s function on the protein level, a polyclonal anti-

Deflated antibody was generated in the course of this thesis. Western blotting using this 

antibody was able to detect the Deflated::GFP fusion protein, demonstrating the 

specificity of the antibody. However, endogenous Deflated protein could not be clearly 

identified due to the presence of cross-reacting bands or the Deflated protein levels 

lying below the detection limit of the Western blotting methodology used. In contrast, 

the anti-Deflated antibody displayed good antigenicity when used in 

immunohistochemistry. Deflated protein localization studies employing this antibody 

throughout the entire embryogenesis, selected larval tissues and the adult reproductive 

system revealed that anti-Deflated staining predominantly follows sites of cell 

proliferation in early tissue development and localizes in later stages to developing 

epithelia of ectodermal and mesodermal origin. 

 

5.3.1 Anti-Deflated staining follows the deflated mRNA expression pattern 
Subcellular Deflated localization in all tissues and stages revealed Deflated to be 

located predominantly in the nucleus. Deflated’s developmental expression is generally 

in agreement with deflated mRNA in-situ hybridisations (section 1.4.1) and mRNA 

microarray data (Arbeitman et al., 2002, Appendix A; Rutkowski and Warren, 2009). 

Both the anti-Deflated staining and deflated mRNA in-situ hybridisations show deflated 

expression in the embryonic CNS, parts of the epidermis and the developing digestive 

system. However, in-situ data failed to detect deflated expression in the dorsal vessel, 

trachea or in syncytial embryos which displayed lower levels of anti-Deflated antibody 

staining. The fact that only the strong anti-Deflated positive cells reflect the expression 
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patterns detected by in-situ hybridisation is most likely due to greater sensitivity of 

immunofluorescence detection by confocal microscopy compared to the DIG-

colorimetric detection of mRNA detected via light microscopy. However, the strong 

deflated mRNA staining localized to the developing midgut was not observed in anti-

Deflated antibody staining experiments. One possibility is that antibody access to the 

cells of the midgut is limited either because of the midgut being too far within the 

embryo or because structural components of the midgut inhibiting access of the 

antibody to the nucleus. Alternatively, compounds within the developing gut might 

cause high levels of background staining in in-situ hybridisation that is specific for the 

deflated anti-sense probe but not for the deflated sense probe used in control staining. 

Given this discrepancy, further investigation is needed to clarify deflated’s mRNA and 

protein localization to the developing midgut.  

 

The most striking and unexpected feature of the anti-Deflated staining pattern is that it 

is not a simple ubiquitous distribution from embryonic stage 8 onwards. In syncytial 

embryonic stages (stages 1-4, 0-2.5 hours after egg deposition (AED)) the intensity of 

anti-Deflated staining was very weak and only easily identified after syncytial nuclei 

had begun to migrate towards the periphery of the embryo (stage 2). Low levels of 

deflated mRNA were also identified in the first embryonic stages before cellularization 

via microarray analyses (Arbeitman et al., 2002; see Appendix A), indicating that low 

levels of maternal depositions of both deflated mRNA and protein are present in 

precellularized embryos. After cellularization, when zygotic transcription is initiated 

(Hooper et al., 2007), the first signs of deflated expression were observed by deflated 

mRNA in-situ hybridisations and at this time, deflated mRNA levels were shown to rise 

rapidly in microarray analyses. High levels of deflated mRNA expression continue 

throughout gastrulation (stage 6-8, 3.5-4.5 hours AED) when both anti-Deflated and 

deflated mRNA in-situ hybridisation staining were found to be ubiquitously distributed 

in all embryonic tissues. This ubiquitous deflated expression pattern changes 

dramatically in the following stages (stage 8-10).  Until the end of germband extension 

(stage 10), anti-Deflated and deflated mRNA in-situ hybridisation staining rise strongly 

in the head epidermis, followed by weaker staining in the CNS and the developing 

tracheal system. This is in agreement with deflated mRNA microarray data showing 

deflated‘s expression reaches it’s highest peak at stage 10 (Arbeitman et al., 2002). 

From germband retraction onwards (stage 11-16), fewer anti-Deflated positive cells 
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were observed, consistent with the gradual decline in deflated mRNA expression via 

microarray. This appears to mainly reflect the end of embryonic NB and GMC divisions 

and the observed absence of anti-Deflated staining in the majority of their cellular 

progeny at the end of embryogenesis.  

 

A preliminary analysis of Deflated expression in post-embryonic stages was undertaken 

in larval brains, trachea and salivary glands, as well as the adult male and female 

reproductive system. With regard to larval tissue specific distribution, the highest 

deflated expressing tissue analysed is the CNS (Chintapalli et al., 2007). Here, strong 

anti-Deflated expression was seen in post-embryonic NBs, mainly within the optic lobe 

and subsets of glial cells that is in agreement with the literature. Furthermore, 

intermediate anti-Deflated staining levels of larval salivary glands and trachea conform 

to the expression of deflated mRNA examined in these tissues via microarray 

(Chintapalli et al., 2007). The same cannot be said for the adult female and male 

reproductive systems, which were shown to have the highest adult deflated mRNA 

expression levels in microarray analyses (Chintapalli et al., 2007). Strong anti-Deflated 

staining was seen in all female follicle cells until stage 8 and later in oogenesis the 

anterior follicle cell population, reflecting the high mRNA levels reported by 

microarray data of mRNA from the entire ovary. However, the deflated mRNA levels 

of the male reproductive system do not match the anti-Deflated staining. In the male 

reproductive system, the tissue with the highest reported deflated mRNA expression is 

the male accessory glands, whereas nearly no expression was detected in the testes 

(Chintapalli et al., 2007). In stark contrast to these data, anti-Deflated staining was very 

strong in the primary spermatocytes of the testis and at intermediate levels in the male 

accessory glands. This discrepancy can not be readily explained. It is unlikely that the 

antibody staining pattern seen in the testes represents unspecific antibody binding. In 

female egg chambers, staining with anti-Eya largely coincides with the anti-Deflated 

staining pattern in follicle cells. Anti-Eya staining in testes was shown to mark the two 

somatic cyst cells that surround and support the spermatogonial cyst/primary 

spermatocytes (Papagiannouli and Mechler, 2009). Although correlative, it seems 

probable that the anti-Deflated signal in the testes corresponds to somatic cyst cells. 

Due to time constraints, anti-Eya and anti-Deflated co-staining was not performed, 

which may have clarified the identity of the testes positive anti-Deflated cells.  
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5.3.2 Anti-Deflated staining does not strictly follow sites of cell proliferation 

Although Rutkowski and Warren (2009) suggested that deflated mRNA expression 

reflects sites of post-blastodermal cell-proliferation, higher resolution anti-Deflated 

staining showed deflated’s role in cell-proliferation is more ambiguous. Furthermore, 

deflated expression does not follow ubiquitous distribution to all tissues throughout 

Drosophila development as it would be expected of a protein required for snRNP 

biogenesis. Nevertheless, deflated expression does correlate with cell proliferation in 

the early phases of  embryogenesis or tissue development. After cellularization 

(embryonic stage 5), the majority of tissues undergo two to three additional mitotic 

divisions between embryonic stage 5 and 10/11 (Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein, 1985; 

Du and Dyson, 1999; Skaer, 1993; Smith and Orr-Weaver, 1991). Anti-Deflated 

staining was observed in the majority of those proliferating tissues (excluding the 

midgut), although with huge variations in staining from stage 8 onwards. The strongest 

anti-Deflated stained proliferating tissue between stage 8 and 11 is the CNS. This is 

consistent with Deflated functioning in cell proliferation as early delaminating NBs 

(and their progeny) undergo the most mitotic cycles throughout embryogenesis 

(Hartenstein et al., 1987; Prokop and Technau, 1991). This pattern of NB proliferation 

continues in the proliferation centers of the optic lobes in third instar larvae where 

strong anti-Deflated staining was also observed in post-embryonic NBs.  

 

Strong anti-Deflated staining also coincides with proliferating cells in adult ovaries 

throughout early oogenesis. Apart from polar cells and stalk cells (that connect adjacent 

egg chambers to form ovarioles), epithelial follicle cells proliferate until stage 6 of 

oogenesis and in this period, strong anti-Deflated staining was observed to localize to 

these proliferating cells. However, at stage 6 of oogenesis, follicle cells switch from 

mitotic to endoreplicating cycles that last until stage 9 and anti-Deflated staining was 

not observed to strongly localize to cells that are endoreplicating (Deng et al., 2001; 

Lopez-Schier and St Johnston, 2001; Sun and Deng, 2005). This observation is in 

agreement with observations of other cell types that undergo endoreplication (e.g. the 

midgut, hindgut, Malphighian tubules and salivary glands). These endoreplicating cells 

were not found to strongly stain for anti-Deflated, suggesting that Deflated function 

might be only necessary for mitotic cell proliferation. As follicle cells in mutant 

homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers seemed to proliferate normally until stage 

8 of oogenesis, it seems less likely that Deflated has a crucial function in cell 
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proliferation. However, a full conclusion about early egg chambers and cell 

proliferation can not be drawn from those homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 mutant egg 

chambers as it is possible that the leaky expression of wild-type cDNA encoded 

deflated might provide enough functionality in early egg chamber development and cell 

proliferation. Future experiments employing homozygous defl
L
 mutant follicle cell 

clones in conjunction with cell proliferation markers would likely clarify deflated’s 

function in cell proliferation.  

 

Despite the strong anti-Deflated staining in cells that are proliferating, anti-Deflated 

was also seen to stain some cells that had stopped their mitotic divisions. After 

embryonic stage 10/11, strong anti-Deflated staining continued in cells of the tracheal 

tree, the dorsal vessel and the head epidermis (and its derivatives) until late 

embryogenesis, long after cell-proliferation ceases in those tissues. More strikingly, 

little to no anti-Deflated staining was observed in cells of the developing midgut that 

proliferate until stage 10, although this contrasts with the strong staining observed by 

deflated mRNA in-situ hybridisation (discussed in section 5.3.1). The distribution of 

anti-Deflated positive cells in egg chambers around mid-oogenesis and later also 

doesn’t fit with Deflated functioning solely in cell proliferation. Therefore, if Deflated 

has an essential role in mitotic cell divisions, then it is only required in early 

embryogenesis and organogenesis. The anti-Deflated staining in mid- to late-

embryogenesis/oogenesis is suggestive of other cellular processes that do not fully 

conform with cell proliferation. This might involve functions associated with cell 

differentiation, especially in epithelial cell development.  

 

5.3.3 Deflated expression correlates with cell polarization in epithelia 

The distribution of Deflated positive cells more precisely overlaps with the location of 

developing epithelia than it does with general cell proliferation. However, epithelial 

organization and cell proliferation are tightly linked in animal tissues. Epithelial cell-

cell communication for example regulates proliferation in regard to the final organ size 

and mutations of tumor suppressor genes that are involved in epithelial integrity, such 

as lethal  giant  larvae  (l(2)g1), discs large (dlg1, orthologues to human hDLG), or 

lkb1 (orthologues to human Par-4) lead to tissue overgrowth (Martin and St. Johnston, 

2003; Mechler et al., 1985; Strand et al., 1994; Woods and Bryant, 1991). Therefore, 

the localization of anti-Deflated staining in epithelial cells, many of which are 
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proliferating, could explain why Deflated is also seen in cells that have stopped 

dividing. 

 

Epithelia can be divided into primary and secondary epithelia that differ in their mode 

of formation, structure and the mechanisms used for cell polarization (Tepass, 1997; 

Tepass and Hartenstein, 1994). All primary epithelia are of ectodermal origin and 

derive directly from the blastoderm, the first epithelium formed throughout Drosophila 

development via cellularization. Primary epithelial cells contain a specific junctional 

complex just below the apical surface that forms an adhesive belt, the zonula adherens 

(ZA). Formation of the ZA depends, amongst others, on the transmembrane protein 

Crumbs, which localizes to the apical membrane of primary epithelia from embryonic 

stage 7 onwards (Tepass et al., 1990; reviewed in Tepass et al., 2001).  

 

Strong anti-Deflated staining was seen in the cellularized blastoderm and to co-localize 

with Crumbs expressing primary epithelia, including the epidermis, amnioserosa, 

foregut, salivary glands, optic lobes and trachea (Figures 5.3B, 5.4B, 5.10A, C and E). 

These tissues were also seen to continue expressing Deflated in the larval stages, with 

strong anti-Deflated staining observed in the epithelial sheets of the IPC and OPC of the 

optic lobe (Figure 5.9) from which NBs delaminate (Green et al., 1993; Hofbauer and 

Campos-Ortega, 1990). Weak anti-Deflated staining was also seen in the other primary 

epithelia, the hindgut, proventriculus and Malphigian tubules in larval stages (data not 

shown). Especially the weak staining in the proventriculus and Malphigian tubules 

might arise from changes in their cell junctions during late embryogenesis (stage 17) 

(Tepass and Hartenstein, 1994). The proventriculus and the Malphigian tubule epithelia 

lose their ZA and their cell junctions become similar to those of the midgut epithelium 

which was not seen to stain for anti-Deflated (excluding cells of the middle midgut in 

late embryonic stages). Therefore, deflated function might be required for specific 

features of some epithelia. 

 

Another Crumbs positive epithelium that strongly stained with anti-Deflated is the 

monolayer of follicle cells that envelope the female germline cyst. Ovarian follicle cells 

showed strong anti-Deflated expression until stage 8 of oogenesis, when the uniform 

epithelium becomes specified for different fates. Thereafter, anti-Deflated was seen to 

be restricted to the anterior follicle cell population. Although the follicle epithelium has 
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some features in common with primary epithelia, like the localization of Crumbs at its 

apical surface and the presence of a ZA, follicle cells form a secondary epithelium that 

involves a mesenchymal-epithelial transition (MET) (King, 1970; Mahowald, 1972; 

Tepass and Knust, 1990). Most of the remaining anti-Deflated positive cells are 

localized within secondary epithelia which do not express Crumbs.  

 

Instead of depending on apical polarity mediated through Crumbs protein (amongst 

others), secondary epithelia rely on basal factors that have not been thoroughly 

investigated. Secondary epithelia do not form directly from the blastoderm but undergo 

a MET later in development. Tissues that are surrounded by secondary epithelial cells 

are the midgut, the dorsal vessel, as well as the glial sheets (including SPG) that derive 

from neuroectodermal NBs and form the blood-brain barrier (Tepass and Hartenstein, 

1994). Apart from the midgut (excluding the middle midgut in late embryogenesis), 

secondary epithelia were shown to strongly stain for anti-Deflated, further 

strengthening the suggested involvement of Deflated with epithelial polarity.  

 

The only non-epithelial cells that showed high levels of anti-Deflated staining are those 

of the developing CNS, including cells of the ventral midline, NBs and their progeny 

(GMCs and subsets of glial cells). However, these exceptions have some features in 

common with epithelial cells. Cells of the mesectodermal ventral midline form a 

continuous layer between the neuromeric regions and the underlying mesoderm, remain 

integrated into the ectoderm until stage 12 and contain ZAs that are usually only found 

in primary, ectodermally derived epithelia (Tepass and Hartenstein, 1994). In later 

stages, anti-Deflated staining within the ventral midline becomes restricted to MG that 

have been proposed to contribute to the blood-brain barrier (Jacobs, 2000). The other 

anti-Deflated positive glia that contribute to the secondary blood-brain barrier 

epithelium (SPGs and some cortex glia) derive from NBs that were amongst the 

strongest Deflated expressing cells observed throughout embryogenesis and larval 

development. NBs have some intrinsic factors in common with epithelia that are 

consistent with the hypothezised function of Deflated in epithelial development.  

 

Although NBs do not contain three membrane domains (apical, basal and lateral) like 

polarized epithelia, they do have a polarized apical and basal surface domain and 

depend on the same sets of proteins for their polarization. Both NB and primary 
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epithelia depend on Bazooka/Par-3 (Baz), Par-6 and the atypical protein kinase C 

(aPKC) that associate to form the Baz/Par-6/aPCK complex (reviewed in Suzuki and 

Ohno, 2006). The assembly and activity of the Baz/PAR-6/aPKC complex depends on 

proteins that are involved in cell proliferation and cell-signalling, like Lethal (2) giant 

larvae (L(2)lgl), the mitotic Aurora A kinase and 14-3-3 proteins (14-3-3ε and 14-3-3ζ) 

(Benton and St Johnston, 2003; Krahn et al., 2009; Wirtz-Peitz et al., 2008). Aurora A 

controls complex formation by phosphorylating PAR-6 and activating aPKC, which 

phosphorylates L(2)lgl to release it from PAR-6. 14-3-3 proteins negatively regulate 

complex formation by binding to Baz when phosphorylated by PAR-1 (Benton and St 

Johnston, 2003). Interestingly, Rutkowski (2005) could show that the Deflated protein 

contains a functionally active 14-3-3 binding site that, when mutated, causes embryonic 

lethality. Furthermore, Drosophila aurora was demonstrated to be a genetic interactor 

of deflated in a deflated wing overexpression assay, raising the possibility that both 

proteins might be functionally associated in cell polarization and epithelial function 

rather than in cell proliferation. Although a clear involvement of deflated in epithelial 

and NB polarity would need to be experimentally demonstrated, it is possible that the 

anti-Deflated staining seen throughout embryonic development is due to its interaction 

with 14-3-3 proteins. However, despite the presence of a putative 14-3-3 binding site 

within the Deflated protein, it is possible that other factors use this amino acid sequence 

to interact with Deflated. Further investigations are necessary to clarify this possibility.   

 

5.3.4 Mutations and defects in deflated regulation affect follicle cell epithelium 

development 
The only epithelium analysed via fluorescence confocal immunohistochemistry in both 

wild-type and mutant background was the follicle cell epithelium. The follicle cell 

epithelium is established in the germarium as a uniform cell layer that encloses the 16 

germline cells (reviewed in Spradling, 1993; Wu et al., 2008). At the anterior and 

posterior poles of the newly formed follicle epithelium lie the pre-polar cells (specified 

by Notch activation) that are reduced to two polar cells per pole through apoptosis by 

stage 5 (Assa-Kunik et al., 2007; Besse and Pret, 2003; Grammont and Irvine, 2002; 

Vachias et al., 2010). Around this time, polar cells induce surrounding epithelial cells to 

become terminal follicle cells that are distinct from mainbody follicle cells localized to 

central positions of the egg chamber (González-Reyes and St Johnston, 1998). At stage 

6, follicle cells at both termini of the egg chamber start to differentiate with the anterior 
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fate being the default state. This differentiation depends on Notch signalling that 

induces the switch form mitotic cycles to endoreplicating cycles within the follicle cell 

epithelium (Deng et al., 2001; Lopez-Schier and St Johnston, 2001; Sun and Deng, 

2005). Differentiation is achieved by secretion of the ligand Unpaired from polar cells 

to produce a morphogen gradient that induces cells to activate the Janus kinase-signal 

transducer and activator of transcription (JAK-STAT) signalling pathway (McGregor et 

al., 2002; Starz-Gaiano et al., 2009; Xi et al., 2003). This results in follicle cells to be 

specified as border, stretched or centripetal cells, depending on their distance to the 

polar cells. However, through signalling of the transforming growth factor α (TGFα)-

like ligand Gurken from the oocyte, terminal follicle cells at the posterior end of the egg 

chamber adopt a posterior fate through the activation of epidermal growth factor 

receptor (EGFR) activity (González-Reyes et al., 1995; González-Reyes and St 

Johnston, 1998; Roth et al., 1995). This fate determination is necessary for oocyte 

polarization and differentiation of dorsal follicle cells (stage 9) which depends on the 

anterior migration of the oocyte nucleus to a dorsal position.  

 

Anti-Deflated staining in wild-type ovaries revealed that Deflated becomes restricted to 

the anterior follicle cell population from stage 8 onwards with polar cells being the only 

strong Deflated expressing cells at the posterior pole. The defects observed in stage 7-9 

homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers indicate that cDNA encoded deflated 

and/or the defl
L
 mutation interfered with proper Notch signalling. This includes the 

larger and partly multilayered posterior cell clusters of some mutant egg chambers, 

defects in follicle cell migration and cell specification, especially in the posterior 

follicle cell population.   

 

Multilayered and larger cell clusters were observed at the posterior pole in homozygous 

UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers that strongly stained with anti-Deflated (Figure 5.18A-

C). One explanation for multilayered follicle cells at the posterior pole could be that 

those cells had overproliferated, possibly by a defect in Notch signalling that failed to 

properly induce the mitotic to endocycle switch. A link between misregulated Notch 

activity and multilayered posterior follicle cells was previously reported for mutations 

of Hippo pathway components that did neither affect the default anterior fate 

determination by Jak/Stat signalling nor the posterior fate determination by EGFR 
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signalling when mutated (Yu et al., 2008). However, Hippo signalling was shown to 

promote Notch signalling in the posterior follicle cells (Polesello and Tapon, 2007; Yu 

et al., 2008) and mutations in the Hippo signalling pathway components hippo (hpo), 

slavador (sav), warts (wts), as well as merlin (mer), expanded (ex) and kibra (kbr) that 

act upstream of hpo in the pathway, all resulted in multilayered posterior follicle cells 

(MacDougall et al., 2001; Meignin et al., 2007; Polesello and Tapon, 2007; Yu et al., 

2008; Yu et al., 2010) similar to those observed in homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg 

chambers. The overproliferation of the posterior follicle cells in Hippo pathway mutants 

was linked to reduced Notch activity that resulted in prolonged mitotic cycles due to a 

failure to induce the mitotic to endocycle switch (Yu et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2010). In 

contrast, at least in the homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chamber that displayed a 

larger anti-Deflated positive cell population at the posterior pole (Figure 5.18C-C'), 

anti-Notch staining was increased when compared to wild-type stage 9 egg chambers, 

leaving a full conclusion about Deflated’s function in Notch and Hippo signalling open. 

Despite this discrepancy, a possible link between Deflated and Hippo signalling could 

be seen in the reported Y2H interaction between human KIBRA and KIAA0513, which 

also bind the Ints4 component of the Integrator complex (Lauriat et al., 2006). A 

speculative explanation for the mentioned observations might be that Deflated (encodin 

Ints7), Ints4, KIAA0513 and Kibra all interact in regulating Hippo pathway signalling. 

Further investigations will be needed to identify a possible involvement of Deflated in 

Hippo signalling. 

 

An alternative explanation for the observed larger than normal anti-Deflated positive 

posterior cell cluster could be that the epithelial integrity was perturbed at the posterior 

pole. This hypothesis arises from the fact that Hippo signalling was recently determined 

to be controlled by the apical-basal polarity determent Crumbs, that when mutated, 

causes overproliferation and multilayered follicle cells (Chen et al., 2010). An 

involvement of Crumbs would also be in agreement with the observed overlap in 

Deflated and Crumbs expression in embryonic epithelia. Polarization of the follicle cell 

epithelium (like other epithelia) with apical, lateral and basal membranes depends on 

three complexes that act in a functional hierarchy. Those complexes are the Baz/Par-

6/aPCK complex, the Scribble/Discs Large/L(2)lgl complex and the Crumbs/Stardust 

complex (Bilder et al., 2003; Tanentzapf and Tepass, 2003). Multilayered posterior 

follicle cells similar to those of homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers were 
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observed at around mid-oogenesis before the establishment of the follicle cell 

epithelium in crumbs mutant background (Tanentzapf et al., 2000). Mutations in the 

other complex members (aPKC, Baz, Scribble, l(2)lgl or Cdc42 that interacts with Par-

6 protein) also lead to mulilayered follicle cell epithelia although at both poles of the 

egg chamber (Abdelilah-Seyfried et al., 2003; Benton and St Johnston, 2003; Bilder et 

al., 2000; Genova et al., 2000; Hutterer et al., 2004; Manfruelli et al., 1996). Therefore, 

the defects observed at the posterior pole of homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg 

chambers phenocopy to some extent those of the pathways involved in the 

establishment of epithelial polarity.  

 

Further support for a role of deflated in epithelial functions could be seen in an 

homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers that contained two anterior follicle cell 

populations, indicating that the induction of the posterior follicle cell fate was disrupted 

(Figure 5.18F). This bipolar egg chamber phenocopies the semidominant dic
1
 mutation 

that affects the dicephalic gene (McCaffrey et al., 2006). A failure to induce the 

posterior follicle cell fate in some (11 %) of the dic
1
 mutant egg chambers was linked to 

a centrally mispositioned oocyte that was specified correctly in the germarium but did 

not resume its wild-type position at the posterior end of the egg chamber. The 

mispositioning of the oocyte was due to defects in the establishment of proper cell 

adhesions (type not determined) between the germline and the apical surface of the 

follicle cell epithelium in the germarium, causing the germline cells to adopt a rounded 

shape instead of the typical lens shape of wild-type germline cells.  Therefore, the fact 

that dic
1
 mutant egg chambers phenocopy homozygous UAS-defl

BB1
;defl

L
 egg chambers 

might represent a failure in proper follicle cell epithelium establishment that 

subsequently results in defects in cell determination. Although other homozygous UAS-

defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers appeared to have specified their posterior follicle cells 

properly, it is possible that posterior differentiation was not completed for all follicle 

cells. If true, then up-regulated Notch signalling in the posterior cells observed in 

Figure 5.18C' might resemble the activation of Notch signalling in anterior stretched, 

border and centripetal follicle cells where it is required for the remodelling of epithelial 

cell junctions or migration, which usually happens at stage 10B of oogenesis (Bender et 

al., 1993; Dobens et al., 2005; Ruohola et al., 1991; Xu et al., 1992).  
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A role of deflated in Notch signalling by modulating cell junctions and epithelial 

integrity could also explain the observed defects in anterior follicle cells of homozygous 

UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers (Figure 5.18). These include the adoption of a 

squamous cell shape in stretched cells and the detachment from the basement 

membrane in the case of migrating cells (Medioni and Noselli, 2005; Peifer et al., 

1993). A prerequisite for these events is anterior follicle cell differentiation. Notch 

signalling is then required to induce and control the dynamics of adherens junction 

remodelling (Dobens et al., 2005; Grammont, 2007; Prasad and Montell, 2007; Wang et 

al., 2007; Xi et al., 2003). Morphogenic changes in stretched cells start at the anterior 

pole at stage 9 through the highly coordinated disassembly of cell junctions (via DE-

cadherin/shotgun and Notch-cadherin) that enables the cells to flatten and elongate 

along their anterior-posterior axis (Grammont, 2007). Simultaneous cell shape changes 

in the mainbody cells finally result in the correct positioning of stretched cells over the 

nurse cell compartment and mainbody cells over the oocyte. The failure of anti- 

Deflated positive stretched cells in some homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers 

to flatten over the nurse cell compartment (Figure 5.18D and E) is therefore indicative 

of defects in either Notch signalling to induce the flattening process or in the 

disassembly of stretched cell adherens junctions.  

 

Notch signalling and changes in epithelial adhesion are also likely to be affected in 

homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers that show defects in centripetal cell and 

border cell specification and migration (Figure 5.18A-D). In centripetal cells, Notch 

activation is tightly regulated by the antagonistc expression of bunched (bun) and slow 

border cells (slbo) that together specify stationary follicle cells and migrating 

centripetal cells at the border of the nurse cell and oocyte compartments (Dobens et al., 

2005; Levine et al., 2007). This is achieved by an initial Decapentaplegic (Dpp) 

gradient produced by anterior follicle cells at stage 9 which restricts bun expression to 

posterior follicle cells where it antagonizes Notch (Dobens et al., 2005; Dobens et al., 

2000). Notch activates slbo expression in a graded fashion in anterior follicle cells with 

strong levels in the presumptive centripetal cells. At stage 10B, Bun and Slbo repress 

each other’s transcription in centripetal cells that subsequently start to migrate. As 

migration proceeds, Notch activities decline in centripetal cells and so does slbo 

expression, that either arises from less Notch activation or a block of slbo 

autorepression (Levine et al., 2007). In a small fraction of homozygous UAS-
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defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers, defects in restricting anti-Deflated staining to one row of 

centripetal cells indicates that centripetal cell specification by Bun, Slbo and Notch 

signalling did not occur properly (Figure 5.18C-C'). Induction of centripetal cell 

migration further seemed to be premature and might have failed to activate epithelial 

reorganization (e.g. expression of Non-muscle myosin/zipper, DE-Cadherin, α- and βH-

spectrin and ecdysone receptor), which might explain the observed constrictions at the 

site of strong Notch activity (Dobens et al., 2005; Edwards and Kiehart, 1996; Hackney 

et al., 2007; Niewiadomska et al., 1999; Oda et al., 1997; Zarnescu and Thomas, 1999). 

The fact that stretched cells and centripetal cells were correctly positioned whereas 

border cell migration seemed to progress more slowly is suggestive of a defect in slbo 

cell activity. This might also be true for migrating border cells that surround the two 

anterior polar cells and also strongly express slbo and Notch (Lopez-Schier and St 

Johnston, 2001; Schober et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2006). slbo is 

activated in border cells by JAK/STAT signalling and acts as a transcriptional activator 

of adhesion molecules like DE-cadherin, focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and others that 

are required for migration (Bai et al., 2000; Fox et al., 1999; Niewiadomska et al., 

1999; Pacquelet and Rorth, 2005). Therefore, the delay in border cell migration seen in 

homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers (Figure 5.18A-D) could also be due to 

defects in Notch signalling caused by perturbation of slbo activation or incorrect 

remodelling of cell adhesions. However, the observation that no egg chambers were 

found with defects in border cell detachment from the follicle cell epithelium is 

surprising as this process also requires Notch signalling (Prasad and Montell, 2007; 

Wang et al., 2007).  

 

Another phenotype that is hard to explain and associated with border cell migration is 

the failure in polar cell maintenance in stage 7-10 homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg 

chambers, as indicated by reduced expression of the polar cell marker Fas3 (Figure 

5.18A and D). This was surprising as polar cell specification in early oogenesis was 

unaffected, including the reduction to two polar cells via apoptosis at each pole (stage 

5) and the polar cell dependent subdivision of the follicle cell epithelium into 

anterior/posterior and mainbody follicle cells (stage 7). As anti-Eya staining was not 

observed in polar cells that stopped expressing Fas3, and Eya expression in early wild-

type egg chambers is associated with a repression of polar cell (and stalk cell) fate in 
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non-polar cell follicle cells, it seems unlikely that these cells lost their polar cell identity 

(Bai and Montell, 2002). An alternative explanation would be that the loss of anti-Fas3 

staining is associated with Fas3 function at septate junctions. If this were the case, then 

the reduction of Fas3 might be due to defects in the maintenance of epithelial polarity 

what would be in agreement with the suggested role of deflated in epithelial 

remodelling which is likely to be perturbed in homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg 

chambers. Finally, the accumulated defects of some homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg 

chambers that included the loss of Fas3 staining in polar cells, multilayered posterior 

follicle cells and a failure of stretched cells to flatten over the oocyte appeared to be so 

severe that affected egg chambers triggered the mid-oogenesis cell death checkpoint 

(reviewed in McCall, 2004).  

 

Taken as a whole, the majority of phenotypes observed in UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg 

chambers are in agreement with defects in regulating epithelial polarity and modelling 

as well as a possible role in Notch signalling. Interestingly, deflated was recently 

identified in a genome-wide RNAi screen performed in Drosophila cells as a modifier 

of Notch signalling (Mourikis et al., 2010). However, given the large variety of 

processes that Notch signalling is involved in throughout development, a Deflated 

function in Notch signalling is likely to be context dependent. A more detailed 

investigation of various cell-signalling molecules in a deflated mutant background will 

be necessary to fully understand what function deflated has in egg chamber cell 

signalling and development. In this study, homozygous UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers 

were investigated as Rutkowski and Warren (2009) reported eggs of this genetic 

background contained thin chorions and shortened, malformed dorsal appendages. Both 

structures are formed by mainbody follicle cells (the anterodorsal mainbody 

subpopulation in the case of dorsal appendages) which neither strongly stained with the 

anti-Deflated antibody in wild-type nor homozygous in UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg 

chambers. To more fully understand deflated’s function in egg chamber development or 

that of other epithelia, genetic ablation studies using somatic mosaic analysis with a 

repressible cell marker (MARCM) or Flp/FRT techniques to generate homozygous defl
L
 

cell clones would be required (Lee and Luo, 1999). 
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5.3.5 Summary 

Taken together, the immunohistochemical analyses using the anti-Deflated antibody 

revealed that Deflated is a predominantely nuclear distributed protein. In 

embryogenesis, Deflated localization matches first the localization of proliferating cells 

and becomes restricted at embryonic stage 8 to developing epithelia including the CNS, 

the developing forgut, trachea, the dorsal vessel and epithelial cells of the adult 

reproductive system. The fact that anti-Deflated staining was also observed at 

centrosomes is in agreement with the findings of Chapter 4 that indicate that Deflated is 

a multifunctional protein. 
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CHAPTER  6: The multifunctional nature 

of deflated
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6.1 Introduction 

Although the catalytic process of pre-mRNA splicing performed by snRNAs is well 

understood, the mechanisms underlying snRNA biogenesis and the impact of 

disturbances thereof are not yet fully elucidated. As outlined in chapter 1, the human 

orthologue of deflated, Integrator subunit 7 (Ints7), was found in several proteomic 

analyses to co-purify with at least eleven other proteins that together form the Integrator 

complex. This complex is important for early RNAPII transcribed snRNA biogenesis 

by processing pre-snRNA 3’ ends. snRNAs mainly function in association with protein 

co-factors in pre-mRNA splicing, a crucial process for proper protein generation in 

eukaryotic cells. However, in Drosophila, several lines of data suggest that deflated 

function is associated with cell signalling and impacts on cell proliferation. Both 

splicing and cell signalling are critical for animal development and defective Integrator 

subunit expression leads to early developmental abnormalities and/or lethality. Human 

Ints7 and Drosophila deflated share 35 percent amino acid sequence identity and both 

are predicted to encode similarly structured protein domains, making it highly likely 

that their cellular functions overlap significantly if not completely.  

 

In this study, deflated function was examined in order to explore it’s role as a subunit of 

the Drosophila Integrator complex and to more fully understand the function of the 

Integrator complex in snRNA biogenesis. Previous experiments performed in the 

Warren lab examined deflated function in Drosophila development and indicate that 

deflated might have roles that do not entirely fit a role of snRNA biogenesis. Therefore, 

the experiments presented in this study aimed to manifest deflated as a functional 

component of the Integrator complex as well as to further explore the possibility of it 

acting in other contexts.  

 

6.2 This study  

At the commencement of this study, the Integrator complex had only recently been 

identified as the long sought after cellular component that is critical for pre-snRNA 3’ 

end processing. However, only two of the twelve Integrator subunits, the catalytically 

active subunit Ints11/CPSF3L and the largest subunit Ints1 were demonstrated to be 

crucial for Integrator function. The role of the other subunits, including Ints7, in snRNA 

3’ end processing was unclear as was the degree of evolutionary conservation of their 

function.  
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In an attempt to address these issues, a series of studies were conducted using 

Drosophila for experimentation. The first was to determine whether Deflated is an 

integral subunit of the Drosophila Integrator complex. To achieve this, qPCR analyses 

were used to analyse differences in snRNA 3’ end processing when deflated was 

mutated (detailed in Chapter 3). In homozygous mutant defl
L
 larvae, which are 

functionally null and die at late second instar larval stage, increased levels of 

misprocessed snRNAs were observed compared to heterozygous defl
L
 control larvae. 

Furthermore, splicing of several RNAPII transcribed genes were shown to be defective 

in homozygous defl
L
 larvae, demonstrating the requirement for proper 3’ end processing 

for snRNA-mediated pre-mRNA splicing. These data also confirmed deflated as being 

integral for correct snRNA 3’ end processing.  

 

In an attempt to examine Deflated’s interaction with other Integrator subunits, physical 

interaction studies of Deflated were performed to identify protein-protein interactions 

via Y2H assays (detailed in Chapter 4). In all, these experiments demonstrated the 

association of Deflated protein with several other Integrator subunits and established a 

physical link between Deflated and other proteins involved in correct snRNA 

processing and pre-mRNA splicing. In addition, novel physical interaction partners of 

Deflated (Mcm2 and Dlc90F) were identified in a Y2H library screen and confirmed 

via Y2H assays. These interactors are difficult to reconcile with snRNA biogenesis.  

 

Finally, using a custom made anti-Deflated antibody, Deflated’s embryonic protein 

localization was found to mainly overlap with the deflated mRNA in-situ hybridisation 

pattern reported by Rutkowski and Warren (2009) (detailed in Chapter 5). An in depth 

analysis using cellular markers for comparison revealed that Deflated protein is 

ubiquitously expressed in all nuclei in early embryogenesis. However, the staining 

pattern changes significantly after gastrulation and first follows sites of cell 

proliferation before it becomes restricted to developing epithelia of mainly ectodermal 

origin. This Deflated distribution pattern is difficult to fully reconcile with snRNA 

biogenesis and is indicative of a role(s) required for epithelial cell polarization. 
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6.3 Deflated and the RNAPII dependent transcription machinery  

6.3.1 Deflated is a subunit of the Drosophila  Integrator complex 

The experiments described in Chapter 3 and 4 conclusively demonstrated that the 

Deflated protein acts as a subunit of the Drosophila Integrator complex. Although this 

was expected due to the presence of Drosophila orthologues to all human Integrator 

complex subunits in the Drosophila genome, prior studies by Rutkowski (2005) raised 

the possibility of Deflated having other cellular functions in Drosophila. This was based 

on the regulatory effects on cell signalling or cell cycle progression that were observed 

when wild-type deflated function was perturbed. However, these previously reported 

findings are also not fully in disagreement with deflated being a subunit of the Integrator 

complex.  

 

The first and most important result in confirming deflated as a subunit of the Drosophila 

Integrator complex came from qPCR analyses of RNAs. In homozygous defl
L
 mutant 

larvae, 3’ end misprocessed U1 and U2 snRNAs were observed at elevated levels. 

Similar results were seen after RNAi-mediated depletion of deflated in Drosophila S2 

cells (performed by Ezzeddine et al., 2011) using the qPCR amplicon design and 

procedures established in this thesis. It would be very unlikely and co-incidental if these 

snRNA misprocessing defects would arise if deflated was not involved in snRNA 3’ end 

processing. If this would be the case, then deflated ought to not be physically associated 

with the Integrator complex in Drosophila and instead act perhaps as a positive regulator 

of snRNA 3’ end processing as a component of a signalling cascade. This scenario was 

excluded by performing pairwise Y2H assays of Drosophila Integrator subunits. 

 

The second set of experiments employed Y2H assays. Deflated/Ints7 was found to 

physically interact with the Integrator complex subunits CG5859/Ints8, Ints10/CG1120, 

as well as CG13779/DSS1. This suggests that Deflated is a central component of the 

Drosophila Integrator complex with interactions to two well known Integrator complex 

subunits and the Drosophila orthologue of DSS1, the protein component that led to the 

discovery of Integrator (in human cells) and which itself does not appear to form a 

central part of the complex. Although most of the positive pairwise Y2H assays revealed 

weak protein-protein interactions, often observed in one vector combination only, it is 

highly unlikely that all three physical interactions between Deflated/Ints7 and other 
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critical Integrator complex subunits constitute false positive results (discussed in section 

4.3.3). Further supporting a role in snRNA transcription is the predominantly nuclear 

localization of Deflated generated anti-Deflated antibody staining. Taken together, the 

results obtained in this study provide clear and compelling evidence that Deflated plays 

a fundamental role in snRNA 3’ end processing as a Drosophila Integrator complex 

subunit. 

 

6.3.2 Deflated’s putative role in transcription of protein-coding genes and cell 

signalling 

6.3.2.1 Integrator proteins and the transcription of protein-coding genes 

Prior to the studies described in this thesis, functional analyses of the Integrator complex 

only associated it with RNAPII transcribed snRNAs. However, although Baillat et al. 

(2005) could not demonstrate in their initial Integrator complex analyses that Integrator 

is required for pre-mRNA 3’ end processing, they found it to weakly associate with the 

His3 and GAPDH genes and demonstrated its competency to reconstitute transcription at 

the adenovirus late promoter. This led to the hypothesis that the Integrator complex (or a 

sub-complex) is also involved in transcription of protein-coding genes, a hypothesis that 

is in agreement with proteomic studies and would be consistent with the identified 

protein-protein interaction between Deflated and Mcm2 (discussed in section 4.3.2.2).  

 

The hypothesis that Integrator complex subunits function in transcription of protein-

coding genes is strongly supported by two recent proteomic studies aimed at identifying 

both new components of the spliceosome and the pre-mRNA 3’ end processing 

machinery (Rappsilber et al., 2002; Shi et al., 2009). Both studies co-purified Integrator 

proteins with pre-mRNAs either produced from adenovirus L3, adenovirus AD1, Simian 

vacuolating virus 40 late (SVL) or the β-globin genes (Table 1.1). These associations do 

not fit a role in snRNA biogenesis. In all instances Ints7, Ints2 and Ints4 were co-

purified with the test pre-mRNAs whereas the catalytically active subunit 

Ints11/CPSF3L was not (Rappsilber et al., 2002; Shi et al., 2009), indicating the 

involvement of an Integrator sub-complex into these processes. However, it is possible 

that the Integrator complex is inherently unstable or binds loosely to the test pre-mRNAs 

causing less stable binding partners to be lost during the biochemical purification. 

Although it remains to be identified how many Integrator complex subunits are indeed 
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involved in the transcriptional process, a direct association between Integrator complex 

subunits and splicing of specific pre-mRNAs was recently reported by Tao et al. (2009, 

discussed in section 3.3.2.3). The fact that morpholino-mediated depletion of Integrator 

proteins specifically affected pre-mRNAs important for hematopoiesis (which was 

defective after Integrator subunit knockdown), further supports a direct role of Integrator 

proteins in transcription or splicing of protein-coding genes.  

 

Additional support for roles of Integrator subunits in transcription of protein-coding 

genes is provided by the confirmed Hybrigenics Y2H screen interactor of Deflated, 

CG13779/DSS1. The interaction between Deflated and CG13779/DSS1 is not only 

suggestive of a role in DNA damage repair (discussed in section 4.3.2.1) but might also 

be involved in transcription of protein-coding genes. Recent findings in yeast (S. 

cerevisiae) identified a homologue of CG13779/DSS1, SEM1, functionally involved in 

mRNA biogenesis due to its association with yeast factors paticipating in mRNA export 

(the Sac3 component of the TREX-2 mRNA export complex) and pre-mRNA splicing 

(the CSN12 subunits of the COP9 signalosome)  (Faza et al., 2009; Faza et al., 2010; 

Wilmes et al., 2008). Interestingly, in their initial experiment using Flag-tagged DSS1, 

Baillat et al. (2005) co-purified human Sac3 and furthermore identified Ints7 as the 

protein with the highest number of identified peptides associated with the DSS1 

construct, raising the possibility that all three proteins interact and participate in mRNA 

export similarly to yeast. Although no orthologue for CSN12 exists in metazoan 

genomes, other factors of the metazoan COP9 signalosome may have adopted the role of 

CSN12 and associate with CG13779/DSS1 (and Deflated) in pre-mRNA splicing.  

 

6.3.2.2 Deflated and transcription in cell signalling 

A requirement for Deflated in transcription fits with several aspects of the anti-Deflated 

localization analyses described in Chapter 5 as well as with Rutkowski’s (2005) genetic 

modifier analyses of deflated. Anti-Deflated staining in wild-type tissues was observed 

to be predominantly nuclear, which is consistent with a role in both snRNA biogenesis 

and transcription. The finding that the anti-Deflated staining pattern follows epithelial 

development and that homozygous mutant UAS-defl
BB1

;defl
L
 egg chambers displayed 

defects in Notch signalling and remodelling of epithelial integrity is also in agreement 

with deflated having a transcriptional role specific to epithelial development (discussed 

in section 5.3.4). Therefore, if deflated is involved in transcription of protein-coding 
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genes, then the anti-Deflated staining pattern may suggest that deflated is directly 

involved in the transcriptional activity of genes required for cell polarization, barrier 

functions and/or selective transcellular transport or of genes that control the maintenance 

or modelling of epithelial function.  

 

The suggested role of deflated in transcription of protein-coding genes also includes the 

transcription of cell signalling proteins. Components of signalling cascades were 

identified to be associated with deflated function in the genetic modifier assays 

performed by Rutkowski (2005) in the Drosophila wing. This earlier study showed 

deflated to genetically interact with genes of the Ras-, MAPK-, Toll-, Dpp- and 

Wingless-signalling pathways as well as with several cell cycle regulators (i.e. E2F, Dp, 

double parked, CycE and CycA) as well as genes involved in axial patterning (cactus 

and Kruppel). A common feature of every signalling pathway is to control the 

expression of effector genes and the genetic interactor study of Rutkowski (2005) 

suggests that deflated could be directly involved in regulating their transcription. The 

hypothesis that deflated functions in regulating the transcription of signalling pathways 

is also consistent with the outcomes of several genome-wide RNAi screens performed in 

Drosophila cells where deflated and other Drosophila Integrator complex subunits were 

identified as modifiers of specific biological processes (Box 6.1). As these screen assay 

outputs were based on the expression of specific proteins, a role in transcription seems 

to be the most plausible explanation for the above mentioned observations involving cell 

signalling proteins. However, although it is tempting to hypothesize an additional role of 

deflated and other Integrator proteins in transcription of protein-coding genes involved 

in cell signalling based on the presented data, it remains to be determined whether 

Integrator proteins are directly involved in signal transduction or not. Furthermore, it is 

possible that pre-mRNA splicing, transcription or other cellular processes are perturbed 

due to the high levels of 3’ end misprocessed snRNAs that were identified in this thesis 

as well as in Integrator-specific publications that examined the consequences of gene 

mutation or knock-down (Baillat et al., 2005; Ezzeddine et al., 2011; Hata and 

Nakayama, 2007; Tao et al., 2009). The following section will discuss the possible 

impact of 3’ end misprocessed snRNAs on cellular functions other than splicing.  
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Box 6.1: Genome-wide RNAi screens in Drosophila cells identified Integrator subunits as modifiers 

 

 

 dsRNA directed against 

 Ints1  Ints2 Ints3 Ints4 Ints5 Ints6 Ints7 Ints8 

  

Ints9 Ints10 Ints11 Ints12 

Affected cellular  process:            

Mourikis (2010)               

Notch signalling
1 

+  +    +    +  

Friedman (2006)               

Mapk signalling
1
 + + +  + + + +     

Foley (2004)             

IMD signalling    +   +      

Chen (2008)               

Regulation of  

Citrate Synthase
1
  

+ 
 

+ 
 

+ 
   

+ 
      

Zhang (2010)               

Aggregates  

formation of mis- 

folded proteins
1
 

+ 

 

+ 

  

+ 

 

+ 

  

+ 

 

+ 

 

+ 

  

+ 

  

Doumanis (2009)               

Aggregates  

formation of mis- 

folded proteins
1
 

+ 

      

 

+ 

 

 

+ 

     

Beller (2008)               

Regulation of  

lipid storage
1
   

+ 
  

+ 
 

+ 
       

Derre (2007)               

Host factors in 

Chlamydia 

caviae infection
1
  

+ 

  

+ 

 

+ 

 

+ 

  

+ 

     

 

RNAi mediated knockdown of Drosophila Integrator complex orthologues (CG3173/Ints1, 

CG8211/Ints2, CG17665/Ints3, CG12113/Ints4, omd/Ints5, CG3125/Ints6, deflated/Ints7, CG5859/ 

Ints8, G5222/Ints9, CG1120/Ints10, CG1972/Ints11 and CG5491/Ints12) revealed the involvement 

of Integrator proteins into non-snRNA associated cellular processes. The identification of several 

Integrator proteins in these contexts are hypothesised to have a role in transcriptional regulation of 

genes. Screens that monitored the expression of specific cell signalling proteins analysed the 

activation of the Notch signalling (transcription of luciferase from E(spl)m3 promoter), RTK/MAPK 

signalling (fluorescent detection using anti-dpMAPK antibodies) and the immune deficiency (IMD) 

pathways (transcription of β-galactosidase from Dipt promoter)  (Foley and O'Farrell, 2004; 

Friedman and Perrimon, 2006; Mourikis et al., 2010). The regulation of citrate synthase (CS activity 

assays) and the aggregation of (GFP tagged) mutated Huntingtin fragments also depended on 

transcription of specific protein-coding genes (Chen et al., 2008; Doumanis et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 

2010). Depletion of deflated/Ints7 and other Integrator subunits might have also resulted in altered 

transcription of factors necessary for lipid storage or involved in infections of human cells with 

Chlamydia caviae (Beller et al., 2008; Derré et al., 2007). Only hits where at least two Integrator 

subunits were identified are shown.  

 
1
 Screens performed with protocols and RNAi libraries obtained from the Drosophila RNAi Screening 

Center at Harvard Medical School. RNAi mediated knockdown of Integrator proteins should be 

equivalent between screens. 
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6.3.3 Possible impact of misprocessed snRNAs on cellular functions  

In agreement with the essential role that snRNAs play in pre-mRNA splicing, several 

pre-mRNAs were found misspliced in the qPCR analyses (Chapter 3). However, 

splicing is not the only process that RNAPII transcribed snRNAs are involved in. 

 

In addition to its role in the spliceosome where it recognizes the 5’ splice site of introns, 

U1 snRNA has also been reported to be involved in other aspects of RNAPII dependent 

transcription. U1 snRNPs are the most abundant snRNPs (10 to 100 fold more than the 

other snRNPs) with 10
6
 molecules per human (HeLa) cell (Baserga and Steitz, 1993). A 

higher abundance of U1 snRNAs/snRNPs compared to the other snRNPs arises from its 

additional associations with general transcription factor subunits that the other snRNPs 

do not bind to. These include the TBP-associated factor 15 (TAF15) subunit of TFIID 

and the Cyclin H subunit of the general transcription factor TFIIH (Jobert et al., 2009; 

Kwek et al., 2002; O'Gorman et al., 2005). TFIID is involved in the recognition of 

promoter sequences and the assembly of the preinitiation complex while TFIIH 

participates in transcription at the steps of initiation, promoter escape and early 

elongation and it has also a role in nucleotide excision repair (reviewed in O'Gorman et 

al., 2006). These findings indicate several important functions of U1 snRNA in RNAPII 

dependent transcription in addition to its role in the spliceosome, where U1 snRNA not 

only performs pre-mRNA splicing but is also required for efficient transcription (Fong 

and Zhou, 2001; Hicks et al., 2006).  

 

In sight of these important transcriptional roles, it can be assumed that defects in 

snRNA 3’ end processing might impact on ongoing snRNA biogenesis or at least on 

snRNA function. If this is true, then it could explain some of the observed changes in 

transcriptional regulation or splicing identified in this study, the findings of Tao et al. 

(2009) and the data generated in genome-wide Drosophila RNAi studies (box 6.1), 

although defects in snRNA biogenesis might be expected to be more general and not as 

specific to only some transcripts as those observed.  
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6.4 Direct roles of Deflated in non-transcriptional processes  

Although the suggested role of deflated as a transcription factor as part of an Integrator 

sub-complex is intriguing (discussed in section 6.3), some data suggest that deflated 

either with or without other Integrator subunits acts more directly in other cellular 

processes. One such direct implication of at least deflated and a subset of other 

Integrator proteins involves them into homologues DNA damage repair by interacting 

with SOSS complexes (Skaar et al., 2009) or via the identified Y2H interaction between 

Deflated and CG13779/DSS1 (discussed in section 4.3.2.1). A possible role for 

Deflated in regulating Mcm2 in it’s function as a subunit of the MCM2-7 replicative 

helicase at a yet to be identified stage can also not be excluded, although the interaction 

between Deflated and Mcm2 may be more likely to be transcriptional (discussed in 

section 4.3.2.2). While these functional implications of Deflated and other Integrator 

subunits are still speculative, the identified Y2H interaction between Deflated and 

Dlc90F is in agreement with observations made during the anti-Deflated localization 

studies.  

 

Anti-Deflated staining in wild-type egg chambers demonstrated Deflated to co-localize 

with γ-tubulin to centrosomes of mainbody follicle cells. A possible mechanism to 

explain why Deflated associates with centrosomes comes from the fact that the human 

orthologue of Dlc90F, DYNLT1, was found to localize to centrosomes and the mitotic 

spindle in dividing cells (Campbell et al., 1998; Yang et al., 2008). Furthermore, 

Clathrin, Myb and Filamin also localize to the mitotic spindle in human cells 

(Yamauchi et al., 2008) and Deflated encodes a putative clathrin box at it’s N-terminus 

that is well conserved across metazoa and could promote an interaction with Clathrin. 

Interestingly, the Drosophila orthologue of Filamin, Cher, was another positive hit 

identified in the genome-wide Y2H screen for physical interactors of Deflated. 

Although the Y2H interaction between Deflated and Cher was not able to be confirmed 

using the GAL4-based Matchmaker Y2H system (discussed in section 4.3.3.2), it is 

striking that two of the positive Y2H screen hits are proteins that are co-localized with 

Deflated at the centrosomes and the mitotic spindle.  

 

Given the diverse functional implications of Deflated into cellular processes like 

transcription of snRNAs and likely mRNAs, cell signalling, cell proliferation, DNA 
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damage repair and possibly epithelial organization, it is no surprise that multiple 

physical interactors of Deflated were identified in this study. Further research will be 

needed to clarify what exact role Deflated plays in these contexts. Future analyses of 

homozygous mutant clonal tissues will be essential to elucidate the whole repertoire of 

cellular involvements that deflated participates in. 

 

6.5 Multicellularity requires the Integrator complex  

An unsolved feature of the Integrator complex is it’s strict conservation in metazoa  and 

its complete absence from unicellular organisms except Dictyostelium discoideum. 

Dictyostelium encodes the majority of Integrator proteins in its genome (Eichinger et 

al., 2005) and although it spends most of its life circle as unicellular amoeba, it is 

capable of developing into a true multicellular organism when under starvation 

conditions. The current association of the Integrator complex with snRNA biogenesis 

alone seems to provide an unsatisfactory explanation for the evolution of a multisubunit 

complex to  cleave pre-snRNA 3’ ends that are processed by other means in unicellular 

eukaryotes. With complexity rising dramatically from unicellular to multicellular 

organisms, the data presented and discussed in this thesis provides some clues why 

Integrator proteins might be only found in metazoan genomes.  

 

Multicellular organisms evolved a sophisticated transcriptional regulatory network to 

cope with an increased requirement for cell signalling, cell differentiation and the 

formation of complex epithelial layers (amongst other uniquely metazoan aspects). That 

metazoan genomes contain introns that not only allow for alternative splicing of pre-

mRNAs but also encode regulatory non-coding RNA sequences is generally thought to 

be key to the evolution of multicellular organisms. With two of the identified Y2H 

interactors of Deflated (Mcm2 and CG13779/DSS1) being also involved in 

transcription and the fact that Integrator subunits co-purify with splicing or cleavage 

and polyadenylation factors in association with pre-mRNAs (discussed in section 6.3), 

all indicate that Integrator complex subunits not only participate in transcription of 

snRNAs, but also may function to regulate protein-coding genes at the level of 

transcription and/or splicing. Furthermore, the involvement of Integrator proteins in 

DNA damage repair (discussed in section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.1) as well as the findings that 

Deflated localizes to centrosomes (discussed in section 6.4) and developing epithelia 
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(discussed in section 5.3.3 and 5.3.4) all point towards Integrator subunits being co-

opted for several important functions of metazoan living. As a whole, these additional 

processes provide a possible answer for the absence of the Integrator complex in 

unicellular organisms and its requirement in multicellular organisms. However, much 

remains to be understood about Integrator’s various functions including a full 

examination of the interactions between Integrator subunits, the dynamics and 

formation of sub-complexes and the identification of additional binding partners. With 

further research, the various functions of the Integrator complex and it’s subunits will 

reveal its full repertoir as a true multiplayer in metazoan cellular processes.  
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Appendix A: deflated mRNA expression throughout the Drosophila life 
cycle 
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Relative deflated mRNA levels at different time points throughout wild-type development (Arbeitman et 

al., 2002; downloaded from the Stanford Microarray Database (Hubble et al., 2009)). The graphs show 

mean values of two microarray analyses. (A) After egg deposition (AED, 0 hours) the highest levels of 

deflated expression throughout embryogenesis occur around stages 7 and 11 (4.5 hours and 8.5 hours 

AED, respectively). (B) In larval stages (24-110 hours AED) deflated expression is only high after the 

2
nd

 instar larval molt (48 hours AED). (C) After puparation (0 hours) deflated mRNA levels are 

relatively high in in the first half of metamorphosis and then start to drop. (D) The lowest deflated 

mRNA expression is seen in adult stages (from day 0 after eclosion).  
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Appendix B: Sequencing primers  

 
Primer name  5’-3’ sequence 

A428-Clont-3AD-seq AGATGGTGCACGATGCACAG 

A669-BD-Seq-2 CCGGAATTAGCTTGGCTGC 

A756-Ints1-SeqF1 CTGCACAGACATAGTGGCCTG 

A757-Ints1-SeqR2 GTCAGCAGATTGGCGAACAG 

A758-Ints1-SeqF3 GGTCAAGTTCGCCCAGCAATTG 

A759-Ints1-SeqR4 GTCTTGAGCCGCATCTTCAC 

A760-Ints1-SeqF5 CATGCTCTGCTCAAGCTGTAC 

A761-Ints1-SeqR6 CTTGAAGAGCGTGGGTACTG 

A762-Ints1-SeqF7 CAGCCACCAAGGATGAGTTG 

A763-Ints1-SeqR8 CCTCAGTGATAACAGCATGC 

A764-Ints1-SeqF9 GATAATCTTCAGGCACTCTGGC 

A765-Ints1-SeqR10 CTCGCAGCTGGGGAATTATG 

A766-Ints1-SeqF11 GTGCAACTGCTGCCCGAC 

A767-Ints1-SeqR12 CTGCCTCAATTAGTCTGTCCAC 

A768-Ints1-SeqF13 GTTGCAGTGTCACGATGAGC 

A769-Ints1-SeqR14 GAGAGCGTTCTCCAGTATGTGA 

A770-Ints1-SeqF15 CACCGTCCTCAACTACTTCGAG 

A771-Ints1-SeqR16 CAGTTCAGAAGTCCTCAGCATG 

A772-Ints1-SeqF17 GTGCTGTCGTCCATTATGCAAG 

A773-Ints1-SeqR18 GAAGAAGTTGAAGTAGCACGAC 

A774-Ints1-SeqF19 GACGTGGTCTTGGGTCCCATG 

A775-Ints1-SeqR20 GATGGACCGGATCTGGGCAC 

A670-Ints2-SeqF1 GGCATCTATCTGGAGGAGGTG 

A671-Ints2-SeqR2 CGCAGATGATGCGATGTC 

A672-Ints2-SeqF3 CTGCTGCGTCTGTACTGTG 

A673-Ints2-SeqR4 GACAACTCGTGACCAGCTGC 

A674-Ints2-SeqF5 CAAAGTGCCCATTAAGTCGTG 

A675-Ints2-SeqR6 CAGCGTGTTGACAAAGACCTC 

A676-Ints2-SeqF7 CGAAACCGCATCTAGCCATC 

A677-Ints2-SeqR8 CATCGGCAGATGCTTCACC 

A678-Ints2-SeqF9 GTGAGATACAGGGCATCATTGG 

A679-Ints2-SeqR10 CGACTTTGGATACGTTTGGAAG 

A680-Ints3-SeqF1 CATCGAATTTAGAACGTGGTTG 

A681-Ints3-SeqR2 GAGAGCAGGGTTAGCGTGATC 

A682-Ints3-SeqF3 GTTGGCTCATCTCGTCCTG 

A683-Ints3-SeqR4 CAGCGTGCTACTAACAAATG 

A684-Ints3-SeqF5 CGATGACCTACCATTATCAGAG 

A685-Ints3-SeqR6 GCTATTGCTTCTGCTAGTTCTAC 

A686-Ints3-SeqF7 GGCAATTGTCTGTTACGGGATC 

A687-Ints3-SeqR8 CAGTGTTATTCGCAAAAGATCAG 

A688-Ints3-SeqF9 CTTAAGATTCTGGTGTCAACGC 

A689-Ints4-SeqF1 GTTGCGAGTGTGCCACCGAG 

A690-Ints4-SeqR2 GACACCTCCTTCCTCAACAAG 

A691-Ints4-SeqF3 GTTCAGCAAGGTCTGCGAAG 

A692-Ints4-SeqR4 GTCATCCCACCGAGCAATTC 

A693-Ints4-SeqF5 GAGGGACTACATCTCATGCTG 

A694-Ints4-SeqR6 GCAGGCATAGGTGGAGTTAC 

A695-Ints4-SeqF7 CCAATCTAATCTGCAGCG 

A696-Ints4-SeqR8 CTGCATCTGTTCGATCTGG 

A697-Ints4-SeqF9 GATAGCTTCACCCGCCAGC 

A698-Ints4-SeqR10 GAGGAGCCTGCTGGACCA 

A699-Ints5-SeqF1 GCAACTATTGGCTGGAGTGC 

A700-Ints5-SeqR2 GCATTGAGCATGATCTCCAC 
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Primer name  5’-3’ sequence 

A701-Ints5-SeqF3 GCGACGTTGCTCCTTACG 

A702-Ints5-SeqR4 CTGTTCCAGCTCCTGCATC 

A703-Ints5-SeqF5 CAAGCCCTCAACGAATGTCTTC 

A704-Ints5-SeqR6 GTTAACGGTGCAGTCGAAG 

A705-Ints5-SeqF7 CACGGTCACTTGCTTGGTCAG 

A706-Ints5-SeqR8 CCAGAGCTGGTGTGCAGATTC 

A707-Ints5-SeqF9 GCTTTGCTATTCCTCCGTGC 

A564-Ints6-Fseq1 GGAGCCATCGGTCATCATTGTG 

A565-Ints6-Rseq2 CTCGCTCGTCAATCTTGTTGC 

A566-Ints6-Fseq3 GCTCCCGATATTGTCTTCCAGC 

A567-Ints6-Rseq4 CAATCTCGTACTTGTCGACGG 

A568-Ints6-Fseq5 CATCAATGTGCCGTATCAGCTG 

A569-Ints6-Rseq6 GCACCAAATCTCTGCGCAAC 

A570-Ints6-Fseq7 GATGTGGCGCCAATGAAGTC 

A571-Ints6-Rseq8 GTGGAATGTCAGGACTGATGCTG 

A572-Ints6-Fseq9 CAATGGCATCAGCGACGATG 

A573-Ints6-Rseq10 GCTGGAGCTGATGGAACTGC 

A574-Ints6-Fseq11 CAATGGCAGCACGGAGAGTG 

A575-Ints6-Rseq12 GCAGCTGGAGTTGATCTTCAC 

806-NBSgscreena TTAACTATGGCTTGGAATACGCCTACA 

807-NBSgscreenb ATTGTGTACCAATTCCAAGGAGCAGTT 

856- PITAf GCTGCTCCTGATTCCCGTGT 

857- PITAr TGCGGTGGAAAAGGCGTACT 

A054-deflseq1 CCCACCAGCGTTCGTGATGAC 

A055-deflseq2 CGCCCAAGGTGCGCAGGAGGAG 

A056-deflseq3 CGCTTCATCAGCGGAATTAGAGG 

A057-deflseq4 GCGGTGGCGGCGTGATTAGCTG 

A096-deflseq3new CTCGCAGGCTGGCCAGCGCTTGC 

A097-deflseq5 GCCACCGAACCCGTGAATGTCC 

A131-defl-seq10 GGTGACGCTGGAAACATTCGTG 

A167-defl-seq11 CGCCACTCAGGCCATGGCAGTTTTGTCGGTTCTAGTAGC 

A708-Ints8-SeqF1 GGCTGCTCCTTAAGTATTCC 

A709-Ints8-SeqR2 GCGGTGGTATATGGTCAAGG 

A710-Ints8-SeqF3 GTTCCAGCAATCGCTACTTAAC 

A711-Ints8-SeqR4 GAGATGGAACCCTCAATGTCC 

A712-Ints8-SeqF5 CTGCACCAATGCCAACACAG 

A713-Ints8-SeqR6 CTGTGGTACGTCCCAACTGG 

A714-Ints8-SeqF7 CAAGAAGGTATGTCGCGATG 

A715-Ints8-SeqR8 GGATTCGCTGTAGGAAGGC 

A716-Ints8-SeqF9 GACTACGTGATCCGCAAGATG 

A717-Ints9-SeqF1 CTTCATCTGCTGCCCAGTC 

A718-Ints9-SeqR2 GATGGTCACCTTGGACAGACTG 

A719-Ints9-SeqF3 GTGGCAGACAGCTCCTTGG 

A720-Ints9-SeqR4 GCATGTGGGAAAGGATCGTC 

A721-Ints9-SeqF5 GTCTGCCATTAAAACGGAAGC 

A722-Ints9-SeqR6 GTGGACCTTGTCCTTAACTTGC 

A723-Ints10-SeqF1 GGATCTCTATCAGCGGATTCTG 

A724-Ints10-SeqR2 GAACTGGTATAAAGTCTGCAGG 

A725-Ints10-SeqF3 GGATTTCAGTCAACTTATGCTGG 

A726-Ints10-SeqR4 GTCCGCCATAAGCTTGTTG 

A727-Ints10-SeqF5 CTCAACGATGTTCTGCTCACTC 

A728-Ints11-SeqF1 GGACTACAACATGACTCCAGAC 

A729-Ints11-SeqR2 GCTTCGAGTCCCTAATGGTAG 

A731-Ints11-SeqF3 GAACCGTGGGCAACAAGATTC 

A732-Ints11-SeqR4 CGAGAAGCTCATGTACTCCAC 

A733-Ints11-SeqF5 GTGAAGATACCAGTAGATGCGTC 

A734-Ints12-SeqF1 CTGATTGAGTGCTCCAAGTG 
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Primer name  5’-3’ sequence 

A735-Ints12-SeqR2 CTCGTTGGCTTGTTGCAG 

A268-Cher-Seq1 GATGTGCTTGCCCAGACGCTTC 

A269-Cher-Seq2 GCAACATTGGCATCTCGTTCACG 

A270-Cher-Seq3 CTGGGACCTTCCACGGAAATGG 

A271-Cher-Seq4 GGATCACCGTTCCAGTTCACCGTG  

A421-Cher-Seq6  CATCCACGTCAAGTTCAACG 

A417-DP1-seq1-F GAAGTAGAGAAGGAAGCCGAACAG 

A418-DP1-seq2-R CTGCCCGTGATTCGGATAACATC 

A419-DP1-seq3-F GCTGATGATGACAACCCCAATTCG 

A420-DP1-seq4-R GAAGAGCAACTCCTTGACGTTCTC 

A454-DP1-seq5R GCTTCAATGCAGTCCTTGG 

A275-MCM2-Seq1 CAGTGTAGGAGACGACGAACGAAG 

A276-MCM2-Seq2 CGCATACACCTATCGTGATCGC 

A277-MCM2-Seq3 CCATGGATGCTACTACACGCTCTAC 

A278-MCM2-Seq4 CTACGATGGCTCCTTGAACACCG 

A279-MCM2-Seq5 GTGAATCTCTCGGAGCCCATCC 

A280-MCM2-Seq6 GCGAGTGTACCACGAATTTGGC 
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Appendix C: Establishment of qPCR primers 

Figure C1: qPCR primer specificity test by melt-curve analyses 

Melt curves were conducted at the end of qPCR experiments to test for single melt peaks, 

indicating amplicon specifc amplification. (m) and (p) stand for amplicons testing mature 

(spliced) mRNAs and amplicons testing unspliced pre-mature mRNAs, respectively. 
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Figure C1 (continued):  
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Figure C1 (continued):  
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Figure C1 (continued):  
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* the double peak in U2 snRNA (p:34ABb) most likely represents a complex secondary structure 

in the amplicon (i.e. the presence of several hairpins typical for snRNAs). The amplicon 

generated a single band on an agarose gel (see Figure B2), confirming amplicon specificity. 
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Figure C2: Agarose gels showing qPCR oligonucleotide primer specificity  
 

4 % Agarose gels showing primer specificity via the presence of single bands representing 

amplicons generated in qPCR experiments from RNA isolated from larvae with the following 

genotypes:  
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The standard marker used was HyperLadder II (Bioline): 
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Figure C3: Standard Curves to determine qPCR primer efficiencies 

 

Primer efficiencies calculated by the Rotor-Gene 6000 software (Corbett) from four serial four-

fold cDNA dilutions. 
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Figure C3 (continued):  
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Figure C3 (continued): 
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